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CSM Student Research Conference
Schedule of Events 2019

Thursday, May 16 5:30pm - 7:30pm

Poster Reception

Fisher Science Lobby & Biology Museum (33-285)

Friday, May 17 8:30am - 4pm

8:30-10am: Oral Presentations Sessions 1 & 2 - Room 33-285 & Room 33-289

10-11:30am: Poster Session 1- Fisher Science Lobby, Hallways & Back Patio

11:30am-1pm: Oral Presentations Sessions 3 & 4 - Room 33-285 & Room 33-289

1-2:30pm: Poster Session 2 - Fisher Science Lobby & Hallways

2:30-4pm: Oral Presentations Sessions 5 & 6 - Room 33-285 & Room 33-289
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• Dean Wendt, Dean of the College of Science and Mathematics

• Ryan Lau and Ashley LeForge for coordinating food and publicity, and help with
overall organization

• Andrea Laubscher for help with logistics

• CSM Ambassadors for help with conference set-up, management and safety

• Doug Brewster, Rob Brewster, Dave Clendenen and John Merriam for transforming
Fisher Science into a research conference space (& back)

• Michael Curto for computer support

• Alice Hamrick for coordinating safety

• Emi Youngquist for budget management

• Marnie Perry, CAFES Deans Office for the loan of additional easels

• Arthur Huebner for help with I.T. support

• Instructionally Related Activities (IRA) program and the Frost Fund for financial
support

Conference Coordinators: Dr. Elena Keeling (Biological Sciences), Dr. Tom Bensky
(Physics), Dr. Danielle Champney (Mathematics), Dr. Hunter Glanz (Statistics), Sarah
Keadle (Kinesiology & Public Health)
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Schedule of Talks – Friday May 17th 

Building 33 
(Note the parallel sessions.) 

 
 

 Room 285 

8:30  
Allison Clatch: (advisor Jennifer VanderKelen, Alejandra Yep): Exposure to 
hormonal contraceptives increases efflux and antibiotic resistance in CFT073, a 
uropathogenic Escherichia coli strain   

8:45  Haley Gonzales: (advisor Heather Liwanag): Birds of a Feather: Morphological 
Adaptations of Birds to Aquatic Environments   

9:00  
Heather Neldner, Michael Westphal, Kathleen Ivey: (advisor Ignacio Moore, 
Emily Taylor): Hormonal Herps: Stress and Physiology of an Endangered Lizard 
(Gambelia sila)   

9:15  Lucy Bowser: (advisor Nikki Adams): Two Zinc-based sunscreens negatively affect 
development of the purple sea urchin, S. purpuratus   

9:30  Emma Weitzner: (advisor Heather Liwanag): Characterizing early dive behavior in 
Weddell seal (Leptonychotes weddellii) pups   

9:45  
Tyler Peck-Burnett: (advisor Heather Liwanag): Morphometric trends and sexual 
dimorphism in weanling northern elephant seals (Mirounga angustirostris) at the 
Piedras Blancas rookery   

 Room 289 
8:30 Joe Crowley, Abdulrahman Kauther: (advisor Stephanie Wissel): How Many Tau 

Neutrinos will ANITA or BEACON Detect?   

8:45  Nick Browen: (advisor Prince Afriyie, Katharine Watts): Characterization of Soil 
Microbial Communities as influenced by Sustainable Vineyard Practices   

9:00  Zoe Riesen: (advisor Stephanie Wissel): Towards Radar Detection of Neutrinos: An 
Accelerator Experiment   

9:15 Emily Wearing: (advisor Martyn Taylor Haynes): Discovery and Development of 
Tandem Oxidation and Nucleophilic Coupling to Access 1,3-Diones   

9:30  
Alex Barth: (advisor Ryan Walter): Seasonal and interannual variability of 
phytoplankton abundance and community composition along the Central California 
Coast   

9:45  Sebastian Gonzales: (advisor Emily Taylor): Variation in the Spatial Ecology of 
Multiple Populations of an Ambush Predator   

 Break 
	



	

 Room 285 
11:30  Cameron Cooper: (advisor Heather Liwanag): Feeling out your food: A histological 

analysis of the vibrissal system in pinnipeds   

11:45  
Theresa V. Bersin: (advisor Brian R. Beckman, Sean C. Lema): Nutritional stress 
and hormone regulation of growth in fish: Fasting modulates GH stimulation of liver 
IGF-1 in a Pacific rockfish   

12:00  Melissa P. Voisinet: (advisor Lars Tomanek): Adaptive response of Northern 
elephant seals pups to physiological stress during development   

12:15  
Rose Dodgen: (advisor Dean Wendt): Patterns in size distribution, catch, and 
habitat use of rockfish (Sebastes spp.) in fisheries-independent and fisheries-
dependent data   

12:30  Eric Shechter: (advisor Christy Strand, Michael Black): Cloning and Expressing the 
Double-Cortin Protein from the Northern Pacific Rattlesnake   

12:45  Jack Sumner: (advisor Elena Keeling, Jean Davidson):  De-novo hybrid genome 
assembly to investigate regeneration in Botrylloides violaceus   

 Room 289 
11:30  Edwin Rainville: (advisor Ryan Walter): Kelp on Defense: Reduction of Internal-

Wave Driven Cold Water Intrusions in Nearshore Kelp Forest Systems   
11:45  Patrick Kerrigan: (advisor Sean Echols): Shape dynamics of the 3-body universe   

12:00  Roe Klein: (advisor Sandra Ward): Synthesis of supramolecular amphiphiles and 
characterization of self-assembling properties   

12:15  
Leah Meuter: (advisor Sarah Keadle, Suzanne Phelan): Charity-based incentives 
to promote physical activity in a pilot eHealth intervention for young adult cancer 
survivors.   

12:30  Aditya Jangid: (advisor Andres Martinez, Nathaniel Martinez): Next-Generation 
Diagnostic Devices: Merging 3D-Printing with Paper-Based Microfluidics   

12:45  Megan Mitchell: (advisor Andres Martinez, Nathaniel Martinez): Lateral Flow Assay 
for Diagnosis of Cerebrospinal Fluid Leaks   

 Break 
	



	

 Room 285 
2:30  Ward Kirschbaum: (advisor Andres Martinez, Nathaniel Martinez): Dialdehyde 

cellulose paper as a biodegradable cell culture scaffold   

2:45  Paige Nankey: (advisor Heather Liwanag): Under pressure: Instrumentation 
methods affect fur seal pelt function during simulated dives   

3:00  Natalie Lopato: (advisor Alejandra Yep): Survey of Curli Associated Phenotypes in 
Escherichia coli   

3:15  Ross Wohlgemuth: (advisor Heather Liwanag): Weathering the storm: 
Supercooling in the Italian Wall Lizard (Podarcis siculus)   

3:30  Henry Mull: (advisor M. Taylor Haynes): Designing Fine-Tuned Ligand Frameworks 
for Photosensitive Iron Complexes   

3:45  Rachel Gariepy: (advisor Sandra Ward): Chemically Sensitive Vesicles Derived 
from Supramolecular Amphiphiles   

 Room 289 
2:30  Jerry Phan, Tyrell Rhead, Jonas Enders: (advisor Matthew Zoerb): Impacts of the 

2018 California Wildfires on Aerosol Composition in San Luis Obispo   

2:45  Rebeca Almeida: (advisor Marilyn Tseng): Mammographic Breast Density and 
Acculturation: Longitudinal Analysis in Chinese Immigrants   

3:00  
James Abundis, Jesse Bao, Natalie Keelan: (advisor Alexander Detkhyar, Hunter 
Glanz, Sarah Keadle): Classification of Activities using Neural Networks over Little 
Intervals (CANNOLI)   

3:15  Tobias Iven: (advisor Charles D. Camp): Fingerprints of the Pleistocene Glacial 
Cycle   

3:30  Brian Knight: (advisor Charles Camp): Modeling Glacial Cycles and the 100 
kiloyear Problem   

3:45  Ashley Jacobson, Victor Wilson: (advisor Shannon Pileggi): Introducing 
parmsurvfit Package - Simple Parametric Survival Analysis with R   

 
 

~ End of talks ~ 



Oral Presentations - 2019
[0] Exposure to hormonal contraceptives increases efflux and an-
tibiotic resistance in CFT073, a uropathogenic Escherichia coli strain
Allison Clatch†, Leah Van Otterloo†, Melanie Flores†, Jennifer VanderKelen†, Alejandra Yep†

Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

Antibiotic resistance is one of the most important public health threats of this century. The effects of
non-antimicrobial drugs on antibiotic resistance is not well understood. Hormonal contraceptives (HCs)
are one of the most common forms of birth control and the steroid hormones serve as substrates to bacterial
efflux pumps. We hypothesize that exposure to HCs induces increased activity of efflux pumps to remove
the hormone from the cytoplasm. Efflux pumps are nonspecific transporters and increases in activity may
yield increased removal of antibiotics from the cell, conferring multidrug resistance. A uropathogenic E. coli
strain, CFT073 was exposed to ethinylestradiol (EE), a synthetic estrogen found in HCs, and accumulation
of a fluorescent dye Hoechst (H) 33342 was tested. E. coli incubated with EE accumulated less H33342,
indicating an increase in efflux following exposure. We also analyzed the growth of E. coli in several common
antibiotics. Cells pre-exposed to 100µg/mL EE grew in the presence of chloramphenicol and minocycline
at concentrations above the minimal inhibitory concentration, whereas no growth was observed for the
unexposed cells. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of increased resistance to antibiotics,
following exposure to a component of HCs.

[1] Birds of a Feather: Morphological Adaptations of Birds to
Aquatic Environments
Haley Gonzales†, Heather Liwanag†

Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

Endotherms (“warm-blooded” animals) maintain a constant body temperature independent of their
environment. Both groups of endotherms have specialized insulation for maintaining body temperature in
cold environments: fur in mammals and feathers in birds. In aquatic birds, semiplume and downy feathers
trap a layer of air between the bird’s skin and the surrounding environment, reducing heat loss from their
bodies. The purpose of this study is to determine which feather characteristics are most important for
maintaining insulation in aquatic birds. We collected downy and semiplume feathers from aquatic bird
species and their terrestrial outgroups. We then used light microscopy to measure feather characteristics,
including density of barbs (largest ”branches” of the feather) and width of the rachis (”stem” of the feather).
Increased barb density would allow the feather to trap more air and a thinner rachis width would allow the
feather to lay flat, serving as a more efficient insulator. Therefore, we predicted that aquatic birds would
have a higher barb density and a thinner rachis width compared to their respective terrestrial outgroups.
We found no significant effect of habitat on barb density; but aquatic birds had a significantly greater rachis
width than the terrestrial birds, contrary to our prediction. Future work will examine microstructures of
the feathers using scanning electron microscopy.
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[2] Hormonal Herps: Stress and Physiology of an Endangered
Lizard (Gambelia sila)
Heather Neldner1, Michael Westphal2, Kathleen Ivey1, Ignacio Moore3, Emily Taylor1†
1 Department of Biological Sciences, 2 Bureau of Land Management, 3 Virginia Tech, †Frost
Support

Blunt-nosed Leopard lizards(Gambelia sila) are a federally-listed species endemic to the rapidly-
disappearing San Joaquin Desert of California. Anthropogenic activities - such as agriculture and related
development - contribute to habitat destruction and subsequent range constriction in Gambelia sila. As
such, any efforts to study this at-risk species strive to be minimally-invasive. Corticosterone is a gluco-
corticoid hormone that modulates metabolism and is released in response to stress. Preliminary results
suggest that radio collars and regular radio telemetry use to study Gambelia does not significantly raise
baseline plasma corticosterone or plasma corticosterone after acute stress. In other words, radio collars do
not seem to affect proxies for chronic stress or stress reactivity (how intensely an animal reacts to stress).In
light of these results, we will expand and elaborate on our early investigatory work by examining wider
endocrine profiles of Blunt-nosed Leopard lizards in an attempt to shed more light on the effects of radio
collars and on their general physiology.

[3] Two Zinc-based sunscreens negatively affect development of the
purple sea urchin, S. purpuratus
Lucy Bowser†, Nikki Adams†

Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

Humans are introducing foreign chemicals into marine environments which can be disruptive to the
development of marine animals. Sunscreens used at local beaches can dissolve off of human skin during
swimming and introduce toxins. Chemical sunscreens, those containing compounds like oxybenzone, have
been found to be detrimental to marine organisms. This has increased the popularity of physical sunscreens,
those containing active minerals such as zinc (Zn) or titanium. However, many physical sunscreens are
labeled ”coral reef safe” despite the lack of testing to back these claims. Thus, excess amounts of minerals
(i.e. Zn) are released into marine environments. Excess amounts of Zn can have negative effects on marine
life, especially on marine invertebrates, such as sea urchins, who produce planktonic larvae. Therefore, this
project tested the effects of two physical zinc-based sunscreens on the development of the purple sea urchin,
Strongylocentrotus purpuratus. Concentrations of zinc used in this project were obtained from a previous
leaching experiment. I hypothesized that the concentrations of zinc relevant to the leaching experiment
will disrupt early development of the sea urchin embryos in a dose-dependent fashion and the difference
between the two sunscreens will be negligible.
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[4] Characterizing early dive behavior in Weddell seal (Leptonychotes
weddellii) pups
Emma Weitzner, Heather Liwanag
Department of Biological Sciences

The diving physiology of adult Weddell seals is well-studied, yet previous research has excluded pups
earliest diving attempts, beginning instead with the diving capabilities of post-nursing individuals. Past
studies have also not documented the diving behavior of nursing pups in high resolution due to technological
restraints. In this study, we characterized the early, fine-scale diving behaviors of nursing Weddell seal pups.
Diving behaviors were captured with time-depth recorders attached to pups aged 1-7 weeks old, then were
correlated with age, nursing status, and weather variables to determine when pups were most likely to be
in the water, and to characterize general dive trends. We significantly predicted when pups were most
likely to be in the water based on time of day, age, weaning status, and weather variables. As pups aged,
their diving capabilities improved, and pups generally made the longest, deepest dives in the morning
hours. Finally, pups spent most of their time in the water at or near the surface. This study revealed
significant determinants of early diving behavior that previous studies using lower-resolution data have
not. Understanding early diving behavior can yield important information about seal pup survival and
future foraging success.

[5] Morphometric trends and sexual dimorphism in weanling north-
ern elephant seals (Mirounga angustirostris) at the Piedras Blancas
rookery
Tyler Peck-Burnett†, Heather Liwanag
Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

Northern elephant seals (NES) exhibit extreme sexual dimorphism, with adult males generally weighing
three times more than females. These sex differences, however, are not visually recognizable at birth. In
this study, we investigated how morphometrics of recently weaned NES relate to sexual dimorphism at
Piedras Blancas (San Simeon, CA). Based on research at the Año Nuevo and Isla San Benito rookeries, we
hypothesized that we would find no significant sex differences in morphometrics at weaning, and that there
would be no significant differences in weaning mass between pups at Piedras Blancas and other rookeries.
Morphometric data (standard length, curvilinear length, axillary girth, body mass) were recorded for
weanling NES (n = 50) at Piedras Blancas within 5 days of weaning. Males were significantly larger than
females in standard length (P = 0.0203) and curvilinear length (P = 0.0062); however, no significant
difference was found in axillary girth (P = 0.071) or body mass (P = 0.057). Interestingly, male weanlings
at Piedras Blancas weighed, on average, approximately 8% more than females, and the results approached
significance. We found no significant difference in mass between weanlings sampled from Piedras Blancas
and other rookeries (P = 0.1126). Future studies will place these trends into the context of population
growth and clarify their relation to sexual dimorphism at this expanding breeding site.
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[6] How Many Tau Neutrinos will ANITA or BEACON Detect?
Joe Crowley1, Abdulrahman Kauther1, Cora Karamitsos2, Stephanie Wissel1
1 Department of Physics, 2 School of Education

The Standard Model of particle physics successfully describes most fundamental interactions in the
universe, but has not been tested at the highest energies. Neutrinos are an excellent probe for high
energy interactions. High-energy Physics experiments such as the ANtarctic Impulsive Transient Antenna
(ANITA) and the Beam-forming Elevated Array for COsmic Neutrinos (BEACON) attempt to detect the
radio emissions from air showers, hoping to study the neutrinos involved in the process. An air shower
can be produced when a tau neutrino enters the Earth, produces a tau lepton, which in turn decays in
the atmosphere. The resultant particles decay or interact with other particles to create more products,
and so on. These specific showers are rare, and there is little data on them. The motivation for our
projects is to interpret data from these experiments to model detectability of these high-energy particles.
One project calculates the probability that a tau-lepton exits the Earth. Another simulates the decay and
emissions of the resultant showers. Our most recent project aims to calculate the probability that the
ANITA experiment will detect such an event. The combination of these projects can be used to estimate
the number of tau neutrinos an experiment will detect.

[7] Characterization of Soil Microbial Communities as influenced
by Sustainable Vineyard Practices
Nick Browen1†, Prince Afriyie1†, Katharine Watts2
1 Department of Statistics, 2 Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, †Frost Support

As California’s Central Coast viticulture industry has quickly grown, there has been desire for
environmentally-conscious agricultural practices that ensure long-term viability of the Central Coast wine
and viticulture industry. Through the Cal Poly SLO Wine and Viticulture Department and the Cal Poly
SLO Chemistry Department, a 3.5-acre vineyard block in the Edna Valley American Viticulture Area was
used to assess the effects of herbicide use, fertilizer use, and cover crop cultivation on the soil’s chemical
properties along with other viticulturally important characteristics of the vineyard that were not the focus
of this research. The diversity of soil microbial communities was investigated across the four seasons of the
grapevine cycle (Budbreak, Bloom, Veraison, Harvest) over two years (2016, 2017) using Principal Compo-
nents Analysis (PCA) and Multiple Factor Analysis (MFA). The eight distinct seasons from two year were
quite similar in what led to high diversity in the soil microbial communities, with exception of Budbreak
and Bloom in 2017. From our analysis, we are able to recommend treatments that are responsible for the
most diversity in soil microbial communities for specific vineyard seasons.
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[8] Towards Radar Detection of Neutrinos: An Accelerator Exper-
iment
Zoe Riesen1†, Stephanie Wissel2†, Joe Crowley2†

1 Department of Engineering, 2 Department of Physics, †Frost Support

High energy neutrinos are weakly interacting particles that can be used as probes to further our un-
derstanding of some of the highest energy interactions in the universe. This weak interaction, however,
makes neutrinos incredibly difficult to detect. Radar reflections off neutrino interactions in ice may be a
compelling method for detecting these elusive neutrinos. Testbeam experiment 576 (T576) at the SLAC
National Accelerator Laboratory was designed to take the first measurement of radio reflections from an
ionization produced by a particle shower (analogous to a neutrino shower).

In T576, we directed the electron beam at a high-density polyethylene target, and then transmitted a
signal directed at the target to receive a reflection of that signal. We developed a chirp signal to be generated
and transmitted during the experiment to produce a high-confidence signal in the data. Searches for the
reflected signal require calibration. One such calibration is relating the Integrating Current Toroid (ICT)
data from two different data acquisition systems. If reflected signals are found in T576, the radar technique
will be a demonstrated method for detecting neutrinos.

[9] Discovery and Development of Tandem Oxidation and Nucle-
ophilic Coupling to Access 1,3-Diones
Emily Wearing†, Martyn Taylor Haynes†

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, †Frost Support

The oxidation of alcohols into aldehydes and ketones is a fundamental transformation in synthetic
organic chemistry, as these products serve as versatile functional handles for further functionalization of
organic molecules. This makes oxidation reactions extremely useful in organic synthesis of either reactive
intermediates or target products. However, forming more reactive carbonyl moieties such as 1,3-diones
has proven difficult through oxidation alone. It is shown here that through the tandem oxidation and
nucleophilic coupling of two alcohol starting materials, 1,3-diketone functionalities can be synthesized in a
one-pot method through the oxidation of a reactive intermediate. By coupling multiple transformations, we
can capture and functionalize reaction components too sensitive to be isolated, allowing for the conversion
of simple functional groups to more useful moieties in a single step. The utility and efficiency of this
transformation is highlighted by the ready availability of the starting materials, including the oxidant
which is generated in situ from ambient oxygen. This method has been expanded to a variety of substrates
and potential for further expansion of scope as well as the elucidation and understanding of the mechanism
through which this transformation occurs.
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[10] Seasonal and interannual variability of phytoplankton abun-
dance and community composition along the Central California
Coast
Alex Barth1, Ryan Walter2
1 Department of Biological Sciences, 2 Department of Physics

Phytoplankton form the base of marine food webs. Therefore, variations in their abundance and
composition greatly impact ecosystem structure and function. Along the California coast, phytoplankton
community structure is tightly coupled to variability in wind-driven coastal upwelling, a process which
influences coastal water temperatures and nutrient concentrations. In these upwelling systems, diatoms
typically dominate the community composition during the strongest upwelling in spring and early summer
whereas dinoflagellates become more abundant during the late summer and fall when upwelling relaxes.
However, the timing and magnitude of this seasonal shift display considerable interannual variability, with
implications for trophic interactions, benthic-pelagic coupling, and the formation of harmful algal blooms
(HABs). We present the first characterization of the seasonal and interannual variability in phytoplankton
community structure in San Luis Obispo Bay. While many years exhibited the canonical seasonal pattern
and shift from diatom-dominated to dinoflagellate-dominated, dinoflagellate-dominated communities were
nearly absent in the fall upwelling relaxation months from 2009-2014. This regime shift in phytoplankton
composition coincided with a phase change in the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO) from a negative phase
to a positive phase. The impact of these changes is considered in the context of broader biogeochemical
cycling, HAB dynamics, and chlorophyll-a concentration.

[11] Variation in the Spatial Ecology of Multiple Populations of an
Ambush Predator
Sebastian Gonzales1†, Hayley Crowell2†, Emily Taylor2†
1 Department of Natural Resources Management and Environmental Sciences, 2 Department
of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

Few studies have compared spatial ecology among multiple populations of a single species, which is
likely to shed light on how habitat features impact spatial ecology. In this study, we compared the home
range sizes and daily movement patterns of four populations (two coastal, two inland) of adult, male Pacific
Rattlesnakes (Crotalus oreganus) to investigate how different habitat types and climates influence the spa-
tial ecology of a single species. Using radio-telemetry, we tracked 26 snakes (n/coastal=13, n/inland=13),
from June to October of 2017. Individuals were tracked 4-5 times per week at various times throughout the
day, and location was recorded via handheld GPS. Individuals from inland populations had larger minimum
convex polygon home ranges than individuals from coastal populations. The same trend was true for kernel
density estimates of home range, especially the 95% activity range, but the differences were not significant.
No difference in mean daily movement was observed among inland and coastal populations; however, there
was a significant difference in mean daily movement between the two inland populations. Potential causes
for the observed differences in spatial ecology among these populations include varying food availability,
thermal configuration and quality of the habitat, topography, and impact by humans. Our study highlights
the fact that studying a single population does not adequately capture the complexity of spatial patterns
for a given species.
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[12] Feeling out your food: A histological analysis of the vibrissal
system in pinnipeds
Cameron Cooper, Heather Liwanag
Department of Biological Sciences

The vibrissal (whisker) system is present in nearly all mammals and is especially important in deep-
diving mammals. Pinnipeds (seals, sea lions, and walruses) have specialized whiskers that are richly
endowed with mechanoreceptors and are highly innervated, indicating they are sensitive sensory structures.
Pinnipeds have a unique vibrissal structure called the upper cavernous sinus (UCS). We hypothesize that the
UCS plays a thermoregulatory role, insulating temperature-dependent mechanoreceptors. The objectives
of this study are (1) to characterize the vibrissal blood sinus complex across pinniped species and (2)
to examine the UCS as a thermoregulatory structure. To do this, we are measuring and comparing the
relative lengths of the UCS in deep-diving polar Weddell seals (Leptonychotes weddellii, n=6), deep-
diving temperate northern elephant seals (Mirounga angustirostris, n=4), and shallow-diving temperate
harbor seals (Phoca vitulina, n=2) using histological analysis. We expect that the species faced with the
coldest environment at depth will have the longest UCS. This represents the first study to characterize the
microstructures of the vibrissal system in Weddell seals and the first study to investigate the UCS as a
thermoregulatory structure. Temperature regulation of mechanoreceptors on the vibrissae directly impacts
foraging ability, and therefore is imperative for foraging success.

[13] Nutritional stress and hormone regulation of growth in fish:
Fasting modulates GH stimulation of liver IGF-1 in a Pacific rock-
fish
Theresa V. Bersin, Kasey L. Cordova†, Meredith L. Journey, Brian R. Beckman, Sean C.
Lema
Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

Growth hormone (GH) regulates growth in fishes by stimulating the liver to synthesize and release
insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1), which promotes muscle and bone growth. Fish experiencing food
limitation, however, can have elevated blood GH even with low IGF-1 and reduced growth, suggesting that
nutritional stress may cause changes in liver sensitivity to GH. Here, we examined how food deprivation
(fasting) affected GH induction of liver IGF-1 in juvenile gopher rockfish (Sebastes carnatus). Rockfish were
fed or fasted for 14 d and then injected with recombinant sea bream GH or saline (control). GH treatment
induced hepatic IGF-1 mRNAs 1.4-fold in fed fish, but failed to alter IGF-1 gene expression in fasted fish.
Fasted fish also showed reduced liver gene transcript abundance for GH receptors, and reduced mRNA
levels for several intracellular proteins that mediate GH induction of hepatic IGF-1 synthesis including
STAT5b, JAK2, and HNF3β. Our findings indicate that food deprivation downregulates several liver
pathways critical for GH stimulation of IGF-1 production including liver GH receptor expression and parts
of the intracellular transduction pathway for GH stimulation of IGF-1 synthesis, and together point to
increased liver GH resistance as one mechanism underlying the reduced growth of fish during nutritional
stress.
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[14] Adaptive response of Northern elephant seals pups to physio-
logical stress during development
Melissa P. Voisinet†, Lars Tomanek
Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

Northern elephant seals transition from terrestrial nursing pups to pelagic foraging juveniles in a short
period of 8-12 weeks. During this post-weaning period, pups are without a source of food or water as they
learn to dive. The purpose of this study was to understand the tissue-specific fasting- and diving- induced
adaptive responses of pups during this transition. We collected skeletal muscle and (inner and outer) adipose
tissue from both early-fasting and late-fasting pups, and analyzed the samples with mass-spectrometry-
based proteomics using two-dimensional gel electrophoresis. We hypothesized to see differences in protein
expression between tissues based on the function of the tissue. Because muscles are utilized during activity,
we expect the proteome of skeletal muscle to highlight important physiological changes as the pups learn to
dive. Inner adipose is more metabolically active than outer adipose, so we anticipate it will show important
changes in metabolism throughout their fast. Outer adipose will show changes in the proteome mainly due
to thermoregulation, as it will experience the most drastic change in temperature and pressure while the
pups learn to dive. This study provides insight into the tissue-specific adaptive capacity of phocids during
a key transition from a terrestrial to an aquatic lifestyle.

[15] Patterns in size distribution, catch, and habitat use of rock-
fish (Sebastes spp.) in fisheries-independent and fisheries-dependent
data
Rose Dodgen, Dean Wendt
Department of Biological Sciences

The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) constructs fishery stock assessments from a combina-
tion of fisheries-independent and fisheries-dependent data. We are interested in increasing the fisheries-
independent data available to NMFS for assessments of California’s rockfish (Sebastes spp.) populations.
The Cal Poly Observer Program (CPOP) currently contributes fisheries-dependent data to rockfish as-
sessments. A potential comparable source of fisheries-independent data is the California Collaborative
Fisheries Research Program (CCFRP), an annual MPA monitoring study. I am interested in understand-
ing patterns in the CCFRP data and how they relate to CPOP data. To investigate these patterns, I
examined catch and length distribution, two key factors used in population assessments, within CCFRP
locations and between the two projects for six rockfish species: Blue (Sebastes mystinus), Vermilion (S.
miniatus), Yellowtail (S. flavidus), Gopher (S. carnatus), Copper (S. caurinus), and Canary (S. pinniger).
Preliminary length distribution results demonstrate potential impacts of both habitat and fishing closure.
I will expand on these results with indices of abundance, and I intend to use modeling to investigate the
potential influence of habitat. Understanding patterns within and between these data may provide stock
assessors with a new source of fisheries-independent data, leading to better-informed management, which
will allow these populations to persist far into the future.
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[16] Cloning and Expressing the Double-Cortin Protein from the
Northern Pacific Rattlesnake
Eric Shechter1†, Christy Strand2†, Michael Black2†

1 Department of Biomedical Engineering, 2 Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

The double-cortin protein (DCX) has served as an indicator of neurogenesis in studies on neuronal cell
migration due to its role in microtubule assembly and function in maturing neurons. Commercial antibodies
against DCX are available for identification of proliferating neurons in several species, but were ineffective
in snake brain tissue (pythons, rattlesnakes, and garter snakes) in previous immunohistochemistry studies
on-site. Our goal was to clone and express snake DCX to evaluate antibody recognition of this protein,
and raise new antibodies if necessary. Using total RNA extracted from a female Crotalus oreganus, the
northern Pacific rattlesnake, 5

′
and 3

′
RACE (rapid amplification of cDNA ends) was completed to clone

and sequence the entire coding region of the gene. From this sequence, the predicted region of the protein
serving as the epitope for antibody binding was identified. Plasmids were constructed to express both the
full length and epitope region of the C. oreganus DCX via a bacterial expression system. After purification
of these two versions of the DCX protein from E. coli, western blot analysis showed that a commercially
available antibody effectively binds to both DCX products. Based on these results, this antibody will be
employed in future immunohistochemistry procedures to evaluate its effectiveness in identifying neurons in
C. oreganus brain tissue.

[17] De-novo hybrid genome assembly to investigate regeneration in
Botrylloides violaceus
Jack Sumner1†, Charlie Liou2†, Jenna Landy2†, Elena Keeling1†, Jean Davidson1†

1 Department of Biological Sciences, 2 Department of Statistics, †Frost Support

Botryllid tunicates are invertebrate chordates capable of whole body regeneration, making them an
interesting model for chordate regeneration. However, there are few available genomic data and no data
on our organism of interest, Botrylloides violaceus. This study aims to sequence the first draft of the B.
violaceus genome using hybrid assembly. Hybrid assembly uses long read ( 10kbp) and short read ( 150bp)
Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) technologies to produce an affordable, low coverage, reference quality
genome. Short reads have been sequenced with an Illumina MiniSeq and preliminarily analyzed to produce
the first B. violaceus genome draft. Long read sequence data are currently being gathered using Oxford
Nanopore’s MinIon. Following hybrid assembly, comparative genomic analysis will provide information to
investigate B. violaceus evolution and molecular pathways involved in regeneration.
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[18] Kelp on Defense: Reduction of Internal-Wave Driven Cold
Water Intrusions in Nearshore Kelp Forest Systems
Edwin Rainville†, Ryan Walter†

Department of Physics, †Frost Support

Kelp forests are one of the most productive ecosystems in the California coastal ocean and the health of
these ecosystems is heavily influenced by local hydrodynamics. In southern Monterey Bay, the nearshore
environment is characterized by large areas of rocky reef and giant kelp (Macrocystis pyrifera) forests. The
physical environment at this location is dominated by breaking nearshore internal waves (bores), which
produce transient stratification and mixing events associated with the delivery of subthermocline waters to
shallow regions. During 2013, a large array of oceanographic moorings measuring temperature and velocity
at an extremely high spatiotemporal resolution was deployed to investigate the role of rocky reefs and giant
kelp forests on the cross-shelf propagation of shoaling internal waves and bores. We take advantage of a
unique site location where a rocky reef with giant kelp was located adjacent to a large sandy channel to
compare temperature dynamics and flow both inside and outside the kelp forest. Temperature and velocity
field analyses suggest that the rocky reef and kelp forest act to limit the cross-shelf extent of the internal
bore features. These findings have important implications for the local ecosystem health, as well as the
risk for hypoxia and ocean acidification.

[19] Shape dynamics of the 3-body universe
Patrick Kerrigan†, Sean Echols†

Department of Physics, †Frost Support

Shape dynamics is a fundamentally different viewpoint on the nature of space and time in physics. So
named by Julian Barbour, who spearheaded the program, shape dynamics (SD) seeks to remove notions
of a background space from the fundamental assumptions about the nature of the universe, and replace it
with a purely relational analysis. Certain additional restrictions on the global structure of all things, which
are not present in our current understanding of physics, are introduced. Despite these new restrictions,
physics still works ”as expected” in localized substructures well below the scale of the global universe. We
build a very simple toy model of a 3-body newtonian universe with the shape restrictions to illustrate some
of the basic arguments and results. Numerical trajectory calculations are used.
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[20] Synthesis of supramolecular amphiphiles and characterization
of self-assembling properties
Roe Klein†, Sandra Ward†

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, †Frost Support

Amphiphilic compounds have distinct hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions that readily self-assemble
to from vesicles, micelles, or lamellar structures. Many of these compounds will exhibit liquid crystalline
properties dependent on concentration in solution or temperature. This research seeks to synthesize novel
amphiphilic compounds and describe how molecular structure affects self-assembling properties.

Traditionally, amphiphiles are produced using sulphates, phosphates, or ammonium as polar head
groups, and various alkyl chains as non-polar tails. To avoid heavy synthesis involved with traditional
covalent routes, this research produces amphiphilic compounds through non-covalent interactions. Using
Guest Host inclusion chemistry, complexes are formed with macrocyclic hosts and guest molecules that are
included into the cavity of the macrocycle. Guest-Host inclusion can be driven by the hydrophobic effect,
ionic interactions, or π − π interactions

Derivatives of the macrocycle calix[4]arene is used as host molecule, and derivatives of 2-naphthol, and
asymmetric viologens are used as guests. Our group has begun to synthesize a library of modified macro-
cyclic hosts and guests by varying number and length of alkyl chains on the supramolecular amphiphile to
study their structure-property relationships.

[21] Charity-based incentives to promote physical activity in a pilot
eHealth intervention for young adult cancer survivors.
Leah Meuter†, Ashlen Kuntz, Sarah Keadle†, Suzanne Phelan
Department of Kinesiology and Public Health, †Frost Support

Purpose: This pilot study aimed to determine the feasibility, acceptability and preliminary efficacy of
a remotely-delivered eHealth intervention with charity-based incentives to increase physical activity (PA)
among young adult (YA) cancer survivors. Methods: Inactive YA cancer survivors were randomized into
either a (PA)-only group (Fitbit, personalized step goals, and behavioral change content) or PA+Incentive
group (PA-only plus cancer charity donations if daily step goals were achieved) for a 12-week intervention
period. The primary outcome measure, daily steps, was assessed at baseline and week-12 via an activ-
PAL accelerometer. Repeated measures mixed models were used to assess between group changes in PA
outcomes. Results: Seventy-six participants were screened. Of those, 54 (71%) were eligible and provided
informed consent; 51 (94%) completed the baseline assessments and were randomized. At 12 weeks, the
PA+Incentives vs PA-only had significantly greater increases in steps/day (+2,351 vs+849 steps/day),
p < 0.01 for all group x time interactions. The proportion ”satisfied or very satisfied” with the overall
intervention experience was significantly (higher in PA+Incentive vs the PA-only group (100% vs 85%;
p = 0.03). Conclusions: These preliminary findings indicate that adding charity-based incentives to a low
intensity, eHealth intervention increased steps and was feasible and acceptable among YA cancer survivors.
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[22] Next-Generation Diagnostic Devices: Merging 3D-Printing
with Paper-Based Microfluidics
Aditya Jangid1, Andres Martinez2, Nathaniel Martinez1
1 Department of Biological Sciences, 2 Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

The World Health Organization (WHO) states that millions of individuals worldwide, particularly those
in under-served communities, lack access to basic healthcare. Arguably the most critical step in improving
healthcare is accurate and timely diagnosis. Thus, a push for simple, reliable, point-of-care diagnostic
technologies is pertinent. Since their inception in 2007, microfluidic paper-based analytical devices (Mi-
croPADs) have emerged as versatile tools for ex-laboratory diagnostics. Due to their customizability, facile
fabrication process, inexpensiveness, and high-throughput nature, MicroPADs show potential in signifi-
cantly impacting these under-served communities. To increase the analytical capabilities of MicroPADs,
groups have explored additive components such as fluidic control modalities, mechanical / chemical valves,
cassettes, hemi/fully-enclosed channels, and electrodes, to name just a few. However, the addition of
3D printing to augment the analytical capabilities and robustness of MicroPADs has not been previously
investigated. 3D printing is a burgeoning field that allows for inexpensive, commercially available, and
user-friendly prototyping of solid structures through the deposition of various thermoplastics (i.e. water-
soluble, electronic, transparent). Given the open-source nature of 3D printing and design customization,
we tailor this technique to improve current limitations of MicroPADs and propose additional componenets
for the development of next generation diagnostic technologies.

[23] Lateral Flow Assay for Diagnosis of Cerebrospinal Fluid Leaks
Megan Mitchell1†, Brandon Strong1†, Andres Martinez2†, Nathaniel Martinez1†
1 Department of Biological Sciences, 2 Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, †Frost
Support

Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) leaks are often caused by traumatic brain injuries (TBIs) or can present
as post-surgical complications and can place patients at risk of intracranial infections, including bacte-
rial meningitis. Current diagnostic techniques include physical examination, radiological evaluation, and
biomolecular immunoassays. Physical and radiological evaluations often fail to detect CSF leaks due to
their low sensitivity and/or specificity of detection. The current gold standard is detection of CSF-specific
proteins by ELISA, however, these tests are both time consuming and costly for use at the clinical level.
In this work, we describe the design and validation of lateral flow assay (LFA) technology for the rapid
detection of beta-2-transferrin, a CSF-specific protein marker. Various combinations of paper types (nitro-
cellulose, glass fiber, absorbent), antibodies and blocking conditions have been tested for the detection of
beta-2-transferrin in our laboratory. Future directions will include the validation of our LFA with human
CSF, post-surgical patient samples and clinical validation in emergency rooms and surgical suites.
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[24] Dialdehyde cellulose paper as a biodegradable cell culture scaf-
fold
Ward Kirschbaum1, Andres Martinez2, Nathaniel Martinez1
1 Department of Biological Sciences, 2 Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

Paper-based scaffolds have been emerging as platforms for supporting 3D cell culture models as com-
pared to the traditional 2D tissue culture dish methods. Cells growing in 3D have been shown to display
phenotypes that more closely resemble those observed in vivo. Extensive research has been conducted
to create suitable scaffolds that are compatible for cell attachment and growth; however, many of these
materials require extensive time, money, and specialized equipment to create and subsequently utilize.
Cellulose-based paper is widely accessible, cheap, biocompatible, and patternable. Dialdehyde cellulose
paper (pDAC) is a derivative of paper that shares many of those same characteristics, with the added
benefit of controlled degradation in solution. We aim to characterize pDAC as a novel material for 3D
cell culture by examining its composition, morphology, degradation, and associated cell viability. Pres-
ence of aldehydes in pDAC was confirmed by IR spectroscopy. Oxidation degree was measured using the
Cannizzaro reaction, yielding a range of oxidation percentages from 3%-98%. Oxidation was positively
correlated with degradation in a 1x PBS solution. Cell viability was tested using a luciferase ATP assay,
and growth and attachment was monitored via fluorescent microscopy. These results indicate that pDAC
shows promise as a component of 3D culture platforms.

[25] Under pressure: Instrumentation methods affect fur seal pelt
function during simulated dives
Paige Nankey, Heather Liwanag
Department of Biological Sciences

The tracking of marine mammals with electronic devices enables researchers to gain a better under-
standing of their movements and at-sea behavior. In pinnipeds (seals and sea lions), electronic instruments
are typically glued to the animal’s fur, either directly to the pelage or on a neoprene patch. To retrieve the
instrument, researchers must cut the for or neoprene. This study examined the effects of different methods
of instrument attachment and removal on the pelts of northern fur seals, which rely primarily on their fur
for insulation in water. To assess the extent to which water is able to penetrate the air layer of fur seal
pelts during diving, we measured the volume of air released under hydrostatic pressure during simulated
dives. Dives to 120m were simulated in a hyperbaric chamber for (a) unmodified pelts, (b) pelts with
the top layer of fur cut, and (c) pelts with a layer of neoprene attached. We also measured the thermal
conductivity of unmodified and modified pelts in water for both methods of instrumentation. This is the
first study to measure the thermoregulatory consequences of instrumentation in fur seals, and our results
suggest that using neoprene for instrument attachment may minimize those consequences.
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[26] Survey of Curli Associated Phenotypes in Escherichia coli
Natalie Lopato1†, Ayyaz Ayesha2†, Abbey Loewen1†, Alejandra Yep1†

1 Department of Biological Sciences, 2 Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, †Frost
Support

Certain members of the Enterobacteriaceae family produce an extracellular proteinaceous fiber, curli,
which forms part of the extracellular matrix involved in adhesion to surfaces. This project surveyed curli
formation in a panel of 139 Escherichia coli strains from various sources. The curli assay was performed
by growing all strains on YESCA plates supplemented with congo red, which quantitatively binds to curli
fibers giving a red color to curli-producing colonies. Results are displayed as a quantification of redness
intensity of strains on a scale of 1-4, with a classification of 3 or higher indicating curli production. The 139
E. coli strains appear to produce a highly variable amount of curli fibers, further confirming the extreme
diversity of this species. Results will also be analyzed in conjunction with motility data, biofilm formation,
glycogen accumulation, cytotoxicity, and phylogroup data collected by other lab members for those same
strains. Since curli are not very well studied, this project seeks to add more data and explore how curli
production could be correlated to other virulence or adhesion factors of of E. coli.

[27] Weathering the storm: Supercooling in the Italian Wall Lizard
(Podarcis siculus)
Ross Wohlgemuth†, Heather Liwanag†

Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

When exposed to freezing temperatures, ectotherms (”cold-blooded” animals) have two choices: freeze
tolerance or freeze avoidance. In this experiment we investigated the latter of these two strategies by
observing the effects of supercooling in the Italian Wall Lizard (Podarcis siculus). The supercooling process
enables these lizards to survive body temperatures as cold as -4◦C by releasing solutes into the bloodstream
that act as cryoprotectants, preventing ice crystallization in heart and lung tissues. We hypothesized (1)
that these lizards use glucose as a cryoprotectant and (2) this cryoprotectant is released at the time of
supercooling (acute response) rather than during an acclimation to decreasing temperatures over several
weeks (chronic response). Through the use of open-flow respirometry, cold acclimation, and blood analysis,
we have ascertained that glucose does increase in response to supercooling but not to cold acclimation.
However, glucose’s role in supercooling is still uncertain, as we observed inconsistent changes in osmolality
during supercooling. Our data suggest that there may be a different/additional cryoprotectant or strategy
at play that allows P. siculus to weather the storm when temperatures drop below zero. Future work will
examine post-supercooling metabolism, which may be tied to the increase in glucose.
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[28] Designing Fine-Tuned Ligand Frameworks for Photosensitive
Iron Complexes
Henry Mull†, M. Taylor Haynes†

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, †Frost Support

Photosensitive transition metal complexes have been the subject of a considerable amount of research
due to their ability to capture energy from visible light for solar-based energy generation. Ruthenium
tris(bipyridine) has long-lived excited states valuable for energy capture, but ruthenium is an expensive and
rare metal. While other abundant transition metals have been proposed, many are limited by short-lived
excited states. Recent work has shown iron-based complexes to be feasible candidates as photosensitizers
when complexed to N-heterocyclic carbene (NHC) and pyridine ligands. Changes to the excited state
lifetimes are attributed to the unique electronic nature of the NHC framework. Interest in the electronic
properties of NHCs has resulted in a collaborative effort to study imidazole derivatives of dithiocarboxylates
through synthetic, analytical, and computational methods. Computational modeling of simplified ligands
through DFT methods allows us to predict and understand changes of electronic properties and excited
states. These ligands and their derivatives can then be synthesized and the differences in their electronic
structure can be visualized through absorbance spectroscopy. A strong understanding of this electronic
structure will provide insight into the design of fine-tuned ligand frameworks for use in capturing light.

[29] Chemically Sensitive Vesicles Derived from Supramolecular
Amphiphiles
Rachel Gariepy†, Sandra Ward
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, †Frost Support

Supramolecular chemistry takes advantage of noncovalent host-guest interactions between molecules
to design molecules that can self-assemble into a variety of different structures. One molecule type of
particular interest is amphiphiles, which contain both a hydrophobic and a hydrophilic region and can
form different structures due to the hydrophobic effect. At certain concentrations, bilayered vesicles are
formed, which are of interest due to their ability to encapsulate and transport guest molecules, such as
pharmaceuticals. In this experiment, a hydrophobic host (modified β-cyclodextrin) and a hydrophilic guest
(Ad-SS-PEG) were synthesized and complexed together via the hydrophobic effect to form vesicles for the
purpose of drug delivery. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) and fluorimetry were used to determine if the
vesicles were successfully determined. It was found via DLS that the size of particles formed correspond to
literature values for vesicles, and it was found via fluorimetry that the vesicles are capable of encapsulating
a fluorescent dye. Work continues to be done examining the optimal ratio of host to guest for creating
vesicles, if the host and guest alone can form vesicles, and monitoring the rate at which the vesicles degrade
over time.
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[30] Impacts of the 2018 California Wildfires on Aerosol Composi-
tion in San Luis Obispo
Jerry Phan†, Tyrell Rhead†, Jonas Enders†, Matthew Zoerb†

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, †Frost Support

In 2018, California experienced the largest, deadliest, and most destructive wildfires in state history.
Not only did these fires consume thousands of acres of wilderness and cause millions of dollars in property
damage, they also emitted an enormous amount of organic aerosols into our atmosphere. Aerosols form
a critical part of our planet’s atmosphere and climate. The type and amount present in the atmosphere
can have direct and indirect effects on the health of the planet and its populations. This work examines
variations in chemical composition, concentration, and size distribution of airborne particulates emitted
during several major wildfire events. These results give insights into the relationships between fire fuel
sources and aerosol properties relevant to public health and climate.

[31] Mammographic Breast Density and Acculturation: Longitudi-
nal Analysis in Chinese Immigrants
Rebeca Almeida, Marilyn Tseng
Department of Kinesiology and Public Health

Breast cancer is the most common cancer in women, regardless of race or ethnicity. But while most
racial and ethnic groups have experienced either stable or declining breast cancer incidence rates over the
past several decades, rates in Asian American women have steadily increased. The risk increase might be
partly due to acculturation, or the adoption of the behaviors and values of the mainstream culture. We
tested the hypothesis that higher level of acculturation is associated with higher mammographic breast
density (MBD), an indicator of breast cancer risk, using data from a 2006-2010 longitudinal study of 426
premenopausal Chinese immigrant women in Philadelphia. MBD, including dense area, non-dense area,
and percent density, was calculated using a computer assisted method. Acculturation was measured using
an abridged version of the General Ethnicity Questionnaire, American version (GEQA). Preliminary results
indicate that GEQA score was not associated with any of the MBD measures, contrary to our hypothesis
and previous, cross-sectional studies. Possibly, reproductive factors have a greater effect on MBD than
acculturation-related behaviors in adulthood. Future work will explore likely reasons for lack of association
in this sample.
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[32] Classification of Activities using Neural Networks over Little
Intervals (CANNOLI)
James Abundis1, Jesse Bao1, Rachel Barnett2†, Cami Christopher2†, Alexander Detkhyar1,
Hunter Glanz3, Sarah Keadle2†, Natalie Keelan3

1 Department of Computer Science and Software Engineering, 2 Department of Kinesiology
and Public Health, 3 Department of Statistics, †Frost Support

Purpose: To classify activity type from free-living activity monitor data.
Methods: Twenty-five participants completed two, two-hour direct observation sessions, during which

they wore activity monitors on their thigh, chest, wrist, and hip. Video-recorded direct observation was
the criterion measure. For each activity monitor, 82 features were extracted on a second-by-second basis.
Varying combinations of this data were fed to fully connected neural networks in order to classify five
distinct activity types: bicycling, mixed-activity, sitting/standing, walking, and vehicle. Classification
results were validated by using 10 K-fold cross validation.

Results: For single-sensor prediction, the average 10 K-fold accuracy varied from 73.8% for the chest
monitor to 84.5% for the hip monitor.

Conclusion: Feed forward neural networks are able classify activities from free-living activity monitor
data with relatively high accuracy, though accuracy varied by sensor location. This provides promising
results for introducing data segmentation into classification methods.

[33] Fingerprints of the Pleistocene Glacial Cycle
Tobias Iven†, Charles D. Camp†

Department of Mathematics, †Frost Support

Within the paleoclimate modeling community, a model’s qualitative fit to data has been recently shown
to be trivial in non-linear, forced dynamical climate systems. We seek to meet the classic view of Mi-
lankovitch determinism with the modern view of glacial cycles being completely determined by internal
cycle dynamics. We show that more subtle fingerprints can be extracted from data for model comparison
through Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD), a non-linear decomposition technique. We replicate key
results from previous paleoclimate work and create new results with this technique and further analysis of
decompositions to show that there is evidence within multiple datasets of both astronomical pacing and
evidence of internal cycle dynamics.
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[34] Modeling Glacial Cycles and the 100 kiloyear Problem
Brian Knight†, Charles Camp†

Department of Mathematics, †Frost Support

The Earth’s climate during the Late Pleistocene era (1.25 Mya to 12.5 kya) is characterized by large
glacial cycles: oscillations in the size of large land-based ice sheets on a 100 kyr time scale.The underly-
ing cause for these long cycles and the predictability of their timing remain open questions. Numerous
models have been proposed to explain the observed behavior including those based on forced dynamical
systems in which the observed cycles are the result of complicated interactions between the quasi-periodic
astronomical forcing and internal free oscillations. The overall timing of the cycles is primarily controlled
by nonlinear synchronization - a ubiquitous feature of forced dynamical systems. The strong asymmetry
exhibited between the warming and cooling phases of a cycle can be associated with an asymmetry in
the predictability of behavior within a glacial cycle. In the work, we explore these behaviors of forced
dynamical systems using two models of the glacial cycles.

[35] Introducing parmsurvfit Package - Simple Parametric Survival
Analysis with R
Ashley Jacobson†, Victor Wilson†, Shannon Pileggi
Department of Statistics, †Frost Support

This article introduces the R package parmsurvfit, which executes basic parametric survival analysis
techniques similar to those in Minitab. Among these are plotting hazard, cumulative hazard, survival, and
density curves, computing survival probabilities, and computing summary statistics based on a specified
parametric distribution. We describe appropriate usage of these functions, interpretation of output, and
provide examples of how to utilize these functions in real-world datasets.
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Poster Presentations - 2019
[1] Geometric Properties of the C-Numerical Range Over Diagonal
Matrices
Jason Brown†, Linda Patton†

Department of Mathematics, †Frost Support

Given two (n×n) matrices, (A,C ∈Mn(C)) we state that the C-Numerical Range of A and C is

WC(A) = {tr(CUAU∗) : UU∗=U∗U=I}.

We define the subset of (WC(A)) where the unitary matrices are diagonal to be (Wdiag(A,C)). - If A and
C are (2×2) matrices, then (Wdiag(A,C)) is an ellipse - If A is a (n×n) weighted shift matrix of the form
({ai,j}) where ai,j = 0 if (i 6= j+1 mod n), then for an (n×n) matrix C, (Wdiag(A,C)) will have n-fold
symmetry about the origin. In addition, the numerical radius and angles of symmetry are determined from
a matrix of products from A and C.

[2] Dataset Collection and Power Applet Creation For Use in the
Statistics Classroom
Emily Turvey†, Soma Roy†

Department of Statistics, †Frost Support

Our research was split into two sections, both with the goal of adding intriguing and useful tools to
the statistics classroom. For the first half of the summer we focused our attention on collecting relatable
datasets and compiling them in a user friendly list with information about how said data could be used
in introductory classes. We then went to work on an applet (produced in ShinyR) aiming to aid students
in the understanding of statistical power. This concept can be very challenging for students to wrap their
head around when first introduced, so this applet allows students to interactively play around with several
factors and see how power is affected.
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[3] Computational Models for Activated Human MEK1: Identifi-
cation of Key Active Site Residues and Interactions
Kimberly Sabsay†

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, †Frost Support

MEK1 is a protein kinase in the MAPK cellular signaling pathway that is notable for its dual specificity
and its potential as a drug target for a variety of cancer therapies. While much is known about the key role
of MEK1 in signaling events, understanding of the structural features that sustain MEK1 function remains
limited because of the absence of crystal or NMR structural insights into the phosphorylated and activated
form of MEK1. In this work, homology modeling was used to overcome this limitation and generate
computational models of the doubly phosphorylated active MEK1 conformation. A variety of models were
generated using crystal structures of active protein kinases as homology model templates. These models
were equilibrated using molecular dynamics simulations, and each model was validated against several
known structural characteristics of activated kinases. The best model structures were used in docking
studies with ATP and a small peptide sequence that represents the activation loop of ERK2 to identify the
most important residues in stabilizing protein docking and phosphorylation. These results provide insights
for the pursuit of structure-guided mutagenesis and drug design.

[4] Plants and People: Creating an Ethnobotany Garden in the
Yakitutu Housing Complex Landscape
Kevin Tran†, Nicole Argueta, Dr. Nishanta Rajakaruna
Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

The proposed project involves the creation of an Ethnobotany Garden on the landscape of Cal Poly’s
Yakitutu dorms, to celebrate the plant-people relationships of California natives. The Garden will be home
to 25 key native plant species that are considered to have practicality for past Native Americans and are
carefully selected in close consultation with on campus/off campus collaborators by researching through
currently available literature and online resources. The design and implementation will be carried out
by undergraduate research assistants, students from Plants, People and Civilization, along with Yakitutu
residents. Propagation of the selected plants will come from local collections or purchased from local
nurseries specializing in native plants. We will acquire ethnobotanical information on the plants through
literature research and interviews with local experts, to be used in the creation of signage for the garden and
an educational website dedicated to celebrating plant-people relations of the Central Coast. The Garden
will also provide a learning environment to teach courses in botany, landscape design, restoration ecology,
plant conservation, and Native American studies, along with a setting for students, residents, and visitors
alike to learn about, appreciate and celebrate California’s plant-people relations through time.
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[5] Examining Students’ Perspectives on Analogies in Abstract Al-
gebra
Chad Collins†, Julissa Magana†, Danielle Champney†

Department of Mathematics, †Frost Support

Analogies can be useful tools in understanding particularly abstract mathematics. Throughout mathe-
matics, correspondences bridge the gap between the known and the unknown, and analogies embody this
behavior. So-called ”real world” analogies may provide a grounding force in challenging mathematics,
and particularly in abstract algebra.This research aimed to understand students’ perspectives on various
analogies for the material in Math 481, the first course in a series of abstract algebra classes. To this
end, we interviewed several students who had recently taken the class and several professors who regularly
teach the class. We provided several pre-made analogies for the material and gathered their responses and
alterations.

[6] The Stop It Now! Helpline
Billie-Jo Grant, Thomas Kim†

Department of Statistics, †Frost Support

Stop It Now! was founded by Fran Henry, a survivor of childhood sexual abuse who learned first-
hand that standard approaches to keeping children safe from childhood sexual abuse at that time did
not respond to the complex relationships surrounding most abuse. Since 1992, Stop It Now! has been
preventing the sexual abuse of children by mobilizing adults, families, and communities to take actions
that protect children before they are harmed.

In 1995, Stop It Now! launched a confidential and cost-free helpline dedicated to serving individuals
seeking information, referrals, and support about possible childhood sexual abuse. This poster was created
to inform people about how the helpline has served the members of our global community and the statistical
methods we leveraged in order to make valuable discoveries about the helpline.

[7] Readability in the Context of Introductory Proofs Courses
Shannon Cardoza†, Tommy Giang†, Dylan Retsek, Todd Grundmeier
Department of Mathematics, †Frost Support

Readability is an essential component of proof writing, a completely valid argument is useless if it
is entirely incoherent to the reader. Definitions of readability in a mathematical context, however, are
limited and vague. We seek to pinpoint which characteristics of a proof contribute predominantly to its
readability, specifically in the setting of introductory proofs courses. Additionally, research has shown that
proof grading is a subjective process and thus, we also investigate the role that readability plays in proof
assessment. We used a two-part coding scheme to analyze student-generated proofs from both intuitively
driven and objective rubric-oriented standpoints. The resulting analysis showed a discrepancy between the
schemes, which enabled us to pinpoint three main aspects of proof that we conjecture to contribute most to
student proof readability: 1) extent of appropriate justification, 2) ability to adhere to socio-mathematical
norms and 3) propriety proof structure and organization.
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[8] Coarse Ricci Curvature on Graphs
Vincent Bonini†, Conor Carroll†, Uyen Dinh†, Sydney Dye†

Department of Mathematics, †Frost Support

We study a modified notion of Olliviers coarse Ricci curvature on graphs introduced by Lin, Lu, and
Yau. We show that a finite, undirected, simple graph is complete if and only if the Ricci curvature is
strictly greater than one. In addition, we derive explicit formulae for the Ricci curvature of large classes
of strongly regular graphs, which in particular show that all strongly regular graphs under consideration
have positive Ricci curvature. We also extend some known estimates and properties of Ricci curvature to
the modified and weighted settings. Lastly, we study the effect on the expected curvature values when one
randomly adds or deletes an edge on circulant graphs.

[9] Is topographic complexity driving speciation in the neotropical
genus Costus?
Brittany Goldston†

Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

The neotropics is a hotspot for biodiversity. We are wondering if the topographic complexity is as-
sociated with species diversity in the spiraling ginger, genus Costus. If so, why are mountainous regions
centers of diversity? One hypothesis for this is niche conservation where sister species will be found within
the same elevation ranges and would thus be phylogenetically conserving. An alternative hypothesis would
be niche divergence where sister species will be found on the same mountains or within the same valleys
and would thus be phylogenetically divergent in respect to elevation. Digital Elevation Models were used
to measure topographic complexity and will be used to later analyze whether species richness and diversity
changes and is associated with high values of topographic complexity. Environmental niche models will
then be created to map sister species for further comparison and to give us insight on our hypotheses.
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[10] The Effects of Self-Monitoring for a Student with ADHD in an
Elementary School Resource Room
Kelly Tompkins, Leah Wood
School of Education

Students with ADHD often exhibit off-task behaviors in school, including problems such as impulsivity,
sustained attention, and overactivity. Self-monitoring is an intervention that has shown positive results
in the area of self-management for students with learning disabilities. These results include decreased
inappropriate or disruptive behaviors in the classroom. Few studies have been conducted showing the
effectiveness of self-monitoring for students with ADHD in the area of on-task behavior during an academic
task. This study used an ABC research design to investigate the effects of a self-monitoring intervention on
on-task behaviors for an elementary school student with ADHD. This intervention yielded a slight increasing
trend for on-task behaviors. When combined with goal setting and reinforcement, results indicated an
increase in on-task behaviors. Results from this study suggest that self-monitoring interventions may be
effective for elementary school students with ADHD, particularly when combined with other supports.

[11] The Effects of Antecedent Exercise on Academic Engagement
for a Student with ADHD
Lindsay Evans, Leah Wood
School of Education

Many students with ADHD have difficulty staying on task and engaged in academic contexts. Low levels
of academic engagement can lead to many students with ADHD being at risk for academic failure (Bussing
et al., 2012; Ek, Westerlund, Holmerg, & Fernell, 2011), being held back a grade, or receiving suspension
or expulsion (Loe & Feldman, 2007). Antecedent exercise is an evidenced-based practice for supporting
on-task behaviors for students with autism spectrum disorder. There is limited research supporting its
use for students with ADHD. Using an A-B-C research design, this study evaluated the relationship be-
tween antecedent exercise and academic engagement for a student with ADHD in a school setting. The
student demonstrated an increase in academic engagement with the introduction of the antecedent exercise
intervention. Specific results and implications for practice will be discussed.
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[12] The Effects of a Self-Management Treatment Package on the
Social Engagement of an Elementary Student with Autism During
Recess
Natasha Jackson, Stephen Crutchfield
School of Education

Many students with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) often have difficulty maintaining appropriate
levels of social engagement. These difficulties with social interaction are often especially apparent on the
playground, where many students with ASD struggle to engage with peers during unstructured play oppor-
tunities. Self-management and priming are two evidence-based interventions that have been implemented
with students with ASD to increase a variety of social skills. However, there is limited evidence of these
interventions being used together to intervene on social engagement, specifically in natural settings such
as recess. Using an ABC single case research design, this study evaluated the relationship between a
self-management treatment package which involved antecedent priming/goal setting and self-evaluation,
and levels of social engagement for a student with ASD in the school setting. Analysis of data illustrated
increases in the participants level of social engagement with the introduction of the self-management in-
tervention. Specific results and implications for practice will be discussed.

[13] The Effects of Self-Monitoring on On-Task Behavior for a Stu-
dent with ADHD in a Secondary School Setting
Edwin Roque, Stephen Crutchfield
School of Education

Students with ADHD frequently display off-task behaviors in school, and this often results in low
academic performance and a significant lack of assignment completion. Self-monitoring is an intervention
that often has positive effects on a student’s on-task behavior. However, there is limited evidence for its
impact on the on-task behavior of students in secondary schools, particularly high school students. Using
an ABC single case research design, this study evaluated the relationship between Watchminder, a piece
of wearable technology in the form of a watch that delivers self-monitoring cues discreetly, and the on-
task behavior and task completion of an adolescent student with ADHD. The student demonstrated an
increase in on-task behavior when introduced to the self-monitoring package. Implications for the effect of
self-monitoring interventions using wearable technology with secondary students are discussed.
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[14] The Effects of Visual Supports and Contingency Maps on Par-
allel Play for a Student with Autism during Unstructured Play
Time
Marisol Medina-Arias, Stephen Crutchfield
School of Education

Students with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) typically engage in isolated and nonfunctional play
activities and have difficulty demonstrating appropriate play behaviors during unstructured environments
(e.g., recess). Children with Autism have strengths in visual processing and are able to process information
more easily when information is presented visually. Visual supports are concrete cues that can be paired
with teacher directed contingency reinforcement and punishment to increase parallel play in unstructured
environments. Using an ABC single case research design, this study evaluated the effects of visual con-
tingency map during recess, on the levels of parallel play for a learner with Autism. The participant
demonstrated a significant increase in the amount of time he engaged in parallel play during recess with
the introduction of the visual contingency map. Results and implications for practice and future research
will be discussed.

[15] The Effects of Self-Monitoring on the On-Task Behaviors of a
Secondary Student with ADHD
Joseph Pluff, Leah Wood
School of Education

Students with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) often struggle in school due to their
deficits in attending, impulse control, and hyperactivity. These characteristics of ADHD can become
increasingly challenging when a student reaches high school and is required to independently manage his
or her own behaviors. Research indicates these behaviors can lead to significantly higher rates of grade
retention, placement in special education, school dropout, lower high school grade-point average, and a
decreased enrollment into college. Self-monitoring is an evidence-based practice for increasing rates of
on-task behaviors and decreasing rates of inattention for students with ADHD. However, there has been
limited research at the high school level to support the use of self-monitoring interventions for students with
ADHD specifically. This study used an ABC design to observe the effect of a self-monitoring intervention
on the on-task behaviors of a male high school sophomore with ADHD. The student responded with an
increase in his on-task behavior from baseline to intervention. Additionally, this presentation will report
on implications for practice in classroom settings.
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[16] The Effects Of the Timed Timer Self-Monitoring Watch on a
Student With ADHD in the Secondary School Setting
Justin Hale, Stephen Crutchfield
School of Education

Students with attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder often demonstrate difficulties in academic engage-
ment and assignment completion. The evidence-based practice of self-monitoring is a procedure in which
the student actively monitors their own behavior, evaluates if a specific behavior has occurred or not, and
records the results over time. This intervention is an effective strategy in improving students abilities
to stay on task, complete tasks in a timely manner, and work independently. However, there is limited
evidence to guide its use at the secondary level, especially via non-intrusive methods. Using a single case
ABC design, this study evaluated the relationship between the Timed Timer, a non-intrusive and modern
self-monitoring watch, and levels of academic engagement for a secondary student with ADHD. Results
indicated an increase in levels of academic engagement and subsequent decreases in disruptive behaviors
after the introduction of the self-monitoring treatment. Specific results and implications for practice will
be discussed.

[17] The Effects of Covert Audio Coaching on ”Ready to Learn”
Behaviors in an Elementary-Aged Student with ASD
Sohrab Movahedi, Stephen Crutchfield
School of Education

Many students with ASD engage in behaviors that can be disruptive in the classroom, and impede their
learning and the learning of their peers. Covert Audio Coaching (CAC), is an intervention that involves
audio prompts delivered from a coach not present in the immediate environment using bluetooth technology.
CAC has demonstrated success in improving outcomes for people in a variety of settings. However, there
is limited evidence for its utility in decreasing distracting/stereotypical behaviors for elementary-aged
students with ASD. This study evaluated the effects of CAC with parent created praise/prompts and
increases in ”Ready to Learn” behaviors for one elementary-aged student with ASD in a small reading
group utilizing an ABC single case research design. The target student demonstrated increased ”Ready
to Learn” behaviors with the introduction of the CAC application. Implications for practice and future
research will be discussed.
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[18] The Effects of Video Modeling on Transitioning for Students
with an Intellectual Disability
Cortney Brogdon
School of Education

Students with disabilities may find potential barriers when transitioning from one activity to another
or when moving from one part of an activity to the next in an elementary school setting. To promote
both safety and time on task, educators need effective strategies for increasing occurrences of appropriate
transitions and decrease challenging behaviors during transitions. Video modeling has been used as a
priming technique for students with disabilities, including students with an intellectual disability. Video
modeling helps students by providing them with a clear and explicit model of the target transition behaviors.
This study used an ABC design to evaluate the effects of a self video-modeling intervention, a variation
of video modeling, on the amount of time it took a student to return to the classroom. After receiving
the self-video modeling intervention, the student demonstrated a decrease in transition time from snack to
class. Implications for practice and further research for using self video-modeling during transitions in an
elementary school setting will be discussed.

[19] A Comparison of the Effects of Systematic Phonics Instruction
Across High and Low Tech Delivery Formats for a Student with a
Specific Learning Disability
Teri Fredrick, Leah Wood
School of Education

For students with specific learning disabilities (SLD) in reading, complex tasks like blending and seg-
menting letter sounds can be especially difficult. As new technologies emerge, it can be difficult for teachers
to determine what types of programs or materials to use to teach reading to students with additional sup-
port needs. This study examined presentation formats of a commercial decoding intervention for students
with mild, moderate, or severe disabilities. This study used an alternating treatment design to compare a
paper-based and tablet-based presentation of an systematic instruction reading curriculum on the decoding
skills of an elementary aged student with SLD. During the lessons across both conditions, the participant
was taught to identify letter sounds, segment and blend words, identify sight words, read connected text,
and answer comprehension questions related to the stories. The presentation format (low tech or high tech)
was randomized each session. During regular probes, the interventionist measured the number of words
decoded correctly across a three-week period using words from the curriculum. The participant showed
improvement with the implementation of both treatments, however the number of words read correctly
was slightly higher in the tablet condition.
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[20] The Effects of Self-Monitoring on Off-Task Behavior for a Stu-
dent in High School with a Specific Learning Disability
Rolando Grijalva, Leah Wood
School of Education

Students with specific learning disabilities have shown inefficiencies in the ability to listen, think, read,
perform math calculations and/or everyday activities. This can lead to off-task performance in the class-
room. Prior research shows that self-monitoring is an effective intervention that does not take away or
cause distractions during classroom instruction if trained correctly. However, research is limited on the
effects of self-monitoring interventions for students with specific learning disabilities. This study examined
the effects of a self-monitoring checklist using the Joya application, a discrete reminder mobile application,
with off-task performance for a student with a specific learning disability. The student demonstrated a
decrease in off-task performance with the introduction of a timed self-monitoring intervention. Results and
implications for practice and future research will be discussed.

[21] The Effects of Self-Monitoring on the On-Task Behaviors for a
Middle School Student with a Specific Learning Disability
Dana Daughtry, Leah Wood
School of Education

Students with specific learning disabilities often exhibit a high frequency of off-task behaviors. Con-
sequently, grades and academic content acquisition often suffer. Self-monitoring is an evidence-based
intervention that has increased on-task behaviors for students with learning disabilities. This study exam-
ined the effects of on-task behavior in Leon, an 8th-grade student in a Special Day Class with a specific
learning disability. This study was conducted in two phases. In Phase 1, the student used a self-monitoring
chart to record his on-task behavior in one-minute intervals. Every minute, a timer would go off and the
student recorded if he was on or off task. In Phase 2, the student slowly increased his on-task behavior
from one to two minutes, two to three minutes and three to four minutes. Results indicated that the
self-monitoring chart increased the percentage of time Leon was on task. Both Leon and his teachers gave
the self-monitoring chart positive reviews.
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[22] The Effects of Video Feedback and Connected Behavioral Re-
hearsals on the Conversation Skills of an Elementary Student With
Autism
Maziar Moridani, Stephen Crutchfield
School of Education

Students with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) demonstrate characteristic difficulty with social com-
munication, limiting their ability to develop and maintain meaningful friendships with peers and further
hone complex social skills through these relationships. Interventions involving direct instruction, model-
ing, and planned feedback on performance are key features of successful social skills interventions. Further,
leveraging the promise of video-based technology appears to be a promising area of developing research.
Using an ABC single case research design, this study investigated the effects of a video feedback and be-
havioral rehearsal treatment package on the verbal conversation skills of an elementary student with ASD.
Results showed increases in the mean words of on-topic responses but variable success with overall on-topic
responses per peer question. Future directions for additional research on video feedback and implications
for practitioners are discussed.

[23] Molecular characterizations of marine microbial communities
at the Cal Poly Pier
Laura Lodolo†, Dr. Alexis Pasulka†

Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

Phytoplankton form the base of the marine food web and play major roles in global nutrient cycles.
Characterizing the composition and diversity of these communities over time can reveal insight into how
these organisms interact with one another and their environment. The Cal Poly Pier Microbial Oceanogra-
phy Time-series was established by the Pasulka Lab in Fall of 2017 to characterize the seasonal and inter-
annual variability of microbial communities along our central coast. Using 18S rRNA high-throughput
sequencing we aimed to characterize the seasonal variability in the composition and diversity of phyto-
plankton at the Cal Poly Pier. Sequencing approaches can help better resolve the taxonomic diversity of
phytoplankton, often revealing temporal patterns missed by the more ’bulk’ biological measurements (e.g.,
chlorophyll a, microscopy, flow cytometry). Integrating variability in the phytoplankton composition with
changes in the physical and chemical environment over seasons and years will enable us to track how the
base of the marine food web is impacted by large-scale events such as El Niño and global climate change.
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[24] The Effects of Video-Self Modeling on the Academic Partici-
pation of an Elementary Student with Autism
Lauren Robison1, Stephen Crutchfield2

1 School of Education, 2 Department of Biological Sciences

Students with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) often have trouble with language processing, joint
attention, and following directions. Video-self modeling (VSM) is an evidence-based intervention that sup-
ports individuals with ASD to increase communication and social engagement. However, there is limited
research on using VSM to increase academic participation during group instruction in an elementary class-
room. A unique aspect of this project consisted of adding a high preference pedagogical agent (Spiderman)
in the VSM to enhance engagement and interest during the viewing of the VSM. Using an ABC single case
research design, this study evaluated the relationship between the described VSM and levels of academic
participation for a young student with Autism. The participant demonstrated a significant increase in
academic participation during small group instruction with the implementation of a VSM. Results and
implications for practice and future research will be discussed.

[25] Survey Sampling in SAS
Danielle Stane†

Department of Statistics, †Frost Support

During the summer, we worked to create a supplemental code workbook for STAT 421 - Survey Sampling
and Methodology. We used SAS, a statistical programming language, to create survey samples and analyses.
These descriptions followed the course agenda and were used as an addendum to the course notes in the Fall
of 2018. Essentially, our work supplemented Professor Smith’s course notebook as an additional resource
for students with less coding or statistical background.
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[26] Do Activity Monitors Correctly Classify Driving Time as
Sedentary?
Rachel Barnett†, Matthew Nelson†, Cami Christopher†, Mami Takeda†

Department of Kinesiology and Public Health, †Frost Support

Driving is a common sedentary activity for many individuals. Previous studies suggest that accelerom-
eters may misclassify driving as a more active behavior. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to examine
how accurately accelerometer processing methods classify driving-specific sedentary time. Participants
wore an ActiGraph wGT3X-BT (AG) on the right hip, an AG on the non-dominant wrist, and an activ-
PAL (AP) on the thigh. They were directly observed for two 2-hour sessions using a GoPro to establish
the criterion measure of driving time. We used published methods to classify accelerometer data as seden-
tary, light, and moderate to vigorous physical activity. For the AG-hip, the Crouter method produced
the lowest classification accuracy with 26.5% correctly classified as sedentary. For the wrist, the random
forest method resulted in 44.5% correct classification, while a linear model was 30.2% accurate. The AP
classified 100% of the driving time as sedentary. Thus, existing algorithms to estimate sedentary time for
hip- and wrist-worn accelerometers do not accurately classify driving time, while the thigh-worn AP is
highly accurate. Therefore, there is a need to develop new methods that correctly classify driving time for
hip- and wrist-worn devices.

[27] Synthesis and Characterization of Novel Supramolecular Am-
phiphiles
Emily Mobley†

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, †Frost Support

This research seeks to synthesize and characterize supramolecular amphiphiles self-assembling proper-
ties. Amphiphilic compounds are compounds with distinct hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions. The most
common amphiphilic structure is one with polar ”heads” and nonpolar ”tails”. These compounds readily
self assemble into a variety of liquid crystalline structures with unique optical and temperature dependent
properties. Described in this poster are synthetic approaches to making supramolecular amphiphiles using
derivatives of the Calix[4]arene as hosts and asymmetric viologens as guests. Utilizing macrocyclic systems
to produce liquid crystals allows for ease of synthesis and optimization of these compounds via host-guest
interactions for various applications such as the self assembly into vesicles, hydrogels, and monolayers for
use in chemical and biological sensing. Differential Scanning Calorimetry will be used to analyze host
guest interactions and determine the temperatures of phase transitions. Polarized Optical Microscopy will
determine the thermotropic optical properties, while Dynamic Light Scattering will determine the micelle
or vesicle self-assembly of the amphiphiles.
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[28] UV and visible flower color patterns are predicted by elevation
and presence of a congener
Molly Vanderlip1, Claire Rowland2, Dena Grossenbacher2
1 Department of , 2 Department of Biological Sciences

Flower color is a key trait involved in pollinator attraction and often varies within a species. Erythranthe
bicolor has two visible color morphs that span a 600 meter elevation gradient in the central Sierra Nevada:
one morph is entirely yellow and the other is yellow and white (bicolored petals). Previous work has
shown that in sites where E. bicolor co-flowers with a similar looking congener (E. guttata), the divergent
bicolored morph is more abundant, has more pollen deposition, and has greater seed set than the all-yellow
morph, consistent with pollinator-mediated character displacement. However, this previous study did not
examine UV flower color. This study answers whether visible and UV flower color morphs negatively
covary, whether there is a geographic pattern of character displacement in UV flower color in the presence
of a congener, and whether visible and UV flower color can be predicted by elevation.

[29] Curing Chronic Myeloid Leukemia with Strategic Imatinib
Treatment Interruptions Using Mathematics
Kyla Cooper, Surabhi Agrawal, Dana Paquin
Department of Mathematics

Chronic Myeloid Leukemia (CML) is a white blood cell cancer that originates in the bone marrow.
The standard form of treatment is imatinib, which allows most patients to attain some form of remis-
sion. Although this treatment is known to be clinically effective, it usually leads to patient relapse once
stopped (Cortes, 2005). In our research, we explored the dynamics of strategic treatment interruptions
(STIs), which involve alternating periods of treatment and non-treatment (Paquin, 2010). By modeling
the interaction between cancer and immune cell populations according to patient-specific parameters using
ordinary and delay differential equations proposed by Kim et al (Kim, 2008), we developed individualized
treatment programs that manipulate the timing and duration of treatment interruptions to leverage the
strength of each patient’s immune system. Through numerical simulations in MATLAB, we analyzed the
effects of varying the number, duration, and frequency of treatment interruptions on T-cell and leukemia
cell concentrations. We demonstrated for a specific patient that a single treatment interruption cannot
sufficiently cure leukemia. We are currently exploring whether two or more optimally times STIs can be
used to cure this patient. This applied mathematics research involves differential equations, numerical
analysis, sensitivity analysis, and parameter estimation.
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[30] Investigating the factors and evolutionary mechanisms driving
speciation in the Layia glandulosa - Layia discoidea (Asteraceae) com-
plex
Alex Pena1†, Sam Farrow2†, Ryan ODell3, Nishi Rajakaruna2†

1 Department of CAFES, 2 Department of Biological Sciences, 3 Department of Bureau of
Land Management, †Frost Support

Harsh environments are home to many rare and endemic species and are model settings for studying
the role ecology plays in species divergence. The congener pair - Layia glandulosa and Layia discoidea -
has long been considered a classic example of speciation driven by the influence of serpentine soils and
is considered a model system for investigating edaphically driven speciation events. Morphological and
electrophoretic studies have confirmed the progenitor - derivative relationship of the two taxa. Although
the role of serpentine soils in the reproductive isolation of the two species has been suggested there has been
no research conducted to confirm local adaptation to distinct soils by either species. We hypothesize that
partially or completely reduced hybrid fitness in parental soils serves as a mechanism of reinforcement for
maladaptive hybridization. Using soil and seed collected from the only site where the two species co-occur
(San Benito, CA) we are conducting greenhouse studies and plan to perform a reciprocal transplant study
to investigate the nature of reproductive isolation in the pair. This work will provide valuable insight into
how abiotic and biotic factors influence the speciation of California endemic species.

[31] Mechanistic investigation of (1,2-a) fluorenofluorene-based cy-
clized and non-cyclized architectures
Hannah Hashimoto†, Derik Frantz†

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, †Frost Support

The search for novel polycyclic conjugated hydrocarbons (PCHs) is mainly fueled by their potential for
application towards organic-based electronic and optical devices. Synthesis of such molecules containing
highly extended pi systems also allows for the exploration of the fundamental principles governing aro-
matic and antiaromatic phenomena. One such class ’ladder-type’ molecules, the fluorenofluorene group,
shows promise in said categories. Having previously developed the published syntheses of the fluoreno(1,2-
a)fluorenedione and fluoreno(2,1-a)fluorenedione isomers, our group continues to utilize the unique nature
of the (1,2-a)’s sterically crowded dione reactive center as a scaffold for investigating unique, pi conjugated
architectures. The synthesis of the 26 pi electron, polycyclic aromatic pleiadiene derivative and its diene
pseudo-precursor are herein reported. Synthetic strategies to independently arrive at each were elucidated
by tuning exposure of the dimethyl diol starting material to light, oxygen, heat, and acid.
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[32] Post-Fire Plant Diversity across Serpentinite and Metavolcanic
Substrates under the Influence of Fire Retardant–San Luis Obispo,
California
Zach Raposo1†, Peter Walsh1†, Anthony Ferrero1†, C. Howington2, L. Negoita3, Nishi
Rajakaruna1†

1 Department of Biological Sciences, 2 Natural Resources Management and Environmental
Sciences, 3 Department of , †Frost Support

Fire plays a key role in the ecology and disturbance regime of California chaparral and grasslands.
Research on fire ecology has been largely opportunistic in California. In September of 2017 more than
97 acres of accessible public lands burned in the Poly Canyon Fire. This created a rare opportunity to
examine the role of fire/fire management in generating and maintaining plant diversity on varying soils
and slope aspects. This study has 85, 1x1 meter plots established on North and South-facing aspects
of chemically and geologically distinct serpentine and metavolcanics substrates as well as on serpentine
soils with nutrient-rich fire retardant (Phos-Chek). To attain a greater quantitative and site-specific un-
derstanding of treatments, soil chemistry and microbial biomass were assessed using standard techniques.
Subsequently, plant species and vegetation cover were monitored monthly in the Spring to calculate a
Shannon Diversity Index. Preliminary results reveal that plant species diversity is greater on plots not
sprayed with Phos-Check. Additionally, Phos-Check appears to result in greater abundance in nonnative
grasses on serpentine plots. Results from this study will provide useful information for land and resource
managers to better predict and plan for shifts in species distributions and abundance in response to fire/fire
management practices.
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[33] Impacts of Multiple Element Enrichment on Native and Non-
Native Plant Species in California’s Serpentine Grasslands
Mary Devlin1, Dylan Stephens2†, Sophie Parr3, Amber Williams2, Nishi Rajakaruna2, Luka
Negoita4

1 Department of Earth and Environmental Sciences, 2 Department of Biological Sciences, 3

Department of Environmental Management and Protection, 4 College of the Atlantic, †Frost
Support

Human activities, especially fossil fuel combustion and fertilizer use, have increased the amount of
available nutrients in the biosphere. Serpentine soils are generally characterized by rare and endemic
flora due in part to low concentrations of nutrients such as N, P, K, S, Ca, and Mo. As limiting nutrients
become more available in serpentine soils, invasive species may be able to successfully establish in serpentine
soils. We investigated how increases in limiting nutrients in serpentine soil affect competition between
non-native and native annuals. We conducted a greenhouse experiment using a combination and single
element enrichment treatments of N and P on two native species, Festuca microstachys and Plantago
erecta, and two non-native species, Bromus hordeaceus and Avena fatua, to assess effects of nutrient
enrichment on shoot biomass and reproductive effort. A multiple element enrichment component has not
been included in nutrient enrichment studies before, yet combinations of nutrient additions may uniquely
influence the ability of non-natives to establish in serpentine soils. We present our preliminary results and
plans for future studies. Our experiment can provide information for better management, including means
to increase survivability of native species and deter invasion of alien species into a key biodiversity hotspot
in California.
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[34] Evaluating the Effectiveness of a Peer Health Educator Pro-
gram on a College Campus through Peer Engagement and Promo-
tion of Healthy Behaviors Among College-aged Students
Brenda Tolentino†

Department of Kinesiology and Public Health, †Frost Support

University students have the opportunity to learn and engage in healthy behaviors through effective
health education programs on college campuses. The Peer Health Educator Program encompasses teams:
sexual well-being, mental well-being, nutrition, physical activity, and alcohol & drug prevention. Using
pre-existing surveys to conduct quantitative and qualitative data analysis, the consultation 2017 results
(N=257) showed that the nutrition and physical activity teams were more likely to be recommended to a
friend than the alcohol & drug prevention team. From the consultation 2018 data (N=31), participants
were more likely to recommend if they felt the educator was knowledgeable and if they felt understood
my them. The presentation data (N=598) showed an increase in the participant’s confidence to perform
a behavior after the presentation. However, participants showed lower scores on gaining knowledge from
the alcohol & drug presentation. The thematic analysis revealed that while some presentations were not as
effective (e.g., alcohol & drug prevention team), participants felt that the program was educational, allowed
for self-reflection, promoted health awareness, and gained effective strategies to improve their overall health.
This suggests that alcohol & drug information may be difficult to present; specifying the importance of
training the peer educators.

[35] Chemically Sensitive Vesicles Derived from Supramolecular
Amphiphiles
Maya Rieder†, Clara Briley†, Sandra Ward†

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, †Frost Support

Supramolecular chemistry takes advantage of noncovalent host-guest interactions between molecules
to design molecules that can self-assemble into a variety of different structures. One molecule type of
particular interest is amphiphiles, which contain both a hydrophobic and a hydrophilic region and can
form different structures due to the hydrophobic effect. At certain concentrations, bilayered vesicles are
formed, which are of interest due to their ability to encapsulate and transport guest molecules, such as
pharmaceuticals. In this experiment, a hydrophobic host and a hydrophilic guest were synthesized and
complexed together via the hydrophobic effect to form vesicles for the purpose of drug delivery. Dynamic
light scattering (DLS) and fluorimetry were used to determine if the vesicles were successfully determined.
It was found via DLS that the size of particles formed correspond to literature values for vesicles, and it
was found via fluorimetry that the vesicles are capable of encapsulating a fluorescent dye. Work continues
to be done examining the optimal ratio of host to guest for creating vesicles and monitoring the rate at
which the vesicles degrade over time.
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[36] Curves, Conics and Cryptography, Oh My!
Joel Pion†, Ryan Zesch†

Department of Mathematics, †Frost Support

Elliptic curves are a deep area of mathematics with many surprising applications to real life. Pell conics
are the less studied little brother of elliptic curves. Our work focused on categorizing the group structure
of Pell conics over various rings. Additionally, we have taken some well known elliptic curve algorithms
and converted them to work on Pell conics. We also investigated the map from Z-points to Fp-points of
certain Pell conics, and found that it is sometimes but not always surjective.

[37] Injured athletes’ perceptions and expectations of coach pro-
vided social support
Jillian Zuck, Stefanee Maurice
Department of Kinesiology and Public Health

Injury is an inevitable component of sport participation and those who work with athletes need to
be familiar with supporting them throughout their recovery. Coaches are in a prime position to provide
social support to injured athletes due to their close proximity (Bianco, 2007). Previous research indicates
a discrepancy between the social support offered by coaches and what athletes desired (Corbillon et al.,
2008). Therefore, the purpose of this qualitative study was to examine NCAA D1 athletes’ perceptions and
expectations of social support from their head coaches during injury recovery. Five themes emerged from
the interviews with injured athletes: supporting the whole person, not just the athlete; positive interactions
with coach supporting recovery; negative coach interactions; perceived barriers faced by coaches trying to
support athletes; and athletes supporting themselves. Unlike previous studies, this study examined injured
athletes’ expectations for their coaches’ social support behaviors rather than focusing on the presence or
absence of it. These results can be used to help athletes manage these expectations. Sport psychology
consultants should be aware of the need for improved support as well as ways to assist athletes in developing
their support network to optimize return to competition.
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[38] Optimization of the Novel Hydroboration-Oxidation of
Ynamides
Bailey Wong, Dominique Tartar
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

Hydroboration-oxidations are useful reactions typically used for the conversion of alkenes into an alcohol
in an anti-Markovnikov fashion. However, when performed upon an ynamide (a molecule with an alkyne
adjacent to an amide), the reaction can be used to produce an α-amido ketone which can be found in natural
products and biopharmaceuticals. By performing hydroboration-oxidations on this class of substrate,
another method to produce α-amido ketones can be utilized by synthetic chemists to produce natural
products. This procedure was optimized on a model ynamide by manipulating variables such as borane
equivalence, reaction time, oxidation time, temperature, and concentration of ynamide to produce the
highest yields.

[39] Rapid Development of Resistance to the Antiseptic Triclosan
in Uropathogenic E. coli
Alexis Rousek†, Alejandra Yep-Rodriguez†

Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

Antiseptics and antimicrobials are used widely in common household products, imposing a strong
selection pressure on bacteria that may have connections with the current rapid and widespread rise in
antibiotic resistance. This project explores the effect of long-term exposure to the common antimicrobial
agent Triclosan on the uropathogenic E. coli strain CFT073. Triclosan, banned from consumer products in
December of 2018, was used as an antimicrobial in a vast array of consumer products including toothpaste,
soap, toys, detergents, and in the cleaning of surgical equipment. We used a disk diffusion assay to
expose E. coli CFT073 and its isogenic ∆tolC mutant lacking the main efflux pump to Triclosan. Both
the wild type and the ∆tolC mutant became resistant to high levels of Triclosan within just six days, as
evidenced by shrinking inhibition haloes. Our results so far underscore the rapid evolution of resistance
to antibacterial compounds and imply that E. coli can use mechanisms other than efflux for preventing
Triclosan from inhibiting cellular growth. We are currently investigating whether the mutations that
generated the changes in resistance to Triclosan are also affecting phenotypes such as efflux, motility,
biofilm formation, and susceptibility to common antibiotics.
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[40] The role of nuclease activity in Vibrio fischeri physiology, sym-
biotic competence, and evolution
Jason Lorenz†, Vanessa Mariscal†, Chaz Childs†, Pat Fidopiastis†

Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

Cells of Vibrio fischeri are able to colonize crypts within the light organ of the squid Euprymna scolopes.
Initially, cells are collected in viscous, squid-derived mucous on the light organ surface. The bacteria then
skin through mucous-rich ducts in order to reach the light organ interior. Thus, we hypothesized that
a mucin digesting enzyme should be essential for squid colonization. To detect genes required mucin
degradation, we screened a V. fischeri transposon mutant library for strains lacking mucinase activity.
Interestingly, only one strain (A4), whose transposon insertion mapped to nuclease gene VF1451, showed
complete loss of mucinase activity. A database search revealed that VF1451 is homologous to the V.
cholerae nuclease-encoding gene xds. Furthermore, nuclease activity of strain A4 was almost completely
abolished in a 24 hour culture growing on DNase agar. However, strain A4 eventually revealed slight
nuclease activity after 48 hours, suggesting that a second activity was present. In this work, we have
identified both nuclease encoding genes and have begun to characterize their various role in V. fischeri
biology.

[41] Exploring the Impact of Storytelling on Storytellers in a Hep-
atitis B Health Communication Context
Julia M. Alber, Sanam F. Ghazvini, Brenda Tolentino†, Rebeca Almeida, Miriam Silliman
Department of Kinesiology and Public Health, †Frost Support

Chronic hepatitis B, caused by hepatitis B virus, is a disease that can lead to health consequences (e.g.,
liver cancer, premature death). Several factors have contributed to low screening rates among impacted
groups. A storytelling campaign involving individuals impacted by hepatitis B was developed to increase
awareness about hepatitis B and address the stigma associated with it. It is critical to understand whether
the storytelling process provides a positive impact on not just the audience, but also the storyteller.
Semi-structured interviews were conducted by researchers with individuals who had participated in the
storytelling campaign. Of the 15 individuals invited to participate, 13 completed 1-hour interviews, which
asked the participants to describe why they participated, to share any feedback, and discuss the impact they
believed storytelling had on themselves and others. A thematic analysis of the interview data yielded four
themes: 1) outreach; 2) emotional; 3) educational; and 4) stigma. Results indicated that participants found
the process to be positive and allowed them to connect emotionally while educating others. Participants
identified the need to increase outreach and address stigma related to the disease. Future research is needed
to understand the long-term impact of storytelling on the storyteller.
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[42] In situ visualization of BiOWiSH microbial communities
Clay Villars1, Mason Wright1, Mia Chevez2, Julia Kallet1, Amy Howes1, Alexis Pasulka1

1 Department of Biological Sciences, 2 Department of Animal Science

Microorganisms are abundant and metabolically active in nearly every environment including the guts
of cows, the soils of crop fields, the surface water of ponds, and wastewater runoff. BiOWiSH Technologies
produces a line of products to introduce a suite of different bacterial genera such as Bacillus, Lactobacillus,
and Pediococcus into these specific environments to alter microbial interactions. These probiotic bacteria
have been shown to alter microbial community compositions, enhance crop yield, and confer health to
different animal hosts. However, understanding the specific interactions of these probiotics with natural
microbial communities is not well studied. Using fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), a technique
targeting ribosomal RNA (rRNA) with fluorescently labelled oligonucleotide probes, we can gain a better
understanding of the mechanisms by which these unique microorganisms influence and alter ecosystems.
The goal of this project was to develop and optimize FISH probes targeting BiOWiSH specific strains of
bacteria enabling visualization and quantification of probiotic bacteria in their products and the natural
environment. Ultimately the application of FISH techniques will allow for a better understanding of how
BiOWiSH Technologies microbial products affect the health of animals, plant growth, and wastewater
treatment.

[43] Development and Testing of Social Marketing Messages to Pro-
mote Bystander Intervention Intention and Behavior
Ellis Hagadorn, Lauren Schwartz, Christine Hackman, Julia Alber
Department of Kinesiology and Public Health

Background: Bystander intervention is important in decreasing the rate of sexual assault on college
campuses. Properly developed, theory-based social marketing campaigns that capitalize on knowledge of
the health behavior can shift beliefs regarding sexual assault and guide behavior change in the community.
Purpose: To evaluate the effectiveness of an Integrated Behavioral Model (IBM) based social marketing
campaigns aimed at increasing bystander intervention intention and behavior. Methods: Focus groups
will be utilized to provide feedback on social marketing messages that have been developed based on
the results of qualitative data from a previous study examining IBM-related barriers and facilitators to
engaging in bystander intervention in college students. The researcher will facilitate conversations around
the participant’s ratings of the messages that will be recorded and transcribed. Results: The data will be
cleaned for clarity and organized for qualitative and quantitative analysis. NVivo 11 will be utilized to
analyze the collected data. Using SPSS, descriptive statistics will be run to better understand the sample
population. Discussion: University campus populations would benefit from these health behavior theory-
based health communication messages, as they could influence beliefs and, as part of a larger intervention,
shift behavior in a high-risk population.
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[44] Liberal Studies Radio Jove Astronomy Research
Carly Muller1†, David Mitchell2†, Aileen Saucedo1†, Sara Bettencourt1†, Sarah Coyle1†
1 Department of Liberal Studies, 2 Department of Physics, †Frost Support

Four Liberal Studies students used NASA Radio Jove astronomy research to connect research skills with
teaching concepts and integrate them with a community elementary school. Using our summer research
in constructing a radio antenna that is capable of listening to Jupiter storms when interacting with its
moon Io and solar bursts, we were able to connect the radio astronomy and sound concepts with 1st and
4th grade Next Generation Science Standards. Our project focused on creating, piloting, and revising our
lessons for one first grade and one fourth grade class at San Benito Elementary School using our summer
research content and NGSS standards. Our goal is to keep the Radio Jove lessons for future teachers and
classrooms to use and encourage community-based research to implement in elementary level lessons.

[45] Ursa Major II: Searching for Gamma Rays With VERITAS
Duncan Cameron
Department of Physics

Ursa Major II is a dwarf spheroidal galaxy interacting with the Milky Way. It has a high mass to light
ratio making it a good candidate for a dark matter search. Dark Matter collisions or decays are predicted
to produce gamma rays that are detectable on Earth via Cherenkov radiation by VERITAS. With 185
hours of observations we construct a sky map and find no significant signal of gamma rays. We compare
the predicted integrated dark matter density along the line of site (J-profile) to the signal significance and
find no positive correlation. We also look for correlations between the magnitudes of stars in the field
of view and bias at that location. A bias towards low signal is found for stars down to 10th magnitude.
Although no dark matter was found it limits on the predicted dark matter model parameters.
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[46] Geometric Modeling of Cherenkov Light to Improve VERITAS
Gamma-Ray Reconstruction Software
Keilan Ramirez, Jodi Christiansen
Department of Physics

The Very Energetic Radiation Imaging Telescope Array System (VERITAS) observes Cherenkov ra-
diation emitted by air showers resulting from interactions between gamma-ray photons and the Earth’s
atmosphere. When determining the gamma-ray parameters like energy and location, the VERITAS soft-
ware considers only the magnitude of the observed Cherenkov radiation. The goal of this project is to
incorporate the timing of the observations into the VERITAS software to measure the gamma-ray param-
eters with a greater degree of accuracy. MATLAB was used to create a 3D geometric model showing how
Cherenkov light scatters into the VERITAS telescopes. This model simulates the effects that different
gamma-ray parameters have on the observed arrival times of gamma-rays at each of the four VERITAS
telescopes. Though the observed timing differences are small and close to the margin of error for the tele-
scopes’ timing recordings, the aggregate information is still useful. The next step in to create a probability
based interpretation of the geometric model and integrate it with the existing VERITAS reconstruction
software algorithm.

[47] Skeletal Muscle Lipid Storage, Oxidative Capacity, and Fiber
Types in a Pig Model of NAFLD
Haley Perkins1, Heather Spooner1†, Raizel Yankaway1, Jason Blank1, Rodrigo Manjarin2

1 Department of Biological Sciences, 2 Animal Science, †Frost Support

This study is part of a project to develop a model for pediatric non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD)
using leptin resistant neonate pigs. NAFLD is characterized by a build up of lipids in the liver related
to insulin insensitivity. In the skeletal muscles of humans, rats, and pigs, insulin insensitivity is known
to be accompanied by an increase in intramuscular fat, both between muscle cells and inside the cells.
The purpose of this experiment was to quantify the lipid accumulation in muscle of high-fat fed pigs
compared to control animals and to assess changes in muscle fiber composition and oxidative capacity in
response to the diet. 10 day old piglets were allocated to either control or high-fructose high-fat diet for
10 weeks. On week 10 animals were euthanized and longissimus dorsi samples were collected for histology
and immunohistochemistry analysis. Tissue sections were stained for lipid with the oil red O stain and
immunohistochemical stains for fiber type. Lipid deposition was analyzed based on stain intensity, number
of cells stained, and total lipid content. A citrate synthase assay was used as a measure of oxidative capacity.
The results are discussed in the larger context of previous research and the overall project. Funding from
ARI#58873, STRIDE#35466
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[48] How Many of Our Foods Contain Industrial Sweeteners? And
Should We Worry?
Miriam Silliman†

Department of Kinesiology and Public Health, †Frost Support

Industrial sweeteners, both caloric and non-caloric, are widely used in many food products; however,
there is controversy over the impacts that these sweeteners have on health. The objective of this analysis
is to describe the occurrence of industrial sweeteners among 247,326 food products in the Branded Food
Products Database (BFPD), the only public database with ingredient information on branded foods in the
US. Search terms chosen from previous studies included high fructose corn syrup as a caloric sweetener,
”sorbitol”, ”maltitol”, and ”xylitol” as low-calorie sweeteners, and ”steviol”, ”sucralose”, ”acesulfame”,
and ”aspartame” for non-caloric sweeteners. We used JMP Pro to search ingredient lists for these terms.
We found that ”high fructose corn syrup” was present in 8.5% (20182) of foods in the BFPD. Non-caloric
sweeteners were present in as high as 16.6% (39,688.77) of foods. Industrial sweeteners are present in a
relatively large percent of branded food products, suggesting the importance of evaluating their health
effects. In further work we will create a more detailed, prioritized list of industrial sweeteners to describe
their occurrence in the BFPD, and their co-occurrence with other industrial substances added to increase
palatability.

[49] Site-Directed Mutagenesis of LAGLIDADG Homing Endonu-
cleases to Create DNA Nicking Enzymes
Jeannine Stroup1†, Betsy Turner1, Ken Hillers2
1 Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, 2 Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost
Support

Many current gene editing techniques work by introducing a double stranded break (DSB) into their
target sequence and relying on innate DNA repair mechanisms to facilitate the desired alteration. In such
techniques, it is important to avoid deleterious mutation events that often occur in DSB repair. Previous
studies have shown that such deleterious mutations can be reduced when single stranded breaks (nicks),
rather than DSBs, are introduced into the target. With this observation in mind, in this project several
LAGLIDADG homing endonucleases (LHEs) are converted into DNA nicking enzymes. LHEs have two
identical active sites that work in conjunction to produce a DSB and can be utilized for targeted gene
alteration. Each LHE is converted into a nicking enzyme by removing enzymatic activity at one active
site. This is accomplished through site-directed mutagenesis of a single codon in the LHE gene. Thus far,
mutations have successfully been made in the genes encoding two different LHE proteins. The results show
that mutation of a single LHE active site through site-directed mutagenesis is possible at the DNA level.
Further experimentation to determine whether these genetic mutations translate to the desired nicking
activity in the mutant LHE proteins is currently underway.
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[50] Synthesis of Cathepsin B Inhibitors as a Treatment Targeting
Anthrax and Ebola
Spenser Platt†, Ivan Hernandez†, Hunter Wood†, Scott Eagon
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, †Frost Support

Targeting the proteins of pathogenic invaders has been a staple strategy when combating infectious
disease. Inevitably, however, the pathogens develop resistance to these treatments and the subsequent rise
in drug resistance has sparked numbers calls for new treatment options and strategies. Some infectious
agents, however, exploit native host proteins, raising the possibility of host-orientated treatment options.
Our project focuses on the inhibition of Cathepsin B, a human protease found in lysosomes that is exploited
by both Anthax and Ebola. It is our hope that the development of a potent inhibitor of Cathepsin B will
lead to a new host-based treatment option against these deadly infectious agents.

[51] Synthesis of Benzoxazole Inhibitors of Kinase CK2
Bogdan Popa†, Eric Schwegman†, Maetja Verbarendse, Jessica Travis, Duminda Liyanage,
Scott Eagon
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, †Frost Support

Protein kinases are enzyme catalysts that allow the transfer of phosphate from ATP to serine, threonine,
and tyrosine amino acids of their respective substrate proteins. Although a large number of kinases have
been discovered, the biological roles of the majority of these kinases remain unknown. This along with
the fact that kinase inactivity has been strongly correlated to a number of human diseases has propelled
research into better understanding kinase activity and developing small molecules that target these proteins.
Success in targeting kinases is underscored by the fact that the FDA has approved over 35 kinase inhibitor
drugs within the last 18 years, and many studies have demonstrated that protein kinases are one of the
most effective protein targets for drug therapeutics. Despite the breakthroughs in recent years, kinase
potential still remains largely untapped, and a number of calls for contribution have been made. To answer
this call, a composition of a public library of kinase activity, called the kinase chemogenomic set (KCGS),
was recently disclosed to accelerate the synthesis and screening of drugs targeting kinase activity. With
public access to the KCGS, many researchers are leveraging this resource to study biological function
and therapeutic potential of many understudied kinases. As a part of this public effort, our group has
focused on the synthesis of a benzoxazole compound that targets the kinase protein CK2. In developing
a procedure for the synthesis of drugs targeting this kinase, we hope to develop a library of potent and
selective compounds that can later be screened as potential treatments for human diseases and added to
the comprehensive public library of kinase inhibitors.
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[52] Synthesis of 2-Aminooxazole Inhibitors of Kinase STK16
Ryan Schioldager†, Aashrita Manjunath†, Nathan Soderberg†, Adam Cronin, Duminda
Liyanage, Scott Eagon
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, †Frost Support

Protein kinases are a class of enzymes that transfer phosphate groups from ATP to specified substrates,
resulting in structural and functional modifications to substrate activity. Cell division, signaling, and
metabolism are all affected by the phosphorylation of proteins via post-translational modification by protein
kinases. Within the past few decades, protein kinase research has emerged at the forefront of chemical
biology as one of the primary areas of interest in drug development. An estimated total of 500 protein
kinases exist in the human kinome. However, only a small fraction of these have been subjected to
studies regarding biological function and therapeutic targeting. The impetus to determine the functions of
various kinases lies in the potential to modulate them and thus treat various ailments, particularly cancer.
A common practice in determining the function and mechanism of a protein kinase is the synthesis and
utilization of small-molecule chemical probes. These inhibitors are targeted towards a specified protein and
subsequently elucidate pathways in both healthy and diseased cells. From this verification, the probe can
serve as a precursor to a therapeutic drug in combating the disease in question. Our project focuses on the
inhibition of kinase STK-16, an understudied serine-threonine kinase. Our goal is to synthesize a library
of small molecule chemical probes that are both potent and selective inhibitors of STK-16. Previously
conducted research has found that kinase STK-16 inhibition has resulted in increased cell binucleation
and reduced total cell number. Considering the relationship between cell binucleation and cancer, it is
suspected that STK-16 is associated in some way with cancer cells. It is our hope that a potent inhibitor
may possibly lead to a new chemotherapy agent.

[53] SymbulateR
Kien Nguyen†, Kevin Ross†, Dennis Sun†

Department of Statistics, †Frost Support

Simulation is a powerful tool for analyzing probability models and facilitating understanding of concepts
in probability and statistics.

Dr. Ross and Dr. Sun have developed a Python package called Symbulate
(https://github.com/dlsun/symbulate) that makes it intuitive to specify, run, analyze and visualize
the results of a simulation.

Python and R are two of the most widely used languages among statisticians for developing statistical
software and data analysis. As we want Symbulate to be accessible to a wide range of people, we develop
a Symbulate package in R.
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[54] Do leaf mites benefit coast live oak?
Chloe Knowd, Erin Coltharp
Department of Biological Sciences

Acrodomatia are hairy, tuft-like structures on the underside of leaves and are commonly inhabited by
small arthropods (mites). In some plant species these structures represent a mutualistic relationship; the
plant provides a habitable, protected place for mites, which scavenge the leaf surface for fungi or other
herbivorous arthropods thus benefiting tree health. A recent study showed that Coast live oak (Quercus
agrifolia), a California native species, exhibits acrodomatia that harbor mites in Poly Canyon (Property
of California Polytechnic State University San Luis Obispo, CA). Here, we investigate whether mites serve
as mutualistic partners with Quercus agrifolia. We tested this hypothesis by selecting 20 trees in Poly
Canyon and applying either treatment (acrodomatia removal) or control to 10 branches on each tree. After
4 to 6 weeks we plan to assess for leaf pathogens and herbivory to determine whether mites benefit overall
leaf health. If so, this would demonstrate the potential of a mutualistic relationship between mites and
Quercus agrifolia.

[55] An Investigation of the Anomalous Thrust Capabilities of the
Electromagnetic Drive
Hannah Simons, Robert Echols
Department of Physics

The Electromagnetic Drive (EMDrive) is a propellantless engine concept hypothesized by aerospace
engineer Roger Shawyer. Shawyer’s proposed thruster technology is grounded on the theory of electromag-
netic resonant behavior exhibited by a radiofrequency cavity, though the source of any generated thrust
is undetermined by current physical laws. NASA Eagleworks Laboratories at Johnson Space Center con-
ducted a vacuum test campaign to investigate previously reported anomalous thrust capabilities of such a
closed radiofrequency cavity, using a low-thrust torsion pendulum. The team published positive, although
small-scaled thrust results in 2017. Following NASA Eagleworks’ breakthrough result and operating un-
der the assumption that the proposed EMDrive technology may eventually be proven true, we explore
the physical features and geometries required of such a thruster to maximize the thrust generated. Our
simulation results show that the use of a superconducting cavity material is the greatest contributor to a
higher produced thrust. In the case of any practical industrial and manufacturing applications, the use of
a cylindrical cavity with the desired superconducting material may provide the greatest efficiency.
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[56] Bisphenol A and Bisphenol S Testing in Foods
Jennifer Giraudo, Hannah Brunner-Gaydos†, Pasquelle A. Carosella, Bryn Petron, Lily
Medrano, Shelby Thomas, Madison Hibbs, Allison Amaya, William Schauer, Austin San,
Suzanne Phelan, Todd Hagobian
Department of Kinesiology and Public Health, †Frost Support

Bisphenol A (BPA) is a synthetic organic compound that is widely used in the food packaging industry
to create polycarbonate plastics and epoxy resins. BPA, along with the chemically related compound
Bisphenol S (BPS), have been identified as endocrine disruptors that mimic estrogen. While some products
advertise as BPA or bisphenol-free, whether bisphenols are contained in a variety of common foods is
unclear. In our laboratory, we are currently testing concentrations of BPA and BPS in various foods
that will be used in the study to feed participants. BPA and BPS will be assessed using a competitive
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay kit (Detroit R&D, Detroit MI) in a variety of foods (meat, pasta,
cheese, juice, chips, granola, condiments, etc.) purchased locally in San Luis Obispo, CA. The creation
of a database containing BPA and BPS concentrations in a variety of common foods will be beneficial for
human experimental studies seeking to further understand the negative effects of bisphenol exposure.

[57] Flat Portions on the Numerical Range of a 4x4 Nilpotent Ma-
trix
Mackenzie Cox†, Grace Hochrein†

Department of Mathematics, †Frost Support

The numerical range for a n x n matrix A is defined as the set

W (A) = {〈Av, v〉 : v ∈ Cm, ||v|| = 1}

The numerical range is interesting because it is a compact, convex subset of C that contains the eigenvalues
of A. Additionally, much remains unknown about the properties of higher dimensional numerical ranges.
This poster investigates into the flat portions on the numerical range of 4x4 nilpotent matrices. Questions
we investigated include: if there are two flat portions on a graphical representation of the numerical range,
what possible angles can be created between them. Another being, if there are two flat portions must there
be a line of symmetry between them.
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[58] Probing the nonlinearity of carbon nanotube networks using
electrostatic gating and temperature
Alejandro Jimenez, Colleen Marlow
Department of Physics

We have recently observed that the electrical properties of sparse single-walled carbon nanotube (CNT)
network devices are nonlinear. It is likely that the network’s nonlinearity is due to the energetic barriers
formed at the junctions of metallic and semiconducting tubes. By changing the energy of the charge
carriers relative to the energy of the junction barrier we can alter current through the network. This can
be done through electrostatic gating our network devices or by changing the temperature. By analyzing
the measured current-voltage characteristics of devices at different gate voltages and temperatures we can
estimate the barrier height of a metallic and semiconducting CNT junction. Here we present our results
and a basic transport model for conduction through sparse CNT networks.

[59] Does flower color in Leptosiphon parviflorus predict serpentine
tolerance?
Rachael Auer, Dena Grossenbacher
Department of Biological Sciences

Leptosiphon parviflorus (Polemoniaceae) is a native annual plant found throughout California. Like
many other Leptosiphon species, L parviflorus has a flower color polymorphism with both pink and white
flowers occurring in natural populations. In some portions of the range, such as on Jasper Ridge, San
Mateo Co., pink flowers occur on serpentine soils (defined as low Ca:Mg ratio soils), while white flowers
occur on sandstone soils. Its hypothesized that anthocyanin in plant tissue leads to increased fitness in
harsh conditions (Chalker-Scott, 1999), which is the pigment that causes pink flowers in L parviflorus. I am
currently growing L. parviflorus collected from Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, and crossing within color type
in order to create a large number of pure-breeding seeds to conduct a reciprocal transplant study on both
soil types. I will then determine whether pink flowered individuals have increased fitness on serpentine
soils compared to white flowered individuals. Secondly, I will collect individuals and the soil they are in
from at least 10 populations throughout San Luis Obispo county to see if there is a correlation between
flower color frequency, soil type, geographic distance between populations, and the size of populations.
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[60] Recognizing Overlapping Hand Written Digits Using a Neural
Network
Alexa White†, Tim Royston†, Grant Bernosky†, Cameron Fredrickson†, Mark Stankus†

Department of Mathematics, †Frost Support

For decades humans have been able to write software that can accurately recognize segmented images
of handwritten numbers. However it was not until November 2017 that humans created a neural network
to recognize overlapping handwritten digits to a high degree of accuracy. Dr. Geoffrey Hinton (Professor
of Computer Science and VP and Engineering Fellow at Google) and his team released a paper titled
”Dynamic Routing Between Capsules” describing a new type neural network called a capsule network
which specialized in object segmentation within images. This capsule network architecture achieved a
classification error rate of .25% across 10,000 images from the MNIST dataset and an error classification
rate of 5.0% on their overlapping digit dataset Mult-NMNIST. Our task over the summer was to understand
the contents of this paper, code our own capsule network in Tensorflow, and train the capsule network to
achieve a classification accuracy similar to the results in the paper. By the end of the summer we had
generated our own dataset of 1 and 2 digit (overlapping) images using python, written code to load this
data into the capsule network, trained a simple neural network to separate the 1 digit images from the 2
digit images, and trained 2 capsule networks capable of running on multiple GPUs. The capsule networks
were trained to recognize single digit and overlapping double digit images achieving test accuracies of
99.1987% and 98.8381% respectively. Our code and an outline of the technical details of our project can
be found here https://github.com/mstankus/Frost-Neural-Network-Summer-2018.

[61] Quantifying diel variability in marine viral production in San
Luis Bay
Dr. Alexis Pasulka†, Mason Wright†, Dana Michels†, Julia Kallet†

Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

Marine viruses are a major source of phytoplankton and bacterial mortality in the ocean and there-
fore impact global nutrient cycling. Fluorescence-based biorthogonal non-canonical amino acid tagging
(BONCAT) has recently been developed to study the activity of marine viruses, however this technique
has not yet been applied widely to characterize variations in viral production in marine environments.
In this project, we quantified the diel variability (day/night) of viral production rates in San Luis Bay.
Quantification of viral production rates from these experiments depends on analysis of epifluorescence mi-
croscopy images. In order to make this a more user-friendly technique for the scientific community, we
developed an image analysis guided user interface (GUI) named imaging Virus Analysis of BONCAT Sig-
nals (iVABS). iVABS coupled with my field study demonstrates a streamlined process for quantifying viral
production in the marine environment and will help fill critical gaps in our understanding of the mortality
and biogeochemical impact of viruses in our coastal ecosystem.
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[62] Assessment of neurodegeneration in a pig model of non-
alcoholic fatty liver disease
Morgan Coffin1, Nicole Zeltser1, Ish Nawar2, Gabi Hernandez1, Victoria Smith1†, Rodrigo
Manjarin1†, Magdalena Maj2†
1 Animal Science, 2 Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

Growing evidence supports a link between neurodegenerative conditions and non-alcoholic fatty liver
disease (NAFLD), whereby neurotoxic lipids such as ceramides synthesized in excess by the affected liver
may cross the blood-brain barrier leading to inflammation, amyloid plaque accumulation, and other hall-
marks of neurodegeneration. We hypothesized that Western diet-induced non-alcoholic fatty liver disease
in the neonatal leptin-resistant pigs (Iberian breed) will lead to neuroinflammation and impede neuronal
development. Twenty six ten-days old piglets were fed one of four liquid diets: control (CON) (n=8),
control + probiotics (CON+P) (n=6), high fat high fructose (HFF) (n=6), or high fat high fructose +
probiotics (HFF+P) (n=6), every six hours over 70 days. The probiotic mixture (6.2 x 10 cfu/mL) con-
tained Pediococcus, Lactobacillus and Bacillus. Pig activity was recorded during the last week of animal
trial and was quantified using BORIS software. Brain tissue was collected on d 70 for immunohistology,
cytokine quantification, and protein expression of myelin basic protein (MBP), microglia activation (Iba-1),
and astrocyte activation (GFAP). Pig activity was significantly decreased in HFF, HFF+P, and CON+P
as compared to control animals (p¡0.05). Tumor necrosis factor-alpha, interleukin-1, and tumor growth
factor-beta in the protein lysate from frontal cortex did not show a significant difference between treat-
ment groups. Expression level of MBP was significantly increased in frontal cortex from HFF+P and HFF
(p¡0.05), while Iba-1 did not show a significant difference. In conclusion, our results provide some evidence
supporting a diet-induced liver-brain axis pathologies.

[63] Gamma-Rays from VERITAS Observations of Blazars, Includ-
ing M87
Jodi Christiansen1, Jennifer Lai2
1 Department of Physics, 2 Department of Aerospace Engineering

Blazars spew a tightly collimated jet of high energy gamma rays towards Earth. These jets are powered
by a supermassive black hole at the center of the galaxy in which they reside. When the gamma rays
collide with Earth’s atmosphere they create air showers which are observed and recorded by telescopes.
The Messier 87 galaxy contains a black hole that weighs about 5 billion times as much as our sun and
powers a jet of particles that extends five thousand lightyears from the black hole. Gamma-ray particles
in the jet have been detected by VERITAS over the past 10 years. We studied the 2018 observations. The
goal of the study was to create sky maps to determine the level of gamma rays and to make light curves
to look for time variability in the data captured by the VERITAS telescopes.
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[64] System for thermomagnetic and galvanomagnetic transport
properties measurements from 80 to 400 K
Matt Beekman†, Roger Dorris†

Department of Physics, †Frost Support

Thermoelectrics are a class of materials that produce a voltage when a temperature gradient is ap-
plied. These materials are used to produce electric power in places where traditional electric power is
unavailable, such as remote lighthouses or on deep space probes. Key to understanding the performance of
thermoelectric materials are physical quantities such as the charge carrier density of states, effective mass,
and the scattering exponent which characterizes the dominant charge carrier scattering mechanism. These
quantities can be determined by making measurements of the sample resistivity, Seebeck coefficient, Hall
coefficient, and Nernst coefficient. Here, we describe a custom measurement system capable of measuring
all four of these galvanomagnetic and thermomagnetic transport coefficients as a function of temperature
from 80 K to 400 K, in magnetic fields from -1 Tesla to 1 Tesla, on both bulk and thin film samples. In
addition to data on the system’s performance, a comparative analysis for the accuracy and precision of
different approaches to measuring the above transport coefficients will be presented.

[65] Passing the Trash in California
Billie-Jo Grant†, Anthony Wessel†

Department of Statistics, †Frost Support

Passing the Trash is a problem in California where teachers in K-12 public and private schools commit
sexual misconduct on their students, and instead of being fired or having their credential taken away, they
are just passed along to another school or school district and the allegations are swept under the rug,
and they face almost no repercussions. Throughout the summer, I collected data on this problem and
consolidated it all into a one page deliverable that Professor Grant was able to use at a conference in early
September. In the deliverable, I included descriptive statistics about the offenders and the schools they
taught at.
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[66] Availability of Microtrash Materials & Selectivity by California
Condors
Marie Solis, Francis Villablanca, John Perrine
Department of Biological Sciences

California condors consume non-food items, including anthropogenic waste, and provision it to their
young. Consuming ”microtrash” can cause mortality, especially in nestlings. There are several hypotheses
explaining why condors might consume microtrash. These hypotheses assume condors exhibit a preference
for the type of material. Therefore, we test the assumption that when California condors take microtrash,
they display material selectivity. We did this by sampling microtrash from roadside pullouts in the Los
Padres National Forest. Those samples were compared to condor necropsy and nest microtrash data,
categorized by material type: glass, plastic, metal, and other. We find that in our analysis, condors exhibit
a preference for plastics and an avoidance of ”other” materials (primarily ceramics).

[67] Gs NAGS Kinetics
Emily Fogle†, Mason McElvain
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, †Frost Support

N-acetylglutamate synthase is an enzyme in the arginine biosynthetic pathway of bacteria, plants, and
the urea cycle in mammals that acetylates L-glutamate in the first step. Despite membership in the
well characterized GNAT superfamily, few NAGS of this type have been mechanistically studied using
kinetic isotope effects. NAGS has previously been shown to have low activity with L-glutamate, slightly
higher activity with L-glutamine, and inhibition by L-arginine. In order to characterize Gs NAGS, we
overexpressed the enzyme in E. coli as a 6-His fusion and purified Gs NAGS using a Ni-NTA column
followed by desalting in a Sephadex column. SDS PAGE was utilized to confirm that the protein of
interest matched the molecular weight of Gs NAGS ( 17 kDa). As the literature suggests, Gs NAGS
demonstrated low activity with L-glutamate, but it was surprisingly inactive with L-glutamine. Though
it was expected L-arginine would inhibit Gs NAGS, it unexpectedly demonstrated better activity with
L-arginine than the other two substrates. Further kinetic studies of the enzyme are underway.
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[68] Characterization of Blood Cell Proliferation in Botrylloides vio-
laceus
Jun-Wei Brendan Hughes†, Ben Parsons, Josh Hernandez†, Elena Keeling
Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

Botrylloides violaceus is a marine invertebrate and also the closest known evolutionary relative to
humans that retains whole body regeneration (WBR). Understanding the mechanisms behind WBR can
lead to the discovery of conserved processes of regeneration and novel cellular mechanisms of regeneration.
Stem cells, known as hemoblasts, in the blood of B. violaceus are known to play a role in regeneration,
but the extent and timing of stem cell proliferation are still relatively unknown. Previous studies have
shown increased hemoblast numbers during regeneration, so current projects are focusing on quantifying
hemoblast proliferation using an EdU assay to fluorescently label dividing cells. Blood cells stained with
propidium iodide have been examined using flow cytometry to gain information on the cell cycle of B.
violaceus, which could potentially be combined with the EdU assay in a flow cytometric analysis. In the
future, we hope to use histological tissue sections with EdU to quantify stem cell proliferation and confirm
previously known stem cell niche locations, in addition to coupling the EdU assay with stem cell-specific
antibodies to specifically label hemoblasts.

[69] How is Stress Altering the Epigenome of Snakes? Assessing
NR3C1 Methylation in Thamnophis sirtalis infernalis
Margaret Kepler1†, Heather Neldner2, Emily Taylor2†, Sandra Clement2†
1 Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, 2 Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost
Support

The California Red Sided Garter Snake (Thamnophis sirtalis infernalis) living in the central coast
of California faces a growing number of stressors in its environment, including prolonged drought and
habitat destruction. In reptiles, plasma corticosterone (CORT) is a glucocorticoid hormone that regulates
metabolic function and mediates stress. The aim of this study was to investigate how long-term exposure
to elevated CORT affects methylation of the NR3C1 gene encoding for the glucocorticoid receptor in garter
snakes. We propose that exposure to a hormone associated with stress would impact epigenetic markers
at the NR3C1 gene, a gene integral to the hypothalamic pituitary adrenal axis. To address our objective
of creating an optimal procedure to measure methylation in the NR3C1 promoter region we isolated DNA
from T. sirtalis blood samples and chemically modified the DNA using bisulfite to convert unmethylated
cytosine bases to uracil. Following steps involved polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using novel primers
designed to specifically amplify the modified DNA. This preliminary data suggests that certain primers may
be used in future trials, and that it is possible to collect the desired data through this procedure, paving
the way for future studies. Understanding how CORT may influence epigenetic changes in T. sirtalis at
genes like NR3C1 will allow us to better understand the molecular impact of stressors on an animal, an
area relatively unexplored in reptiles.
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[70] The Role of Glycogen Accumulation on E. coli Survival on
Spinach
Kristi Cheung†, Yayoi Marumo†, Monica Wu†, Dr. Alejandra Yep†

Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

Escherichia coli is a common food contaminant on raw meats, fruits, salad greens, and other produce.
Food outbreaks caused by pathogenic E. coli contamination are a highly prevalent public health issue,
causing an estimated 265,000 infections each year. Most E. coli strains can accumulate glycogen to use as
a carbon source, so we postulated that it may play a role in survival on spinach leaves. Strains with the
ability to accumulate high levels of glycogen were selected for testing and were grown overnight either in
KM, which promotes glycogen accumulation, or in LB, which does not. Strains grown in either medium
were then inoculated at equal doses on multiple spinach leaf discs and incubated at 5oC. On each day,
for a 7-day period, bacteria were collected from triplicates spinach discs by vortexing in sterile water,
enumerated by plating, and a death curve was developed for each strain. Currently, results indicate that
multiple E. coli strains can survive more than a week on spinach leaves. Glycogen’s role in survival seems
highly strain-dependent as we do not see a general increase in survival in cells that accumulated glycogen.
The testing process is still underway to include other strains.

[71] Development of a Thin-Film Rheometer
Mara Niesyt, Nathan Keim, Dani Medina, Ben Kroger
Department of Physics

We describe progress in developing a thin-film rheometer, a device used to measure properties such as
viscosity of a quasi-two-dimensional liquid film in which particles or bacteria can be suspended. To make
such measurements, a needle is suspended in the film and is controlled via magnets to shear the fluid, thus
giving rise to measurements of the mechanical properties of the liquid based on the response of the needle
to the applied forces. In this poster, we will describe the development of our new rheometer design and
our method for determining the depth of the film in which the needle is suspended, as well as implications
for further development of the project.
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[72] Increasing public engagement with northern elephant seal re-
search with an educational brochure
Joscelyn De La Torre, Heather Liwanag†

Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

Northern elephant seals (Mirounga angustirostris) are a critically important species on the central coast
of California, and have exhibited a remarkable recovery after being hunted to near extinction. The largest
mainland breeding colony for these animals is located at Piedras Blancas (San Simeon, CA); because this
colony only recently established in 1992, little data exist about the population at this site. It is estimated
that the main elephant seal viewing site at Piedras Blancas receives over 1 million visitors per year, and
that is just one viewing boardwalk along the 6 miles of coastal range this population inhabits throughout
the breeding season. To begin to understand the population dynamics at Piedras Blancas, researchers
from the VIP lab at California Polytechnic State University (Cal Poly) began a large-scale population
monitoring program in 2017. The objective of this project is to create a link between the researchers and
the public who visit the main breeding site at Piedras Blancas. To do this, we have created a brochure to
inform the visiting public of the local research history and information we can learn from the developing
research. We predict that the use of photographs and open scientific communication will gain positive
recognition and support from the public.

[73] Pacheco Math Project
Julissa Magana, Randolph Mercado
Department of Mathematics

Growth mindset is a way of thinking in which people believe if they work hard they are able to learn
and accomplish more. The Pacheco Math Project aims to develop a positive attitude toward learning by
encouraging a growth mindset during math club at Pacheco Elementary School. Pacheco Math club is a
weekly, one hour, after school math club for grades 3 to 6. When creating the lesson plans, we incorporated
group work and required that they explain the whys and hows to their solutions. Along with 3 Pacheco
Elementary faculty members, we co-facilitated hands-on activities focused on topics such as place value,
geometry, fractions, math games, and math derived from stories. At the beginning of each session, we
promoted the power of ”yet” in math club and in everything else they do. We teach our students when
mistakes are made it does not mean you are incapable of solving the problem or learning, it means it is
time to try again because you have not done it yet, and it is all part of the learning process.
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[74] Virtually Healthy
David Levinson1, Noah Stulberg2, Sapna Peruvemba1, Maria Legato2, Suzanne Phelan3

1 Department of College of Agriculture, Food and Environmental Sciences, 2 Department of
Psychology and Child Development, 3 Department of Kinesiology and public Health

Virtually Healthy: Using virtual reality to improve the efficacy of behavioral weight loss programs.
In the United States alone, more than 35% of U.S. adults are with obesity, and an additional 34% with

overweight. Findings from the National Weight Control Registry and the habit formation literature have
clearly demonstrated that the frequency of practice of a target behavior is directly related to its long-term
successful adoption. However, novel methods are needed to facilitate habit formation in the context of
treatment. Virtual reality (VR) has potential to overcome limitations in standard behavioral weight loss
by allowing patients to practice behavioral skills at the frequency and intensity necessary for durable habit
formation. The purpose of this pilot study was to test the feasibility of a VR-based approach to weight
management. Twelve adults with overweight or obesity were recruited and randomly assigned to a 5 week
pilot program of VR + behavioral weight loss or behavioral weight loss alone. Participants were assessed
at study entry and after 5 weeks. Data collection has just been completed. This poster will describe
enrollment, retention, feasibility, and acceptability of this novel intervention designed to improve weight
loss outcomes.

[75] Work in Progress: Can drought conditions induce enhanced
Nickel hyperaccumulation in Streptanthus polygaloides?
Anthony Ferrero†, Peter Walsh†, Teiana Cataldo†, Nishanta Rajakaruna†

Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

Streptanthus polygaloides is a serpentine endemic found on the western Sierra Nevada foothills, and is
one of only two species in North America that hyperaccumulates (¿ 1000ppm) nickel (Ni), a phenomenon
which is seen in ¡500 species worldwide. We will conduct studies to shed light on the adaptive significance
of this unusual phenomenon, as well as determine the key environmental factors that affect this mechanism.
Studies have shown that most hyperaccumulators localize Ni in the leaf epidermis, within vacuoles of guard
cells or subsidiary cells, which suggests an osmotic-regulation role for this ion. To test this hypothesis,
we will conduct a common garden study by growing S. polygaloides on field-collected serpentine soils,
subjecting plants to high, medium, and low soil moisture conditions to examine how drought mediates
the capacity for Ni hyperaccumulation. We predict that individuals with higher Ni content may be better
adapted to drier environments as Ni may be used for osmotic adjustment. Therefore, subjecting the plants
to drought conditions may induce greater Ni accumulation in the plant tissues. We hope that this study
will help elucidate the adaptive significance for Ni hyperaccumulation, which in turn may assist in the
biotechnological applications of these extremophiles.
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[76] Antibacterial properties of traditional plants used by California
Indians
Maria Rojas†, Jared Inman†, Jenn Yost†, Jennifer Carroll†, Alejandra Yep†

Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

Urinary tract infections (UTIs) are one of the most common human infections, affecting ¿50% of women
at least once within their lifetime. Bacterial UTI pathogens are rapidly acquiring multiple antibiotic
resistances, severely complicating treatment. Plants produce a wide variety of antimicrobial compounds
that are already being used in modern medicine. We are searching for novel antibacterial compounds against
UTI pathogens in plants that are/have been used by American native populations. Diplacus aurantiacus,
Marah sp., Ephedra californica, and Equisetum sp. are plants that have documented uses by the Chumash,
Costanoan, and Achumawi against urinary conditions. We are collecting these plants locally and making
extracts through steam distillation, and testing the extract bioactivity against uropathogens. For the
bioactive extracts, we will analyze their chemical composition through GC/MS, then purchase or synthesize
the identified compounds and further characterize them through minimum inhibitory concentration assays
and death curves. So far, we have found, collected samples and made extracts of Diplacus auranticus and
Marah fabaceus. Our research has the potential to rediscover UTI control strategies that could widen
treatment options in the current antibiotic resistance era.

[77] Semipinacol Rearrangement of 1,1-Diphenyl-1,2-epoxypropane
Kaitlin Hartung, Eric J. Kantorowski
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

Epoxides are an important chemical functional group covered in both year-long and survey of organic
chemistry courses. They have many mechanistic and synthetic applications due to their reactivity, so they
are often included as part of undergraduate teaching lab reaction sequences, including the Organic Chem-
istry II lab at Cal Poly. The previous epoxide experiment in the Cal Poly laboratory curriculum yielded
inconsistent results with complications in product analysis that reduced the pedagogical effectiveness of
the procedure. We designed a new procedure that exhibits an interesting aspect of epoxide rearrangement
chemistry while employing convenient experimental methods, both of which are of value to organic chem-
istry students. Our procedure was included in the lab curriculum for the first time during Winter Quarter
2019 and successfully carried out by students. Next, we will investigate a structure-reactivity study on the
key rearrangement reaction of the sequence. Following the completion of this step, we plan to submit the
procedure, paired with the structure-reactivity study, for publication in the Journal of Chemical Education
to serve as a resource for other undergraduate teaching labs.
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[78] Wildland Fire Modeling Using Reaction-Diffusion Equations
Emily Barbero, Paul Choboter
Department of Mathematics

Utilizing the heat equation and the wave equation in two dimensions, a formula for the spread of forest
fire can be developed. Using code in MATLAB, the spread of fire can be modeled using a series of points
representing trees, either burnt or unburnt. This research seeks to answer the question of how certain
parameters affect the movement of fire and if fire moves as a wave, is the wave unstable? Drawing from
previous data, we attempt to assess the accuracy of this model and successfully model fire spread in real
life scenarios.

[79] Study protocol to determine prevalence and correlates of post-
partum depression in low-income countries
Adriana Vasquez, Suzanne Phelan
Department of Kinesiology and Public Health

Maternal depression is an important issue to address during the postpartum period and can affect
the health of both mothers and infants. Postpartum depression (PPD) can occur through 12 months
postpartum but initial symptoms emerge during pregnancy through 4-6 weeks after childbirth, which is
a window of opportunity for providers to measure, assess, and treat women before symptoms worsen.
Studies suggest that women in low-income countries are especially at risk for being undiagnosed and
untreated, but prevalence studies are limited by use of unvalidated measures of PPD and no consistent
measurement time point. Our preliminary literature review of nine low-income countries suggested that
prevalence of PPD at 4-10 weeks postpartum was 20% (ranged 11 to 30%), but predictors of PPD appeared
to differ across cultures. Our proposed study aims to 1) determine prevalence of PPD among Asian,
Latin American, and Middle Eastern countries; 2) identify demographic and modifiable biopsychosocial
predictors; 3)assess perceptions and treatment of PPD. PPD will be measured at 4-6 weeks postpartum
in 50 women each in Argentina, Armenia, Cuba, India, Mexico, Nepal, Samoa, Vietnam and Papua New
Guinea using questionnaires and biological markers of PPD (urinary metabolites, plasma oxytocin, and
corticotropin-releasing hormone). This study will be the first to comprehensively examine prevalence and
predictors of PPD in low-income countries.
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[80] Antibacterial activity of Artemisia douglasiana volatile com-
pounds
Jared Inman1, Dylan Boyle1, Jennifer Yost1, Jennifer Carroll2, Alejandra Yep1†

1 Department of Biological Sciences, 2 Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, †Frost
Support

Due to a continuous rise in the levels of bacterial resistance to antibiotics used for treating urinary tract
infections (UTIs), research on novel solutions to treat these infections have become increasingly vital and
pertinent. Throughout history, California Native Americans have used a variety of native plant species to
treat these invasive bacterial infections. Different parts of these plants contain a variety of compounds, some
of which have been shown to have activity against microbial pathogens. We will screen plant extracts from
species with documented use as treatment for UTIs among California tribes against a variety of common
urinary tract pathogens in search of antimicrobial activity. Initially we will be focusing on the leaves of
Artemisia douglasiana (California Mugwort). We have performed a steam distillation and will be testing the
extract against Gram-negative and Gram-positive uropathogenic bacteria via Kirby-Bauer antimicrobial
testing. Volatile compounds of active plant extracts will be identified through gas chromatography mass
spectroscopy (GC-MS). Upon identification, these compounds will be independently screened against the
same strains of UTI-causing bacteria to identify the individual active antimicrobial compound(s).
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[81] Ambient temperature stabilization of proteins for diagnostic
applications
Jason Jen†, Julie Torgerson†, Sophie Baghdoyan†, Katie Kim†, Rei Takahashi†, Michael
Heying, Steven Wilkinson
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, †Frost Support

The push for personalized medicine in recent years has been fueled by the rapid rate of protein and pep-
tide biomarker discovery. A key challenge to the implementation of these discoveries into clinical settings
has been the unreliability of biospecimen integrity during the time between sample collection and analysis.
There currently exists no technological solution to the problem of protein biomarker denaturation ex vivo
other than costly cold-chain logistics (ex. ice and refrigeration). An ideal solution to this challenge in molec-
ular diagnostics would be the incorporation of highly soluble, small molecule stabilizers into biospecimen
(ex. blood) collection devices that serve to maintain the structure and activity of protein biomarkers during
the temperature extremes encountered during sample transport and storage. In this study, we compared
the effects of fourteen small molecule “osmolytes” on the thermal stabilities of two diagnostically-relevant
proteins, human tumor necrosis factor (TNFα) and human C-reactive protein (CRP). The stabilizing os-
molytes in this investigation belong to three chemical classes: polyols and carbohydrates, amino acids and
methylammonium salts. Using Differential Scanning Fluorimetry (DSF), we quantified protein melting
temperature as a function of molar, and mass per volume, osmolyte concentrations. The osmolytes′ influ-
ence on thermal stability were compared by multiple metrics: 1) maximal effect on thermal stability and
2) m-values, as determined by measurements of Tm as a function of osmolyte concentration. These data
reveal significant differences in the stabilization effects of the osmolytes under investigation. Moreover, the
effects of these osmolytes are protein-specific, arguing against a simple hierarchal ranking of osmolytes.
Therefore, we analyzed these data for potential correlations between stabilization effectiveness and physical
and chemical properties of the osmolytes, such as chemical class and fractional polar surface area (FPSA).
Our data clearly contradicts hypotheses from other groups that argue for a correlation between osmolyte
effectiveness and FPSA.
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[82] Effects of Long Term Exposure to Metal Biocides on Escherichia
coli
Brendon Huynh1, Chris Wilderink1, Jennifer VanderKelen2, Alejandra Yep1

1 Department of Biological Sciences, 2 Center for Applications in Biotechnology (CAB)

Various metal compounds are known for their antimicrobial properties and utilized as antimicrobials
in different capacities. Metals such as copper are found both in the environment and the human body,
with elevated levels in the latter used as a defense against bacteria. As opposed to most antibiotics, which
have specific targets within the bacterial cell, metal compounds have the ability to target multiple cellular
processes. As a result, bacterial resistance to metals is supposedly difficult to develop. However, there have
been few studies that determine the effects of long-term metal exposure on bacteria. In our lab, we exposed
several diverse strains of Escherichia coli to copper, nickel, and silver salts over a duration of twelve days
using a variation of the Kirby-Bauer assay. All strains developed some degree of resistance, as evidenced
by the shrinking inhibition haloes. Following this exposure, we will determine whether this increased
ability to resist metal salts brings about changes in relative pathogenicity, biofilm formation, motility,
efflux ability, and antibiotic resistance. In future experiments, we will sequence genomic mutations and
changes in expression patterns arising as a result of long-term metal exposure.

[83] Escherichia coli strains that accumulate glycogen display in-
creased growth in urine
Kaylee Andrews†, Katharina Goerlich†, Caleb Armendariz†, Tamica D’Souza†, Alejandra
Yep†

Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

Urinary tract infections (UTIs) begin when bacteria normally residing in the digestive tract ascend
through the urethra and colonize the bladder. Glycogen is a glucose polymer that E. coli cells can accumu-
late if excess glucose is present during stationary phase and presumably functions as a source of carbon and
energy in poor nutritional conditions. We hypothesized that E. coli strains that accumulated glycogen may
have a growth advantage when transferred to carbon-poor media, specifically urine. To test this, we grew
139 E. coli strains from different origins in Kornberg media (KM) which promotes glycogen accumulation
and Luria-Bertani (LB) broth which does not. Cells were then washed in PBS and transferred to sterile
human pooled urine. Growth curves in urine were constructed by recording absorbance at 600nm for 5h.
We show that, for most isolates, the lag phase was shorter and the final cell density higher when strains
had been grown overnight in KM compared to the same strains grown overnight in LB. The shortening
of the lag phase and the more robust growth suggest that glycogen accumulation could play a role in
uropathogenesis by supporting initial colonization of the bladder by E. coli.
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[84] The Effect of Diet, Thermal History, Heat Stress, and Sirtuin
Inhibition on Siphon Activity of the California Mussel, Mytilus cal-
ifornianus
Maya Feezell1, Raquel A. Villatoro1, Melissa A. May1, Maria Christina Vasquez2, Lars
Tomanek1†

1 Department of Biological Sciences, 2 Loyola Marymount University, †Frost Support

Mytilus californianus regularly experiences fluctuations in temperature and food availability during
periods of exposure within a tidal cycle. Studying how mussels cope with stressful events will help scientists
predict how these species may respond to future climate scenarios. Previous research has shown that
diet and thermal history influence the ability of mussels to tolerate heat stress, which may in part be
regulated by sirtuins, a class of regulatory proteins. To test the interactions of sirtuins, diet, and heat
stress, we monitored how siphon activity (i.e. feeding) of mussels, acclimated to different conditions varies
following acute heat exposure (33◦C). Mussels were acclimated to either ambient (20◦C) or warm (30◦C)
air temperatures and a low or high diet (0.25% and 1.5% algae*g mussel dry wt−1 *day−1 , respectively)
for 3 weeks. We recorded siphon activity during submersion for 48 h before and after heat shock and
sirtuin inhibition. Videos were analyzed using ImageJ to estimate percent time the siphons were exposed
and used a non-linear, mixed effects model to determine the effects of acclimation, heat shock, and sirtuin
inhibition on siphon activity. Following heat shock, sirtuin inhibition significantly reduced siphon activity
(p = 0.001), and the percent of time spent filtering was increased at night (p = 0.04).

[85] Experiences in training and utilization of debriefing in applied
sport psychology
Stefanee Maurice†, Salena Garcia†, Melissa Searle†

Department of Kinesiology and Public Health, †Frost Support

Debriefing has been defined as a multifaceted process which influences and increases learning, mo-
tivation, emotional recovery and purpose when utilized correctly (McCardle et al., 2010). Research on
debriefing has little to no research within the field of sport and exercise psychology. Currently, there is
no formal training requirement in debriefing to be a Certified Mental Performance Consultant. Thus, the
purpose of this study was to determine what current training, in and out of academia, on debriefing exists
and how practitioners are utilizing debriefing in practice. Current students, professionals, and educators in
sport and exercise psychology were surveyed on their educational background, certifications, their primary
work, and their views on the use, purpose, and application of debriefing. Fifty-percent of participants
indicated they use debriefing in every session, yet 32% of participants were dissatisfied with the training
they have received on debriefing, regardless of their educational background. Seventy-three percent of
participants wished they had more training on debriefing and the majority of participants indicated they
had no courses that discussed debriefing skills. The results of this study will be used to inform educational
training for debriefing and define how debriefing is specifically utilized in the field.
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[86] Impact of Ocean Acidification on Marine Microbial Communi-
ties
Alexis Pasulka†, Emily Bockmon†, Christian Lee†, Genievieve Rice†, Judith Killam†

Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

Anthropogenic carbon dioxide is decreasing ocean pH throughout the world. The vulnerability of the
California Current System (CCS) to ocean acidification is amplified by seasonal upwelling in the region.
Since microorganisms at the base of the marine food-web play important roles in cycling organic matter
and nutrients in the ocean, shifts in their community structure and interactions will have cascading impacts
on marine ecosystems. In this study, we aimed to develop a small-scale experimental system to characterize
shifts in local planktonic assemblages in response to variability in carbonate chemistry as well as explore
the impact of changing CO2 on trophic interactions, particularly microzooplankton grazing. Preliminary
experiments revealed dialysis membranes enabled nutrient and gas exchange between the environment
and experimental chambers but retained the organisms of interest inside the chambers. Experiments
are currently underway to examine the impact of low pH on phytoplankton growth rates. Characterizing
changes in phytoplankton growth in response to low pH followed by grazing experiments will provide insight
to the impact of low pH on coupled food-web processes and enable the development of additional testable
hypotheses for future experiments. We are requesting support for additional experimental chambers to
be built so that replicates of these experiments can be performed in the future to improve accuracy of
gathered data.

[87] Comparing Estimates of Sedentary, Light and Moderate-
Vigorous Physical Activity between Activity Monitors
Cami Christopher†, Rachel Barnett†, Mami Takeda
Department of Kinesiology and Public Health, †Frost Support

Activity monitors (AM) are widely used in research, but studies use different monitors, attachment
sites, and data processing methods, making it difficult to compare results across studies. The present
study compared AM data collected at the hip, wrist, and thigh to determine if estimates of sedentary time
(ST), light physical activity (LPA) and moderate-vigorous physical activity (MVPA) were comparable over
a 7-day period.

Participants wore the AM: two ActiGraph (AG: wrist, hip) and an activPal. Intensity was categorized
using these methods: AG-Hip 3x, Freedson, Sasaki, Matthews, Crouter; AG-wrist random forest (RF),
linear model (LM), GGIR; and activPal software.

ST ranged from 461 - 610 min/day, and correlations ranged from R= 0.14 - 0.94. LPA ranged from
201 - 338 min/day, and correlations ranged from R = 0.46 - 0.94. Time in MVPA ranged from 53 - 186
min/day, and correlations ranged from R = 0.30 - 0.93.

Estimates of ST, LPA and MVPA are heterogeneous across different processing methods and attachment
sites. There is a need to identify which procedures will result in equivalent methods to facilitate data pooling
and ensure coherent public health translation of prospective cohorts that are using AM.
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[88] Quantitative analysis of biofilm formation across diverse Es-
cherichia coli strains
Autumn Barker†, Daphne Lin†, Alejandra Yep†

Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

Escherichia coli is one of the most highly studied bacterial species. Unfortunately, most studies focus
on a few well studied type strains. This constricts us to a very limited knowledge of the species as a
whole. This lack of knowledge at the population level is even worse if we consider that two given strains
of Escherichia coli can vary in up to 40% of their genome. This study is important not only because it
increases our knowledge of the species as a whole, but also because biofilms have been implicated in recurrent
UTIs, food contamination, chronic disease, antibiotic resistance, catheter colonization, host persistence and
other public health issues. This project surveys 139 strains of Escherichia coli for their biofilm forming
ability using a crystal violet spectrophotometric protocol. The results of this project show a significant and
sometimes extreme variation in biofilm formation abilities across strains.With the data from this particular
project we will be able to potentially draw conclusions regarding connections between biofilm formation
and other characteristics such as motility, curli production, glycogen accumulation, presence of virulence
genes, and cytotoxicity/detachment of mammalian cell cultures of the same strains. This project is being
completed in conjunction with a study focusing on the ability of Lactobacillus species commonly found in
probiotic supplements to prevent or destroy Escherichia coli biofilms.

[89] THERMOHALINE STRUCTURE AND EELGRASS RE-
SILIENCE IN A LOW-INFLOW ESTUARY
Sydney Wewerka1†, Ryan K. Walter2, Emily E. Bockmon3, Jennifer K. O’Leary4

1 Department of Biological Sciences, 2 Department of Physics, 3 Department of Chemistry
and Biochemistry, 4 The Nature Conservancy, †Frost Support

Estuarine hydrodynamics affect local environmental conditions and play an important role in the dis-
tribution of habitat forming species. In seasonally low-inflow estuaries, low-fresh water inputs during large
portions of the year have the potential to decouple regions of the estuary, resulting in distinct environmen-
tal conditions. In Morro Bay, a seasonally low-inflow estuary in central California, eelgrass meadows have
decline by more than 90% since 2007, with most of the loss occurring in the middle and back regions of
the estuary. Despite the decline, eelgrass beds near the mouth of the estuary remain healthy and resilient.
This study investigates the spatiotemporal distribution of salinity and temperature during the summer
dry season from a series of shipboard surveys. A simple salt budget that balances evaporative surface
fluxes with along-channel diffusion is applied to estimate flushing times throughout the estuary. The mid
and back regions of the estuary displayed hypersaline, hyperthermal conditions; longer flushing times; and
decreased diffusivities relative to the mouth. The thermohaline conditions in the mid and back regions of
the estuary, coupled with decreased tidal exchange may be preventing eelgrass recovery and restoration
attempts. Relative to classical estuaries with significant freshwater inputs, seasonally low-inflow estuaries
may be particularly sensitive to natural and anthropogenic changes.
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[90] Effect of Lactobacillus on Escherichia coli Biofilm Formation
Autumn Barker†, Daphne Lin†, Alejandra Yep†

Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

Lactobacillus species are commonly found as active ingredients in probiotic supplements used for gas-
trointestinal and urinary tract health. Unfortunately, the FDA regulations on probiotic supplements are
loose, therefore there is little proof of Lactobacillus’ hypothesized ability to prevent/treat urinary tract
infections. This project aims to determine the ability of Lactobacillus reuteri to prevent or destroy pre
-formed Escherichia coli biofilms using strong biofilm forming strains from a previously performed biofilm
survey of 139 Escherichia coli strains. We are currently developing a protocol to test whether Lactobacillus’
supernatants have the ability to prevent or destroy E. coli biofilms, as previous studies have shown that
Lactobacillus strains are able to secrete compounds with antibiofilm properties. As the growth media of
both species are incompatible, L. reuteri is grown both in culture tubes and in plates in MRS broth and
the media is collected, centrifuged and filtered so that no cells are present and only secreted products are
isolated. The pH of the MRS supernatant is neutralized and used to test for E. coli biofilm prevention and
dispersion. The biofilms are measured by using a crystal violet spectrophotometric protocol.

[91] Simulating gating response of CNT aptamers experimentally
Colleen Marlow†, Marissa Dierkes†

Department of Physics, †Frost Support

Carbon nanotube, CNT, field effect transistor, FET, devices have promise as electronic biosensors due
to the network’s sensitivity to the environment at the molecular scale. It has recently been shown that
the sensitivity in CNT FET aptasensors is due to local electrostatic gating of the CNT network occurring
due to conformational changes of aptamers in response to target analytes. In this work, we demonstrate
how to use a conductive AFM tip as a nanoscopic gate to experimentally simulate this phenomenon.
We verify that localized gating at the nanoscale is sufficient to significantly impact the overall CNT FET
conductance. Additionally, we show that the local gating response is dependent on the location of the tip in
the network; having the strongest device response when gating occurs at junctions between single metallic-
semiconducting tubes rather than bundles of tubes. We demonstrate a useful experimental platform for
future studies into the mechanisms at play in the sensitivity of random SWNT networks.
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[92] Synthesis and Structure of a Twisted, Alkyne-Linked meta-
Quaterphenyl
Sudeep Dutta†, Omar Dominguez†

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, †Frost Support

Aromatic rings and alkynes are attractive building blocks for larger cyclic constructs due to their chemi-
cal stability and shape-persistent, yet flexible, structures. A strained cycle comprising a meta-quaterphenyl-
based arc that is clamped by an alkyne tether, was synthesized by a Yamamoto coupling strategy. According
to DFT (Density functional theory) calculations, the lowest-energy ground state adopts a twisted, C2 con-
formation that bears 19.0 kcal/mol of strain energy. X-ray crystallographic analysis confirms that, in the
solid state, the molecule adopts a twisted structure that is similar to the calculated C2 conformation.

[93] Galaxy Archeology - Mining SITELLE data for starburst galax-
ies
Jacqueline Fraga1, Kevin Zhang2, Louise O. Edwards2
1 Department of Biological Sciences, 2 Department of Physics

Starburst galaxies have incredibly high rates of star formation. They can act like a beacon for as-
tronomers to identify possible filaments, which we define as gravitationally bound galaxies in the shape of
thin thread-like structures that connect galaxy clusters. We present spectral line emission data to identify
objects in a cluster that are potential starburst galaxies and locate these within the cluster/filament struc-
ture. We use data taken from SITELLE, an optical imaging Fourier transform spectrometer at the Canada
France Hawaii Telescope. SITELLE measures the amount of electromagnetic radiation in the form of light
waves from distant galaxies. The process consists of using spectra from SITELLE, where contamination
from the sky has been removed and analyzing the emission spectrum from the resulting data to identify
potential starburst galaxies in cluster C10016+1609. By identifying these starburst galaxies, we work to-
wards developing a comprehensive map of galaxy superclusters; one of the largest structures throughout
the cosmos. This will aid in testing and constraining computer models of how the universe changes over
time.
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[94] The effects of storage conditions on the microbiome of non-
traditional bagged salad ingredients
Ian Jennings1†, Sam Apodaca2†, Emma Sandquist3, Mykayla Latronica3, Amanda Lathrop3,
Jean Davidson2†

1 Business Administration, 2 Department of Biological Sciences, 3 Food Sciences, †Frost
Support

Consumer demand for bagged salad has moved beyond shredded iceberg and chopped romaine to more
nutritionally dense greens with bold flavors. New salad ingredients include beet greens, kale, Brussel
sprouts, and broccoli stalk. Many of these ingredients have not normally been consumed raw or may not
have even been widely consumed. The purpose of this project is to determine the fate of L. monocytogenes
on non-traditional salad ingredients under ideal, abusive and real-world storage conditions and to under-
stand the influence of the produce microbiome on L. monocytogenes behavior. Beet greens, kale, Brussel
sprouts, and broccoli stalk will be inoculated with L. monocytogenes and incubated at 4, 12, 22 and 35
degrees Celsius. L. monocytogenes populations and the microbiome will be monitored over the incubation
period. Following different storage conditions and times, microbial DNA will be extracted, the 16S rRNA
region will be amplified, and sequencing will be carried out with the Illumina MiniSeq to identify microbial
populations. Results from this project will provide the fresh-cut produce industry with knowledge on the
growth or no growth of L. monocytogenes on non-traditional salad ingredients that can then be used to
develop data-driven risk management practices.

[95] Exploring E-Cigarettes Beliefs and Attitudes among a Sample
of Cal Poly Students
Kimiya Ganjooi1, Rebeca Almeida2, Julia Alber2
1 Department of Biological Sciences, 2 Department of Kinesiology and Public Health

E-cigarette use has increased among youth in the U.S. While the long-term health effects of e-cigarettes
are unknown, harmful substances, including carcinogens and nicotine, can be present. Therefore, it is
important to understand e-cigarette beliefs that can be addressed through public health communication
and intervention. This study examined the reliability of an e-cigarette scale and overall e-cigarette beliefs
among a sample of Cal Poly students (n=97). Despite having a limited sample size, the study illustrated the
majority of the participants used an e-cigarette (n=54), but did not use a traditional cigarette (n=66). Most
participants agreed that e-cigarettes contain some of the toxic chemicals found in traditional cigarettes.
However, many believed e-cigarettes to be less harmful than traditional cigarettes, and only some believed
that e-cigarettes are a tobacco product. Participants believed e-cigarettes to be harmful to themselves,
while less participants believed them to be harmful to others or to the environment. Preliminary analysis
suggests that most participants found e-cigarettes to be harmful, but more messaging could be used to
increase awareness that e-cigarettes are a tobacco product and potentially harmful to other people and the
environment.
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[96] Antimicrobial Activities of Essential Oils Against Cockroach
Entomopathogens
Valeria Navarro*†, Davin Galamay†, Larisa Vredevoe†, Alejandra Yep†

Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

As antibiotic resistance increases, there is a pressing need to develop new antimicrobials. Although
initial discovery is done in vitro, in vivo assays are essential to provide additional information. The purpose
of this project is to develop an in vivo protocol that will use lobster cockroaches (Nauphoeta cinerea) to
test the antimicrobial activity of essential oils when roaches are challenged with an entomopathogen.
Essentially, we want to incorporate this project into ethnopharmacology studies where traditional herbal
medicine antibiotic properties may be examined in invertebrate models instead of vertebrates. Eight
commercial essential oils were tested on entomopathogens Serratia marcescens and Aeromonas hydrophila,
resulting in apparent zones of inhibition. Delivery of these essential oils into cockroaches led to the testing
of several vehicles that can dilute oils and do minimal harm to the cockroach. The vehicles which best
performed to such requirements are fractioned coconut oil and 1% DMSO. Next, will be to determine the
minimal inhibition concentration (MIC) of the essential oils on the cockroach pathogens. After the MIC
is determined for each essential oil, these will be injected into cockroach groups along with the bacterial
pathogens to determine if antimicrobial activity inhibits pathogen growth and prevents death. Developing
a cheap and simple in vivo model using cockroaches will be invaluable in assessing the antimicrobial activity
of ethnopharmacological compounds.

[97] Testing the Limits of Additive Molar Functions for Coating
Resin Property Prediction
William Thompson1, Madeline Schultz1†, Stanley Armstrong2, Erik Sapper1†
1 Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, 2 Computer Science Department, †Frost Sup-
port

Additive molar functions (AMFs) have been used for decades to predict the thermal, chemical, and
physical properties of polymers used in coatings and engineering applications. An underlying assumption
in the usage of these models is the linear additivity of properties based on functional group contributions,
relative monomer amounts, and the absence of interaction between monomer residues along a polymer
chain. These calculation methods have supported the development and theoretical understanding of simple
homopolymers and copolymers, especially those comprising standard vinyl monomers and in situations
where resistive thermoplastic and thermoset polymers are desired. However, modern coating development
challenges necessitate a more evolved and finely-tuned class of additive molar function methods. Here, we
consider the ability of AMFs to predict polymer properties of interest to a coatings formulator. We also
explore the usage of AMFs for copolymers, and propose a method for using additive molar functions in the
computational design and discovery of new polymers.
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[98] Identifying Air Showers in the Low Frequency Extension to
ANITA-III
Sam Hopfe†, Stephanie Wissel
Department of Physics, †Frost Support

ANITA (ANtarctic Impulsive Transient Antenna) is a system of 48 antennas attached to a balloon
that flies between 35 and 40 kilometers above the ground in Antarctica. The antennas work together to
detect showers produced in the air or the ice by cosmic rays or neutrinos. ALFA (ANITA Low Frequency
Antenna) is a deployable antenna attached to the bottom of ANITA and is focused on detecting the low
frequency radio waves produced by air showers. Air showers from cosmic rays and tau neutrinos produce
radio waves in the 30-80 MHz range, and detecting these particles can help us better understand unknown
elements of the universe. ALFA operates at a lower frequency range than ANITA, thus extending the limits
on the search for these air showers. The goal of this project was to overlap ALFA data with the ANITA
data to confirm the significance of the measured cosmic ray and neutrino events. My final results show
that 14 out of the original 28 candidate events can be confirmed as cosmic ray and neutrino interactions.

[99] Associations between Maternal Technological Distractions and
Maternal Feeding Practices and Styles, Infant Eating Behaviors,
and Infant Weight Gain
Rebeca Almeida†, Shawnee Alvarez†, Alison K. Ventura†

Department of Kinesiology and Public Health, †Frost Support

The presence of technological distractions, such as television and mobile devices, may impact bottle-
feeding caregivers’ abilities to recognize and feed in response to infants’ feeding cues. The objective of
this cross-sectional study was to describe the extent to which mothers are distracted by technology during
mother-infant interactions and to explore associations between maternal distraction, maternal feeding prac-
tices and styles, infant eating behaviors, and infant weight gain. Mothers (n=332) of healthy, term infants
between 2 to 6 months of age were recruited from Amazon Mechanical Turk, a crowd-sourcing platform, to
participate in an online survey. Participants answered a series of questionnaires that assessed technological
distraction during infant feeding and care interactions, family demographics, feeding practices and styles,
perceptions of infant eating behaviors, and infant weight gain. Greater technological distraction during
infant feeding and care was significantly associated with greater use of food to soothe, greater adherence
to laissez-faire and pressuring feeding styles, and lower adherence to a responsive feeding style. Greater
technological distraction was also associated with greater infant food responsiveness, satiety responsiveness,
and appetite. Maternal distraction was associated with greater weight-for-length z-score change from birth
to study participation for formula-fed, but not breast-fed, infants. This study highlights novel associations
between maternal distraction and early feeding and weight outcomes, but more research is needed to better
understand the mechanisms and long-term consequences of these associations.
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[100] Seismic Constraints of Core-Rigidity Zone
Sophia Ford†, John Jasbinsek†

Department of Physics, †Frost Support

Earth’s core-mantle boundary (CMB) at a depth of nearly 3,000 km is defined as the abrupt transition
from the mineralogically silicate lower mantle to the liquid, and dominantly iron, outer-core. The CMB
thus acts as a thermochemical boundary within the earth and, through structural anomalies superimposed
on a sharp CMB transition, records the dynamic processes operating at this fundamental interior earth
boundary. One such dynamical process in the outer-core is the partitioning of ”light” elements, such as
oxygen and/or sulfur, into the liquid outer-core as the solid inner-core slowly freezes as grows. If the CMB
contains regions of concave down topography, the light elements may aggregate in on the bottom side of
the CMB where they are removed from the convective processes in the outer-core. This underside ”sedi-
mentation”, called a core-rigidity zone (CRZ), provides direct constraints of the thickness and wavelength
of CMB topography, which remains poorly constrained. In this study seismic waves from an earthquake
in Guatemala are analyzed to detect and constrain the properties of a CRZ beneath Mexico. A 1.8 km
thick CRZ is observed with significantly larger lateral extent than in the limited previous observations.
The concentration of light elements is also interpreted to be high compared to previous observations due
to high S-wave velocities in the liquid outer-core of 1.8 km/s. These results provide constraints on CMB
topography as well as improving our constraints of core-rigidity zones.

[101] Do functional traits predict shifts in alpine plants in Sequoia
and Kings Canyon?
Ella Abelli-Amen†, Courtney Tuskan†, Charles Gibbons, Dena Paolilli, Dena Grossenbacher
Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

Research shows that California alpine temperatures are rising (Crimmins et al. 2011) and that alpine
temperatures around the world are increasing at a faster rate than lowland areas (Pepin et al. 2008). A
recent Nature publication found that plant functional traits are powerful predictors of alpine plant responses
to warming temperatures: overall community height increased with rising temperatures (Bjorkman et al.
2018). Utilizing an ongoing resurvey of alpine natural resource inventory (NRI) plots, being let by Dena
Paolilli, I plan to assess whether plant functional traits predict species’ responses to approximately 25
years of rising temperatures. Specifically, I will measure plant functional traits (plant height, width, and
specific leaf area) for all my study species within approximately 200 NRI plots. I began this work in 2018
as my senior project at Cal Poly, SLO, while working as a field assistant for Paololli. I will continue this
in 2019-2020 as a master’s project with advisor Dena Grossenbacher. This study will elucidate whether
Sierra Nevada alpine plant communities are changing, and potentially allow us to make predictions of
future change based on plant functional traits.
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[102] Strawberries and Health in Post-Menopausal Women: Is the
way to the heart through the gut?
Lauren Hsuan1, Nathan Engstrom1, Morgan MacNeill2, Chelsea Rexrode2, Kari Pilolla2,
Jean Davidson1†

1 Department of Biological Sciences, 2 Nutrition, †Frost Support

Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the leading cause of death in the US, and was estimated to have
cost ¿$320 billion in 2011. Risk for CVD increases when modifiable CVD risk factors, such as blood
lipids, blood sugar, inflammatory markers, blood pressure, body weight, and waist circumference, become
negatively altered; individually each increases risk for CVD, but increase risk more significantly when
clustered together to form metabolic syndrome. Changes in the gut microbiome have also recently been
linked to CVD risk. Most CVD risk factors can be prevented with lifestyle changes; evidence suggests
that diet can be effective in improve cardiovascular, metabolic, and gut health, particularly with foods
such as strawberries which are high in bioactive compounds. In fact, regular strawberry intake may
be an alternative to medications for reducing CVD risk; however, most studies have used quantities of
strawberries too high for daily consumption. Further, the impact of strawberries on gut health has yet to
be determined. Thus, the purpose of this study is to assess the impact of 3 servings per day of strawberries
on cardiovascular, metabolic, and gut health. The objective is to evaluate changes in the gut microbiome as
a result of habitual strawberry consumption. This is a free-living, randomized, placebo-controlled, double-
blind, cross-over trial with two 6-wk intervention phases and a 3-wk washout before each phase. Forty
postmenopausal, overweight women with high cholesterol will be recruited to participate. Participants
will complete cardiovascular, metabolic, and gut health assessments before/after each 6-wk phase. We
anticipate a clinically significant decrease in cardiometabolic biomarkers and beneficial changes in gut
microflora. Furthermore, this study will provide pilot data to help researchers better understand the role
of the gut in heart health and how strawberries alone may alter the gut

[103] Explaining the Generation of the California Undercurrent
Valerie Bada, Paul Choboter
Department of Mathematics

While poleward undercurrents are a familiar feature of coastal circulation, they presently have no
broadly accepted theory explaining their generation. In 2017, oceanic physicist R.M. Samelson published
his theory claiming to explain the generation of this oceanic phenomenon. Our research utilizes the Re-
gional Ocean Modeling System to test the validity of Samelson’s theory through numerical simulations and
mathematical modeling.
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[104] It’s not the player, it’s the game: A pilot study of bullying
experiences in campus gaming communities
Evan Falkenthal, Andrew Byrne
School of Education

Esports clubs and other gaming communities are becoming increasingly prevalent on higher education
campuses. Some institutions are already officially sanctioning esports teams and offering scholarships to
students who compete on behalf of their school. Still others are earning their way through college by
playing competitively on their own, or playing for a large, online audience via streaming platforms like
Twitch.tv. As competitive esports as an industry spreads exponentially on college campuses, student
affairs professionals must be in tune with the needs and challenges of this population. Collegiate esports
communities are prone to bullying as other campus social spaces are. This pilot study surveyed student
members of competitive online gaming clubs on a midsized university campus. Participants self-reported
bullying experiences both in and out of game and indicated whether they primarily play support roles or
core roles within game. Results indicated that playing support in game did not predict social roles, and
that the social roles of players were similar in both in game and out of game settings.

[105] Experiences of High School Officials in the United States: A
Gendered Perspective
Stefanee Maurice, Katrina Hayek, Elizabeth Holt, Jenna Riggs
Department of Kinesiology and Public Health

Sport is a microcosm of society that values competition, success, and conformity, often without concern
for equality or discriminatory practices (English, 2017). In the sporting world, white, male administrators
represent athletics in the United States’ most popular sports (Bruening, 2005; King, 2007). Title IX al-
lowed women to progress further in sport than ever before (Lovett & Lowry, 1988), however, the system
remains biased. This study investigates gender differences in high school officiating. Data were collected
via self-report surveys from 3,509 (male = 3,081; female = 428) high school officials in the U.S., providing
researchers with years of experience, number of playoff games and sports officiated. Males reported offi-
ciating statistically significantly more postseason contests, despite only an incremental difference in years
of experience (males = 19.79; females = 15.60) (Baldwin & Vallance, 2016). While females did not re-
ceive fewer playoff games than men when adjusted for years of experience, females were statistically more
likely to officiate JV than varsity compared to males (p¡0.05). Future research will include semi-structured
interviews to explore the lived experiences of female officials. With this information, researchers hope to
increase professional development opportunities, performance psychology tactics, and retention rates for
officials at all levels.
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[106] Consensus Scoring of Three Free Structure-Based Virtual
Screening Docking Programs Does Not Outperform One Individu-
ally
Lily Masters, Michael Heying, Scott Eagon
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

The suitability of the free structure-based virtual screening docking programs iDock, Vina, and Smina
for use in consensus scoring was investigated. The mean and rank consensus scoring methods do not improve
results over running Smina invidividually. Programs were tested for their efficacy by their performance
on 20 DUD-E benchmark targets and ligand sets using the ROCAUC and EF1 metrics. Taking the mean
of raw placement ranks as indicative of an overall placement yielded better results than scoring using a
mean of quantile normalized docking scores. However, both consensus methods fared worse on average
than simply using the output from a single program, Smina. Additionally, the run methods of all three
programs were investigated to find if a longer run time yielded more accurate results. Our results indicate
that on average a longer run time than the default appears to have little to no impact on the accuracy of
docking scores for these three programs.

[107] Precious Pork: Genomic and Transcriptomic Analysis of
Iberian Pigs
Lauren Wienker1†, Anthony Doty1, Rodrigo Manjarin1, Jean Davidson2†

1 Animal Science, 2 Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

The focus of this project is studying genetic mechanisms behind the fascinating phenotype of the Iberian
Pig, a true breeding population of these unique pigs here at Cal Poly, the only such of its kind in America.
Preliminary computational research in our lab has identified an early truncation mutation in the leptin
receptor gene in Iberian pigs which is not seen in the pig (Sus Scrofa) reference genome. These pigs
are currently studied widely across Cal Poly departments for as a model for fatty liver disease, obesity,
cardiovascular disease and many others. Providing a genomic characterization of the interesting traits
observed would establish a wide network of collaborations and move forward research programs across
campus, all while providing an excellent project for a student interested in learning more about genomic
technology and bioinformatics. Using the Sus Scrofa reference genome, over 1000 DNA sequencing targets
affecting known pathways will be designed. DNA extracted will be utilized to create targeted genome
sequencing libraries, and Illumina MiniSeq sequencing will generate approximately 10Gb of data. With
that dataset, we will investigate potential polymorphisms between the two populations and will carry out
validation via Western blot and qRT-PCR. Tissues from multiple organs will be collected, RNA will be
extracted and transcriptomic analysis can identify gene expression changes related to disease, development,
and observed phenotypes.
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[108] A study in elephant seal population demographics: drone
driven aerial surveys of the Piedras Blancas northern elephant seals
Melissa P. Voisinet
Department of Biological Sciences

Piedras Blancas is the largest mainland northern elephant seal (Mirounga angustirostris, NES) rookery
(breeding site) in the world, and Cal Poly is launching the first formal study of this population. Piedras
Blancas encompasses 6 miles of unconnected beaches with more than 20,000 NES, which makes it difficult
to survey on foot. Therefore, our team is exploring the use of unmanned aerial vehicles to conduct frequent
population surveys of these beaches. We plan to test aerial survey accuracy and precision on NES using a
variety of drone-mounted cameras. These preliminary tests will be conducted to ensure the variability of
substrate, animal behavior, and temperature does not affect our ability to gather data from our images. We
will then compare the results of aerial surveys and visual, ground surveys to determine the relative accuracy
of both approaches. We will use this information to establish an aerial survey protocol. The surveys we
will conduct with this protocol will help establish baseline population demographics and trends. We work
together with California State Parks, who manage the rookery, and local docents to promote NES education
and conservation. Additionally, these data will directly inform the management plan for this rookery as
the population continues to grow.

[109] Associations between maternal technological distraction and
parent-child outcomes.
Shawnee Alvarez Gutierrez, Rebeca Almeida, Alison K. Ventura
Department of Kinesiology and Public Health

The increasing prevalence of technological distractions within the home, such as television or mobile
devices, carries potential to hinder the quality of parent-child interactions. The objectives of this cross-
sectional study aimed to identify the extent to which mothers attend to technological distractions during
mother-infant interactions and whether there are associations among maternal distraction, infant tempera-
ment, and quality of attachment during infant feeding. Mothers (n=332) of infants aged 2 to 6 months were
recruited via MTurk, a crowdsourcing platform, to participate in an online survey. Participants responded
to a series of questionnaires that assessed demographics, maternal distraction, perceptions of attachment,
and infant temperament. Greater maternal technological distraction during infant feeding and care inter-
actions was not associated with infant surgency/extraversion (b = .00, p = .9451) or orienting/regulation
capacity (b = -.08, p = .1277). However, greater maternal technological distraction was associated with
significantly greater infant negativity (b = .28, p¡.0001). Greater maternal technological distraction was
significantly associated with lower maternal-infant attachment quality (b = -.20, p=.0003), but greater
absence of hostility toward motherhood (b = -.33, p¡.001). Significant associations between maternal
distraction and maternal-infant attachment quality or absence of hostility remained after controlling for
infant negativity. Associations between maternal distraction and parenting/child outcomes warrant further
research.
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[110] Induction of RNA Interference to Study Lamin Protein Func-
tion in C. elegans
Makenna Clark, Kenneth Hillers
Department of Biological Sciences

This study uses C. elegans as a model organism for eukaryotic reproduction to investigate the role of a
gene expressing lamin proteins in germline cell development. Lmn-1 in C. elegans expresses lamin proteins
that make up the nuclear lamina, which supports nuclear envelope and nucleus formation. Germline cell
development relies on the genetic information stored in the nucleus and is vital for sexual reproduction in
all eukaryotic organisms. An altered or absent lmn-1 gene can cause detrimental effects on the process of
sexual reproduction and phenotypic evidence can be seen through a lobular shaped nucleus. Mutations
in the homologous gene in humans, LMNA, can cause fatal diseases such as Emery-Dreifuss muscular
dystrophy and Hutchinson-Gilford progeria syndrome. Using RNA interference (RNAi), we inhibit the
expression of the lmn-1 gene in C. elegans and observe the resulting phenotype and reproductive pattern.
RNAi is induced in C. elegans by the presence of double stranded RNA (dsRNA) corresponding to the
target gene. Our work focuses on the construction of E. coli plasmids to trigger RNAi in C. elegans for
lmn-1 targeted silencing. If RNAi on the lmn-1 gene results in germline defects and a lobular nuclear
envelope, there is evidence that the lamin protein is involved in germline development.
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[111] Cloning Strategies and Feeding Studies to Investigate Antibi-
otic Biosynthesis
Jayna Nicholas†, Katharine Watts†, Cali Horta†

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, †Frost Support

As antibiotic resistance continues to rise, the development of new antibiotics becomes increasingly nec-
essary. TLN05220 is a natural product antibiotic biosynthesized by a strain of soil-derived Actinobacteria,
Micromonospora echinospora . Researchers have found that TLN05220 exhibits more potent bioactivity
against methicillin resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) than vancomycin, the current ’last resort’
antibiotic. Hence, this molecule could be valuable for new antibiotic development. The purpose of this
study is to investigate which genes in the M. echinospora genome are responsible for biosynthesis of the
unique polyketide core and nitrogenated-ring system found in TLN052250s structure. To accomplish this,
we are employing two techniques in parallel. The first technique, Transformation Associated Recombina-
tion (TAR) Capture, uses homologous recombination in yeast to clone the gene cluster of interest, which
can then be expressed in a biosynthetically null strain of Streptomyces sp. Products are characterized
to determine whether TLN05220 is produced. We have cloned four constructs to capture different com-
binations of clustered genes, which will help determine the minimal genes necessary for production of
TLN05220. These constructs will be transformed into yeast with genomic DNA fragments to capture the
desired genes. To optimize this intensive transformation protocol and investigate yeast ability to recombine
linear DNA fragments, we developed a screen using a green fluorescent protein (GFP) construct. Successful
transformants are analyzed for recombination under ultraviolet light; the results of this screen inform our
process with M. echinospora genomic DNA. The second technique is an amino acid feeding study, in which
M. echinospora colonies are supplemented with radiolabeled amino acids and products are analyzed via
MALDITOF spectrometry. To date, this technique has confirmed the incorporation of alanine and glycine,
and additional building blocks are being investigated. Ultimately, the deep understanding of TLN05220
biosynthesis gained from this study is critical for using TLN05220 in the future.

[112] Rheometry for a Soft Jammed Interfacial Solid
Dani Medina, Benjamin Kauffman, Brian Kroger, Grant Gilbert, Nathan Keim
Department of Physics

Particles adsorbed at an oil-water interface form a soft jammed solid, due to their long-range electro-
static repulsion. We measure the rheology of this material with a sensitive custom-built interfacial shear
rheometer. The device uses permanent magnets to trap and control a needle that is adsorbed at the inter-
face [Tajuelo et al., J. Rheol. 2016], with simultaneous microscopy that tracks the motions of individual
particles in the material. This poster describes the instrument and discusses future work in observing
the evolution of the soft jammed solid rheological properties as we train a memory in the system through
oscillatory shear.
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[113] Mating, foraging, and aggressive behavior in a polymorphic
freshwater fish
Clarice J. Favro†, Meg Beymer, Owen Castagnoli, Samantha West, Gita R. Kolluru
Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

Girardinus metallicus is a freshwater poeciliid fish whose males are polymorphic, such that the three
morphs differ in coloration and mating behavior. Black morph males exhibit apparent courtship behavior,
whereas normal and yellow morph males sneak copulations. Our lab has traditionally studied mating
behavior of pairs of males with a female, all unfamiliar to one another; however, this is unrealistic. In this
study, we observed the behavior of groups of 5 or 6 familiar males and females using scan sampling. The
males in each tank were either all normal or all black morph. We hypothesized that behavior in these two
treatments would differ due to the differences in mating strategies between the morphs. We predicted that
black morph males would exhibit more mating and aggressive behaviors. Because black morph males spend
more time pursuing females for mating (called harassment), we also predicted that females in those tanks
would spend less time foraging and more time chasing males. As predicted, we found that black morph
males pursued females more often than normal morph males; however, females did not chase away males
from one morph more than the other. Females in normal morph tanks swam undisturbed more frequently,
likely due to reduced harassment. However, those females did not forage more, supporting the idea that
both persistent displaying and sneak copulation are forms of harassment that distract females from forging,
albeit in different ways.

[114] Activity Measurement Validation Study
Jeffrey Huang, Brendan Rhoan†

Department of Kinesiology and Public Health, †Frost Support

Purpose: To analyze the accuracy and precision of Fitbit monitors in various physical and sedentary
conditions. Methods: Fourteen participants wore a Fitbit Charge 3 on their non-dominant wrist and two
Fitbit Zip on their chest and their left hip while participating in treadmill walking conditions at varying
speeds and either self-paced walking or driving. Video-recorded direct observation using correlations and
equivalency testing. Results: All three Fitbits were highly correlated with direct observation; the correlation
for Zip-chest was R= 1.00, Zip-hip was R=1.0 and charge was R= 0.99. The Zip-chest had a mean of 466
steps, the Zip-hip with 457 steps, Charge 3 with 472 steps, and Criterion with 469 steps. Using equivalence
testing, the steps from all three monitors were equivalent to the criterion measure at a 5% level. Conclusion:
Based on the results, it can be determined that there is not a significant difference between the steps counted
in all three of the Fitbit activity monitors with the criterion measure used in the study.
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[115] Qualitative Exploration of Perceptions of Sexual Assault and
Associated Consequences among LGBTQ+ College Students
Christine Hackman1†, Jay N. Bettergarcia2, Adrianna Simmons1†, Emma Wedell2, Sophia
Renteria2, Karen Shoriz2, Ellie Hagadorn1†, Tessa Rodgers1†
1 Department of Kinesiology and Public Health, 2 Department of Psychology, †Frost Support

LGBTQ+ individuals face numerous challenges related to minority stress, among them prejudice, dis-
crimination, family disapproval, and violence, including sexual assault victimization. Research on the
consequences of sexual assault victimization in LGBTQ+ communities is limited. The purpose of this
qualitative study was to better understand the negative consequences of sexual assault, as well as to pro-
pose interpersonal recommendations and policy changes to improve mental and physical health support,
and reporting procedures to better serve LGBTQ+ sexual assault survivors on campus. Thematic analysis
was employed to first identify significant patterns within each of 12 focus group transcripts, and later to
identify commonalities across transcripts. Six overarching themes emerged: (a) Sense of Community (b)
Cisheteronormativity, (c) Consequences of Sexual Assault, (d) Conditional Disclosure of Sexual Assault,
(e) Hesitance to Engage with Institutions Following Sexual Assault, and (f) Changes to Improve Institu-
tional Support. The greater severity of sexual assault victimization consequences faced by this population,
coupled with the widespread distrust of the institutions tasked with providing survivors mental and phys-
ical health treatment and criminal justice, corroborate previous research underscoring the imperative of
tailoring reporting procedures and support services to the needs of LGBTQ+ college students.

[116] Impact of Probiotic Strains on Gastrointestinal Pathogenic
Growth and Host Tight Junction Integrity
Rachel Cohen1, Julie Rivera1, Hillary Johnson2, Marie Yeung1

1 Department of Biological Sciences, 2 Department of Biomedical Engineering

Probiotics, or ”good bacteria”, may be used to confer health benefits to the host, ranging from inhibit-
ing the colonization of foodborne pathogens to strengthening the integrity of tight junctions, proteins that
regulate intestinal epithelial cell adherence and ion transport between intestinal cells and the lumen. Pro-
biotics have been shown to promote tight junction integrity upon exposure to gastrointestinal pathogens
via competitive exclusion of pathogens, bacteriocidin production, and secondary metabolite production. In
this study, we screened three probiotic candidates Pediococcus acidilactici, Pediococcus pentosaceus, and
Lactobacillus platarum for their antimicrobial activity against gastrointestinal pathogens Vibrio cholerae
and Listeria monocytogenes via cross-streak, diffusion, and broth assays. A Caco-2 intestinal epithelial cell
culture model was used to gauge the effect of probiotics of tight junction by measuring the trans-epithelial
electrical resistance (TEER). In the agar diffusion assay, the inhibition zone against V. cholerae (6-10 mm)
was larger than L. monocytogenes (2-4 mm). However, when a base was added to adjust the pH of probi-
otics to pH 6.8, the inhibition zone was no longer observed, suggesting that the antimicrobial mechanism
of probiotics is, in part, acid-dependent. Our preliminary results also showed that probiotics could enhance
Caco-2 tight junction integrity.
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[117] Effect of Ethanol on Gene Expression in Rat Heart Following
Acute Endurance Exercise
Elizabeth Smith1, Marisol Zepeda2, Jason Blank2

1 Department of Biological Sciences , 2 Department of Biological Sciences

Ethanol can interact with signaling pathways regulating protein synthesis in muscle and other tissues.
In response to endurance training, there is an increase in heart size and synthesis of signaling proteins
which lead to greater levels of mitochondria and antioxidant enzymes. The effects of ethanol on these
mitochondrial and antioxidant pathways are unknown.

To measure these effects, rats underwent an acute bout of exercise and subsequently were injected with
ethanol or saline. Rats were in either an exercise group or sit group to control for effects of alcohol on
non-exercising subjects. Three hours after exercise, cardiac muscle samples from the left ventricle were
taken and molecular responses to exercise were observed.

Gene targets including PGC-1α, catalase, and glutathione reductase will be analyzed by QPCR to look
for transcriptional changes in cardiac muscle. These results will provide information on interactions of
ethanol and exercise and their implications for human health.

[118] Effects of food consumption on the time course of cell prolif-
eration in the brain of Antaresia childreni
Christy Strand†, Scott Schwartz†, Sophia Han†

Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

Adult mammalian neurogenesis is very limited while reptiles undergo extensive adult neurogenesis
throughout the brain. However, reptilian neurogenesis is poorly understood as researchers have examined
this process in only a few species. After a prolonged fast, pythons respond to food intake with an increase
in metabolism and growth of many organs including the GI tract and heart. Thus, pythons experience
physiological and metabolic plasticity associated with feeding. The systematic upregulation of the phys-
iological and metabolic activity makes pythons an ideal species to examine the impacts of feeding upon
neurogenesis. A previous study examining neural cell proliferation ball Python regius demonstrated de-
layed neural cell proliferation that was significantly greater six days after feeding, compared to two days
after feeding or fasted. To expand on this result, we are using Antaresia childreni to test whether the
increase in cell proliferation due to feeding lasts longer than six days. A thymidine analog, bromodeoxyuri-
dine (BrdU), was injected 24 hours before the snakes were sacrificed to label dividing cells. Then we used
immunohistochemistry against BrdU to quantify cell proliferation in the brain of fasted snakes and at 2,
6, 10, and 14 days after a feeding. We expect the fasted and 2 day groups to experience limited neural cell
proliferation while 6 day group to experience the highest level of neural cell proliferation. Furthermore, we
expected the 10 and 14 day groups to demonstrate a return to base levels of neurogenesis. Data collection
is ongoing.
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[119] BCG Evolution Exploration: Comparing Separation of X-ray
and Visible Wavelength Light and Associating with Spectral Data
Matthew Salinas, Dr. Louise Edwards
Department of Physics

Brightest Cluster Galaxies (BCGs), the brightest galaxy in a cluster of hundreds to thousands of
galaxies, are some of the biggest, brightest, and most massive galaxies in the universe. Characterizing a
BCG can help discover more about galaxy evolution - the aging, changing, and possible merging (collisions)
of galaxies. This project involves determining the separation of the peak of x-ray emission of the galaxy
cluster, and the peak of visible emission of the BCG to characterize the system as being disturbed or
undisturbed that can then lead to discoveries about its formation and evolution. We have found that
17.4% of the systems have large separations, and thus may have undergone a recent merging event. By
comparing to previously published data, we can better define, more accurately classify, and further explain
BCGs. More so, through analysis of the marriage of the results from spectra - like chemical composition,
age, and velocities - and the differences in centroid distance, we can attain conclusions about each galaxy,
or possibly determine any existing relationship among galaxies with disturbed states.

[120] Activity levels and behavior in relation to feeding in juvenile
Antaresia childreni
David Denisov†, Marlena Coveney†, Christina Dang†, Lauren Michels†, Katherine Hillsbery†,
Sydney Perrella†, Calvin Tower†, Christy Strand†

Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

Pythons are model organisms for studying digestive physiology and systemic organ plasticity in relation
to feeding. However, brain and behavior as it relates to feeding in snakes is poorly understood. Ecologists
seek to understand persistent, long standing, behavioral traits of individual animals. In order to address
these questions, we are using captive-bred Antaresia childreni, that were obtained as neonates. The Antare-
sia childreni are cared for and maintained until early adolescence for experiments on neuroplasticity related
to feeding behavior. We observed the enclosures eight times throughout a 21-hour period. We performed
scan observations of their enclosures to determine their location, activity levels, and basking frequency.
Sampling days occur at varying intervals after feeding. Data collection is ongoing and will be repeated
seasonally each year to relate activity levels to age, season, and time of day. We expect snakes to be less
active and spend more time basking shortly after a meal. We also expect snake behavior to be related
to season and time of day, where snakes are more active in the summer than in the winter and are more
active during the evening than during the middle of the day.
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[121] Tandem Oxidation and Dehydrogenative-Coupling for the
Synthesis of Asymmetric 1,3-Diones
Emily Wearing†, Brittany Fox†, M. Taylor Haynes II†

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, †Frost Support

Organic synthetic chemistry provides an opportunity to access and build very specific sets of products
through reactions. A growing interest in this field is tandem reactions because of the potential increase in
efficiency by combining individual processes into a single reaction. The combination of copper-catalyzed
aerobic oxidations and dehydrogenative-coupling provides access to a series of 1,3-asymmetric diones from a
simple set of starting materials, such as primary and secondary alcohols. Initial optimization has shown the
viability of primary and secondary alcohol substrates in the formation of 1,3 dione products. Expanding
the range of primary and secondary alcohols provides insight into the potential synthetic and physical
properties of this class of structures.

[122] Formation Pathways in Brightest Cluster Galaxies: Measur-
ing the distribution of ages, metallicities, and hydrodynamics of
stellar populations
Priscilla Elise Holguin West, Louise O.V. Edwards
Department of Physics

Local Brightest Cluster Galaxies (BCGs) are the most massive galaxies in the local universe and have
had the full age of the universe to build. This makes their formation and evolution history particularly in-
teresting as they offer a glimpse at potential evolutionary pathways to younger systems. This investigation
attempts to further our understanding of how BCGs formed through a determination of the ages, metal-
licities, and hydrodynamics of their stars using stellar population synthesis models run on spectroscopic
data of 23 BCGs. This analysis of stellar populations includes those found within different regions of the
BCG, such as its core and outskirts, the intracluster light (ICL), and close companions to the BCG. Close
companions, such as dwarf galaxies, are known to have important roles in the formation and evolution of
spiral galaxies, so studying the interactions between close companions and BCGs may provide more insight
into the formation scenarios for these types of galaxies. The BCG core is found to host an older, more
metal-rich population of stars than those found within the ICL, indicative of a scenario in which BCG
formation occurs from the inside out. Analysis of the velocity dispersion as a function of the distance from
the galactic center yielded a rising or flat profile for 17 of the 23 BCGs in the sample, and determination of
the kinematics, as well as color, of the companions provides inference as to whether their structures most
closely resemble those of dwarf galaxies, the core of BCGs, the ICL within BCGs’ host clusters, or perhaps
some other structure.
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[123] Investigation of Pervasive Clay Layers and Their Effect on
Groundwater Flow Using Electrical Resistivity Tomography in the
San Antonio Groundwater Basin
James Carlson1†, John Jasbinsek2†

1 Physics (Geology and Geophysics), 2 Department of Physics, †Frost Support

The United States Geological Survey is developing a groundwater flow model of the San Antonio Creek
Groundwater Basin to support creation of a sustainable groundwater management plan. An abrupt 200
foot offset in groundwater depth over a distance of less than one kilometer is observed in well readings
within the Flores Canyon region of the groundwater basin. Abrupt changes in groundwater levels are often
explained by the presence of a fault in the subsurface, vertically offsetting sedimentary units. However,
observations of the structural geology of this region indicates that faulting is unlikely and suggests an alter-
native hypothesis: subsurface folds of the sedimentary units may provide distinct groundwater pathways
to separated groundwater sub-basins. To test the two hypotheses, a geophysical survey called Electrical
Resistivity Tomography (ERT) was used to image the subsurface and constrain the geologic structure re-
sponsible for the offset in groundwater levels. The subsurface imaging results do not support the fault
model, but instead image a layer interpreted as impermeable clay that is pervasive throughout the folded
structure of the region. The folded clay structure provides a plausible geologic model for diverting the
subsurface flow of water producing the abrupt offset in groundwater well levels. The correct identification
of the geologic structure in Flores Canyon is important because each model significantly changes the char-
acteristics and predictions of a groundwater model with respect to predicted subsurface flow, groundwater
distribution, and recharge.
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[124] Identification of Uropathogen Urease Enhancing Molecule(s)
in Catheter-Associated Urinary Tract Infection (CAUTI)
Shawn Richmond†

Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

Worldwide a significant amount of people develop catheter-associated urinary tract infections (CAUTI),
accounting up to 40% of all hospital acquired infections, with the United States spending an estimated
340 million dollars annually on treatment. CAUTI associated mortality rates (2.3%) are on the rise due
to antibiotic resistance, thus there is a critical need for developing non-antibiotic therapeutic treatments.
Recently, we established with collaborators that the bacterial enzyme urease plays an important role in the
early onset of CAUTI. Additionally, we have shown an enhancement of urease activity during polymicrobial
infection or coculture compared to single species infections in both in vivo and in vitro studies. However,
the mechanism behind this enhancement is currently unknown. The specific aim of this project is to
identify the urease enhancement signal among common uropathogens found co-colonizing CAUTI patient’s
catheters, in the hopes of finding a target for the development of novel inhibitors. We are studying Proteus
mirabilis as the organism responsible for urease production, and Enterococcus faecalis as the producer of
the enhancement signal. Briefly, we grow E. faecalis in a minimal media, filter out the cells to obtain a
spent supernatant containing the secreted enhancing signal. Next we will subject the spent supernatant
to various treatments such as: size exclusion filters, heat, protease, hydrophobic resin, chelating agent
(EDTA). Data collected from the treated supernatants will allow us to generally characterize the enhancing
signal as: protein, lipid, secondary metabolite, carbohydrate, etc. Supernatants which retain Proteus urease
enhancing activity will be verified using a spectrometer colorimetric alkaline assay, which measures changes
in pH over time due to urease activity. Supernatants that still retain activity will then be fractionated and
retested for enhancing activity. Fractions which retain enhancing activity will be analyzed using targeted
metabolomics and mass spectrometry for molecule identification.
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[125] A Test of Negative-Frequency Dependent Sexual Selection in
A Tropical Fish
Alexander S. Willcox†, Evelyn G. Teodoro†, Gita R. Kolluru†

Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

Giradinus metallicu is a species of small freshwater fish that are endemic to Cuba. Male G. mettallicus
occur in one of three morphs that differ in coloration and behavior, with two morphs (black and plain)
being the most common. Black morph males persistently follow females with the chin up and gonopodium
extended before attempting copulation, whereas plain and yellow morph males ”lurk” above and behind the
female and sneak copulations. One mechanism for maintaining this color and behavior polymorphism may
be negative-frequency dependent selection. Under this process, females prefer rare or novel male morphs
to increase the genetic diversity of their offspring, such that the morph that is common at any given time
has lower fitness, and neither morph can take over. In this study, females were taken from home tanks
with either a black or plain morph male bias and subjected to dichotomous choice tests. On one side of
the female were 4 plain morphs (the control); on the other side of the female were one of three treatment
ratios: 4 black : 0 plain, 3 black : 1 plain, 1 black : 3 plain. We recorded the amount of time females
spent on each side (with the control and treatments switched to minimize side bias). We hypothesized that
females would prefer males novel to what they experienced in their home tanks. We predicted that females
would spend more time with treatment of ratios containing more novel morphs ( e.g females from a black
morph bias will prefer a 1 black : 3 plain ratio).

[127] Tracing Radio Signals through Antarctic Ice for Neutrino De-
tection
Katie Carter†, Stephanie Wissel†

Department of Physics, †Frost Support

Askaryan Radio Array (ARA) is an experiment designed to detect high energy neutrinos which carry
information about astrophysical sources like blazars or gamma ray bursts. ARA includes several stations of
radio antennas buried 200 meters deep in Antarctic ice that detect the radio signals produced by the rare
neutrino interactions with the ice. We calibrate ARA with signals from a SPIceCore pulser, a transmitter
that travels down a 1750 meter deep hole in the ice, emitting radio signals as it is being lowered. This allows
us to observe the propagation of signals originating from different depths. Light ray paths bend through
the ice due to the exponentially changing density of ice which determines the index of refraction. Multiple
paths between the transmitter and the receiver are possible, leading to multiple modes of ray propagation.
Ray tracing maps out the allowed geometries from which we can detect signals from the pulser. Additional
propagation modes, such as a horizontally propagating ray, may arise from small variations in ice density
from the exponential model. Signals consistent with horizontal propagation have been found outside of the
allowed geometries. In using the SpiceCore pulser, we can estimate the power that can be transmitted into
a horizontal ray path, which can be used to estimate the energy threshold for neutrinos detected through
such a geometry.
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[128] Exposure to hormonal contraceptives increases efflux and an-
tibiotic resistance in CFT073, a uropathogenic Escherichia coli strain
Allison Clatch†, Leah Van Otterloo†, Melanie Flores†, Jennifer VanderKelen, Jean Davidson,
Alejandra Yep†

Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

The World Health Organization classifies antibiotic resistance as one of the most important public
health threats of this century. The effect of many xenobiotics on antibiotic resistance is not well under-
stood. Steroid hormones in oral hormonal contraceptives (HCs) have been shown to act as substrates of
efflux pumps, which bacteria employ to remove a broad range of xenobiotics from the cytoplasm. We
hypothesize that exposure to HCs induces increased activity of efflux pumps in order to remove the hor-
mone from the cell. This induction may secondarily allow for increased removal of antibiotics, conferring
antibiotic resistance. To test this hypothesis, uropathogenic Escherichia coli was exposed to the HC com-
ponent ethinyl estradiol (EE) and tested for accumulation of the dye Hoechst (H) 33342. Compared to
unexposed cells, E. coli exposed to EE accumulated less H33342, indicating efflux activity induction by EE.
Reverse Transcription Quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) analysis determined that this activity was not due to
upregulation of the well-studied AcrAB-TolC pump. RNA sequencing is being performed to identify other
mechanisms by which EE induces efflux activity. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report of
an increase in efflux in gut bacteria following hormonal contraceptive exposure.

[129] High-fat high-fructose diet and probiotic effects on skeletal
and cardiac muscle transcriptional responses in Sus scrofa
Parisa Bastani1, Deepali Tailor1, Noelle Kipp1, Alice Babin1, Rodrigo Manjarin2, Jason
Blank1

1 Department of Biological Sciences, 2 Department of Animal Science

Juvenile leptin-resistant pigs were fed a high-fructose-high-fat diet to induce accelerated development of
non-alcoholic steatohepatitis. Pigs were subjected to one of the four following diets: experimental diet with
high fructose and high fat, experimental diet with high fructose, high fat, and probiotics, isocaloric control
diet, and control diet with probiotics. After 10 weeks on the diet, longissimus dorsi muscle samples and
left ventricle heart tissue samples were taken and molecular responses to the diets were observed through
two methods.

To account for transcriptional and translational changes in muscle, targets including GLUT4 and PGC-1
alpha will be analyzed by QPCR and Western Blot. These results will provide information on interactions of
high-fat feeding and probiotics and their implication for non-alcoholic steatohepatitis development. Results
may be applicable to human non-alcoholic fatty liver disease.
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[130] Investigating the spectrum of antimicrobial activity by soil-
dwelling bacteria
Lorraine Greenwood, Ethan McKelvey, Larisa Vredevoe
Department of Biological Sciences

Free living and host-associated microbiome communities continue to reveal a rich source of novel or
poorly understood antimicrobial compounds with therapeutic implications. Individual species can produce
an array of compounds with a wide range of biological activities (e.g., antibacterial, antifungal, antiviral,
anticancer, and antioxidant properties). The goal of this project was to characterize and evaluate the
antimicrobial activity of culturable soil dwelling bacterial isolates against a panel of target bacterial and
fungal species which are closely related to (or can serve as opportunistic) human pathogens. We used
Kirby-Bauer style assays to measure the antimicrobial activity of 15 bacterial isolates, sourced from soil at
various locations in San Luis Obispo County. Punch plugs taken from soil isolates were first tested against
lawns of 14 target bacterial species to measure zones of inhibition. A similar approach was employed to
test activity of the soil isolates against five species each of yeasts and molds. Finally, we used Biolog
phenotypic identification assays to identify and characterize the soil isolates. Of the 15 isolates tested, 4
were strong antibacterial producers, and 7 were strong antifungal producers. All of the soil isolates were
gram-positive bacilli, and approximately two-thirds of them were confirmed endospore formers. Generally,
developing a deeper understanding of the functional activities of compounds produced by soil dwelling
bacteria will assist in the discovery of valuable bioactive molecules that can contribute to the solution
against our current public health crisis of antimicrobial resistance.

[131] Redevelopment and Testing of an Integrated Behavioral
Model-based Scale to Predict Bystander Intervention Intention and
Behavior
Arden Castle1†, Marina Katague1†, Christine Hackman1, Sarah Rush2, Sarah Greenband3,
Paul Branscum4

1 Department of Kinesiology and Public Health, 2 Long Island University, 3 University of
California Davis, 4 Miami University, †Frost Support

Young adults in college experience the highest incidence of sexual violence. Bystander intervention
(BI) is the gold standard in sexual violence prevention, therefore it is a major focus of health education
programming at the college level. The Reasoned Action Approach (RAA) identifies attitudes, perceived
norms, and personal agency as constructs that influence intention and behavior. Moral norms (MN),
perceived correctness to perform a behavior, and personality have yet to be applied to a scale to predict
BI. A RAA-based scale to predict BI intention and behavior was developed, tested, and improved to contain
measures of direct and indirect measures and MN. We anticipate that integrating MN and personality will
increase the RAA’s predictive power. We will disseminate the updated scale and include the results in
this presentation. The ability to predict BI will be useful in theory-based interventions to prevent sexual
violence. Further, MN could be applied to better predict and change other health behaviors.
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[132] Development of a Metal-Free Tandem Reaction to Afford
Asymmetric 1,3-Diones
Melanie Kascoutas†, Ash Hua†, Taylor Haynes†

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, †Frost Support

Synthetic organic chemistry is focused on the ability to construct complex molecular structures from
accessible starting materials. However, as the structures increase in complexity, there arise numerous
factors that challenge synthetic chemistry. One particular structure, the 1,3-dione functionality, is highly
reactive and difficult to access through traditional oxidation methods. Recent work has shown the ability
to couple primary and secondary alcohols, utilizing air as the terminal oxidant, to access this structure
utilizing a nitroxyl radical source in solution with a strong base. It is shown here that by altering the
starting materials, to a primary alcohol and ketone, an analogous reaction yields the same dione products
without the need for a transition metal catalyst or highly reactive radicals. This expansion to the reaction
methodology has led to dramatic changes to the proposed mechanism, altering the scope of the method
while simplifying the reactive system.

[133] Structure and Composition of BCGs at z 0.15
Jonathan Hernandez, Louise Edwards
Department of Physics

The Sloan Digital Sky Survey records photometric and spectroscopic data of the universe through
three main programs, among them is Mapping Nearby Galaxies at Apache Point Observatory (MaNGA).
The MaNGA survey collects information on over 10,000 galaxies, including some massive galaxies inside
of galaxy clusters: Bright Cluster Galaxies (BCGs). This research focuses on how BCGs at redshifts of
approximately 0.15 are structured and what they contain. Particularly, analysis of the velocities of stars
as a function of distance from the galactic center provides information on galaxy kinematics. Furthermore,
examination of the spectra provides information about parameters such as star age, metallicity, and for-
mation rates. Marvin, a tool designed for the streamlined access and organization of MaNGA data, is used
extensively to visualize these BCGs. In this poster, we present MaNGA data on one BCG to demonstrate
the power of Marvin and outline the process for multiple BCG samples.
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[134] Revel Magazine: Combatting the Leaky Pipeline Phe-
nomenon Through Focusing on Women in STEM
Megan Melnyk1, Larissa Kurtz2, Mia Daniele3, Kevin Masukawa4, Sandra Clement1
1 Department of Biological Sciences, 2 College of Architecture & Environmental Design, 3

Department of Liberal Studies, 4 Orfalea College of Business

The leaky pipeline phenomenon describes the continuous loss of women in STEM as they move from
undergraduate to higher levels of education. Although all genders in grades K-12 are likely to enroll in
science courses at the same rates, a disparity among genders in the fields of STEM becomes apparent at
the undergraduate level, with only 17.9% computer science degrees being awarded to women and 19.3%
in engineering. This gap continues on into higher levels of education along with the workplace. It has
been suggested that connecting women to female mentors as well as providing a space for women to be
supported could help combat this phenomenon. Revel Magazine is a STEM magazine that specifically
focuses on women. It seeks to create a supportive and encouraging environment for women in STEM
during their undergraduate years. By focusing its content on highlighting accomplishments of women in
their respective fields as well as focusing on new research and innovations that specifically impact women,
the hope is to combat one potential leak of the pipeline- the undergraduate years.

[135] The effects of a weight loss intervention program on Bisphenol
A and Bisphenol S concentrations in overweight females
Hannah Brunner-Gaydos†, Shelby Thomas, Lily Medrano, Madison Hibbs, Jennifer Giraudo,
Pasquelle Aggett-Carosella, Bryn Petron, Allison Amaya, William Schauer, Austin San,
Suzanne Phelan†, Todd Hagobian†

Department of Kinesiology and Public Health, †Frost Support

Higher body weight is significantly related to greater exposure to Bisphenol A (BPA), a mass industry
produced chemical used in polycarbonate plastics and epoxy resins, which is related to type 2 diabetes
and obesity. Despite this association, no known study has examined whether standard behavioral weight
loss interventions have an effect on BPA exposure. By reducing food intake and body fat, it is possible
to eliminate BPA stored in the body. The purpose of this ancillary study is to test whether a 4-month
standard behavioral weight loss intervention (vs. control) reduces urinary BPA exposure in women with
obesity. Currently, 90 women have been randomized to the weight loss intervention or control, and this
ancillary study will assess BPA at baseline and after 4 months in 40 women that have completed the study.
Urinary BPA will be assessed using a competitive enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay kit (Detroit R&D,
Detroit MI). The results of this study, if shown to be efficacious to reduce BPA exposure, will add to the
well-established effects of standard behavioral weight loss interventions to reduce BPA exposure.
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[136] Detection and Characterization of Schellackia /Lankesterella
Hemoparasites in Male Western Fence Lizards (Sceloporus occi-
dentalis)
Julius Larion†, Larisa Vredevoe†

Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

An array of apicomplexan hemoparasites infect Western Fence Lizards, including a well-known malaria
parasite, Plasmodium mexicanum. However, the prevalence and diversity of Schellackia/Lankesterella
parasites and their potential impacts on host health remain poorly studied. Research on such parasites
provides important information on the epidemiology and relationship between parasite and host. The goal
of this study was to detect and characterize Schellackia/Lankesterella parasites in male, adult western fence
lizards collected in and around the Cal Poly University campus during the breeding season, April-July 2017.
Giemsa-stained blood smear observations were made for 162 lizards to detect hemoparasites. PCR detection
of hemoparasites was also conducted for 101 of these lizards using several primers targeting portions of
the 18S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) gene of Schellackia/Lankesterella parasites. The presence of Schellackia,
specifically, was confirmed by the presence of a 1kb amplicon in 11% (11/101) of lizards. What appear
to be other related lankesterellid hemoparasites were detected in 8% (8/101) of lizards, as evidenced by a
range of amplicon sizes. Sequencing of these targets will be required for confirmation and characterization
of the diversity of hemoparasites present. These data reveal that infection by additional non-Plasmodium
parasites is relatively common in San Luis Obispo during the Spring-early breeding season. Although heavy
infections with P. mexicanum have been shown to adversely affect host health, the potential host impact
of these other hemoparasites warrants a more in depth investigation.

[137] Measuring Black Hole Masses in Active Galactic Nuclei
Vardha Bennert1†, Tatiana Gibson2†, Chance Spencer1, Ellen Glad3, Jonathan Hood3,
Matthew Salinas1, Michael Ross4, Naina Asaravala1, Tomas Snyder1, Priscilla West1, Nick
Yee1
1 Department of Physics, 2 Earth Science, 3 Aerospace Engineering, 4 Materials Engineering,
†Frost Support

A team of Cal Poly undergraduate students under Dr. Vardha Bennert’s advising have been remotely
observing active galactic nuclei with the 1 meter Nickel Telescope of Lick Observatory since 2016 in collab-
oration with partners at UCLA and in South Korea (the ”SAMP team”). At the center of active galactic
nuclei lie supermassive black holes (SMBHs), surrounded by an accretion disk of large luminosity, making
them some of the brightest objects in the universe. By obtaining images of these nuclei and tracking
changes in their luminosity over time, light curves can be created. The ”reverberation mapping” technique
is then utilized to derive the mass of the SMBH from the light curves. In this poster, we will present the
process of acquiring data with the telescope as well as the data analysis.
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[138] Gold Nanoparticle-Based Colorimetric Analysis for Selenium
in High Salinity Soils
Corinne Lehr1†, Virginia Geddie2†, Kaitlyn Valverde2†
1 Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, 2 NRCS: Environmental Earth and Soil Sci-
ences, †Frost Support

Due to high salinity soils being found difficult to measure in ICP-ms machines, and further due to the
desire to have a field method for detecting salinity in soil that is reliable and readable to some degree by
eye, we have designated our research to experimenting with gold nanoparticles and their interaction with
selenium via hydride generation. Our poster describes the field-testing method we attempted to develop
for the detection of salinity in soils using a color change from red to blue of a gold nanoparticles solution
upon contact with selenium gas. The soils around Soda Lake on the Carizzo Plains are rich in selenium
which is a necessary nutrient in low doses for human health but can cause birth defects in large amounts.
The solution of gold nanoparticles has previously been found to only react in the presence of selenium
gas or tellurium. As Carizzo Plains is highly unlikely to have appreciable levels of tellurium, we are not
concerned at this time with mistaking tellurium as selenium.

[139] Manipulating Electric Fields to Lyse Algae for Biofuel Appli-
cations
Aspyn Bessler1, Juan David Gonzalez1, Ricardo Garcia2, Fadi Alzammar1, Jonathan
Fernsler2, Elena Keeling3, Dean Arakaki1
1 Department of Electrical Engineering, 2 Department of Physics, 3 Department of Biological
Sciences

Algae has the potential to revolutionize the way we harvest fuel by providing a cleaner alternative to
fossil fuels. This is achieved by extracting lipids from within algae cells. These lipids are transformed
into usable biofuel after refinement. To extract lipids from the algae, we plan to use Pulsed Electric Fields
(PEF’s) to lyse the membrane. These PEF’s can be delivered to the algae cell using an electroporator device.
The circuit charges up a capacitor that then discharges into the algae sample which is stored between two
metal plates that create the PEF’s. In the past this team has worked to determine an impedance model
of the cultured algae strain, Chlorella, which we are now using to build our own electroporator device.
Using the impedance model, we have successfully simulated a circuit that will emit PEF’s around the
algae in order to lyse it. We now plan to construct a physical circuit to test lysis the algae. Creating this
circuit is our first step towards building our own electroporator to be used by the team in the future. Our
electroporator can later be used to test less traditional waveforms used to produce the PEF’s.
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[140] Pediatric Oral Health in San Luis Obispo County: A Review
of Give Kids a Smile
Ariana Faron, Candace Winstead
Department of Biological Sciences

Nearly one in four children under the age of five already have cavities. Learning healthy oral hygiene
habits as a child not only establishes these habits for when their permanent teeth grow in, but decay in
baby teeth can also negatively affect permanent teeth and cause future dental issues. In San Luis Obispo
County, Give Kids a Smile, supported by the American Dental Association, has been meeting the needs
of underserved children since 2005. Volunteer dentists screen almost every child in the county at their
elementary schools for need of severe dental care. The school nurses then refer the families to a private
clinic or Give Kids a Smile Day where they will receive free care. Data provided by the Central Coast
Dental Society was analyzed for children’s need by year and location in the county - with a peak in children
with severe need in 2012.

[141] Seasonal effects on neurogenesis in male and female Western
fence lizards, Sceloporus occidentalis
Sydney Perrella, Morgan Kumro, Christy Strand
Department of Biological Sciences

Sceloporus occidentalis is a territorial species, with males having consistently larger home ranges than
females. However, females seek out mates during breeding seasons by entering male territories and must
search out suitable nesting habitat in which to lay her eggs. These differences in navigation behaviors are
related to differences in the sizes of brain regions involved with navigation, the dorsal and medial cortices
(DC and MC). To investigate the effects of season and sex on plasticity of these brain regions, adult male
and female S. occidentalis were collected from the wild and sacrificed. Previous work in the lab determined
that females had larger DC volumes compared to males, but there were no sex differences in MC volumes.
To expand upon this finding, brain tissue from the same experiment is being stained for doublecortin
(DCX). DCX is utilized as a marker for neurogenesis in tissue specimens, as it is a microtubule-associated
protein that is present in newly generated cells. Staining is currently ongoing; however, we predict that
females during the breeding season will have the highest count of neurogenic cells. Further, neurogenesis
will be lowest during post-breeding seasons.
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[142] Site Characterization for a Mountaintop Detector of High
Energy Tau Neutrinos
Mercedes Vasquez, Stephanie Wissel, Andres Rodriguez†, Caroline Paciaroni
Department of Physics, †Frost Support

Neutrinos produced by the propagation of ultra-high energy cosmic rays (UHECR) outside our galaxy
carry with them information about sources of the highest energy non-thermal radiation in the universe.
As a tau neutrino propagates through the Earth it may undergo a charged-current interaction leading to
the production of a tau lepton. A tau lepton exiting the Earth’s surface will decay creating an upwardly
propagating air shower. BEACON, Beamforming Elevated Array for COsmic Neutrinos, will use a high-
altitude antenna array sensitive to these air showers to search for high-energy (E¿100 PeV) tau neutrinos.
Last summer our group traveled to White Mountain Research Station (WMRS) to investigate whether the
radio background at a potential site is low enough for a high-altitude detector to distinguish a neutrino
signal. We measured the local radio background using a custom-designed broadband transient detector
and installed an array of 30-80 MHz antennas with custom electronics that use coherent phasing on a
field-programmable gate array. The instrument has been running for the past several months as a testbed
where we can implement strategies in firmware to reduce trigger rates from the local radio environment.
In this poster I will characterize the broadband (30-1000MHz) radio background at WMRS and discuss its
potential as a more permanent site for BEACON.

[143] Reversible Motion of a Contact Line
Esmeralda Orozco, Charity Lizardo, Audrey Profeta, Nathan Keim
Department of Physics

We study the evolution of the liquid-solid-vapor contact line of water held in a narrow gap between two
acrylic plates. A syringe pump injects and withdraws a constant, small volume of the water, driving the
contact line back and forth repeatedly and changing its shape. We take photos of the contact line after
each cycle. Comparing these images to each other, we find that below a critical value of infused volume,
after several cycles the contact line reaches a reversible steady state in which it always returns to the same
shape, despite executing many small jumps during its motion. Above that value the shape fluctuates in
the steady state. We investigate the role of the pumping rate on the critical amplitude and find that higher
rates raise that amplitude. Additionally, it appears that high amounts of water loss, caused by evaporation
or leakage, prevent the system from reaching the reversible steady state.
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[144] Sources of Beam Growth in the High Luminosity Large
Hadron Collider
Themis Mastoridis, Ben Miller
Department of Physics

The High Luminosity Large Hadron Collider (HL-LHC) is an upgrade of the LHC that will begin
operation in 2025. The upgrade includes the installation of crab cavities, devices that will achieve a higher
collision rate of the proton clouds. Unfortunately, the crab cavities will also slowly increase the size of the
proton clouds. Crab cavities were temporarily installed for testing in an existing accelerator, the Super-
proton Synchrotron (SPS) in 2018. We used simulations to understand the discrepancy of the measured
beam growth with theory. The two key causes explored were particle losses and coupling between the three
axes of particle oscillation.

[145] Behavioral Risk Factors for Urinary Tract Infections
Hnin Soe†, Kimberly Salazar†, Alejandra Yep
Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

A urinary tract infection (UTI) is a bacterial infection involving the urinary tract, including bladder,
kidneys, and urethra. Community-acquired UTIs are the second most common infection and affect pri-
marily young, sexually active women. Several studies have assessed that certain behaviors correlate with
the number and frequency of UTIs. However, no studies address risk behaviors of one of the demographic
segments most impacted by community-acquired UTIs: college students. With social and cultural practices
changing there are evolving risk factors among younger generations that are often unknown or overlooked
by researchers. We developed a survey to study the correlation between behavioral risk factors and fre-
quency of UTIs in college-aged individuals. The survey includes questions on personal health history,
sexual behavior, diet, and level of health education. Survey questions were developed from journal articles
demonstrating significance in a relationship of a certain behavior and UTIs. Data obtained from the survey
responses will be analyzed to establish correlations between the risk factors of interest and frequency of
UTIs. In addition, it will provide information for current and future experiments. Lastly, it can be used
to inform and educate the community on the potential risk behavior factors that are current within the
college-aged population.
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[146] Cyclopropanation Kinetics of 1-Aryl-1-cycloalkenes
Simone N. Bernsten†, Kaitlin Hartung, Sabina Leonard, Taylor Witter, Robert Navarino,
Eric J. Kantorowski
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, †Frost Support

Cyclopropanes are highly strained and electron rich functionalities which makes them candidates for a
variety of synthetic strategies. Our research explores the preparation of cyclopropanes and their viability
as a launching point for constructing other valuable molecular architectures. We have investigated the
rate of cyclopropanation for a series of 1-aryl-1-cycloalkenes. Varying the substituent at the para position
on the aromatic ring permits a Hammett analysis, which characterizes how sensitive the reaction is to
different substituents. Electron-donating groups were found to accelerate the cyclopropanation reaction,
while electron-withdrawing groups slowed the reaction. The effect of the cycloalkene ring size on the rate
of cyclopropanation was also explored. The reaction rate parallels the strain energy of the cycloalkenes,
and the most strained ring systems reacted fastest to cyclopropanation.

[147] Of Geese and Grass: investigating the impacts of brant graz-
ing on eelgrass
Dakota Osborne†

Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

Eelgrass (Zostera marina) is a keystone species in estuaries across North America and is experiencing
widespread population declines. Eelgrass provides numerous important functions including water purifica-
tion, nursery habitat for fish species, and carbon sequestration, which could be lost if eelgrass beds continue
to diminish. California has experienced some of the greatest eelgrass declines. Morro Bay is a national
estuary located on the Central California coast that has seen a 97% decrease in eelgrass in the last decade.
Organizations such as the Morro Bay National Estuary Program (MBNEP) have attempted restoration
with mixed results. Widespread failure of restoration efforts underscores the need for greater understanding
of factors affecting these communities. Most studies to date have examined bottom-up stressors, such as
sedimentation and nutrient load, but little research has been done on top-down effects. Brant geese are
specialist grazers of eelgrass, feeding voraciously on it in the winter and spring months. Previous research
indicates brant might play an important role in maintaining the health of eelgrass communities. Research
is being conducted to investigate: (1) What is the level of brant activity in Morro Bay eelgrass beds? And
(2) Do brant affect the health of eelgrass beds, and if so how? Brant require open areas for flight response
and do not enter enclosed areas. Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe was used to create cage-like structures
around small plots of eelgrass, thus excluding brant. Data is being gathered on eelgrass growth inside and
outside the brant exclosures, and brant activity has been observed regularly at each site. Results of this
study could influence more holistic management techniques and successful restoration efforts, ultimately
helping to preserve biodiversity in coastal marine ecosystems.
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[148] Acetylation of L-Arginine by Bacillus acidocaldarius N-
acetylglutamate synthase
Fatemeh Poshtan, William McTaggart, Kassandra Newton, Emily J. Fogle
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

The enzyme, N-acetylglutamate synthase (NAGS), is the first in a series of enzymes found in Bacillus
acidocaldarius that synthesizes L-Arginine from L-Glutamate. The enzyme catalyzes the acetylation of
L-Glutamate to form N-acetylglutamate. Previous studies of bacterial NAGS demonstrated that because
of its critical role as the first enzyme in the mechanism, NAGS functions as a regulatory enzyme via feed-
back inhibition by L-Arginine. However, recent experiments on NAGS from B. acidocaldarius (BaNAGS)
revealed that NAGS activity increased in the presence of L-Arginine, suggesting that L-Arginine was a sub-
strate for the enzyme. Further characterization of activity with L-Arginine found it was a better substrate
for BaNAGS than L-Glutamate (kcat/Km,Arginine = 20 M−1s−1, kcat/Km,Glutamate = 1 x 10−4 M−1s−1).
To confirm the product of the reaction, Dowex 1X8 anion exchange column chromatography was performed
to isolate L-Arginine and N-acetylarginine from the reaction mixture followed by 1HNMR. NMR spectra
revealed that N-acetylarginine was present in the reaction mixture. These data established that L-Arginine
is, in fact, a substrate for BaNAGS. This suggests additional roles for NAGS in B. acidocaldarius.

[149] Investigating the Sufficiency of 14-3-3 Binding to Tristetrapro-
lin mRNA Decay Inhibition
Sandra Clement1†, Francisco Pinon2†, Avalon Johnson1†, Krysten Jones1†
1 Department of Biological Sciences, 2 Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, †Frost
Support

Messenger RNA (mRNA) degradation is critical for the regulation of gene expression as changing the
levels of mRNA consequently changes the levels of the proteins they encode. RNA binding protein triste-
traprolin (TTP) stimulates mRNA decay by binding target mRNAs in the 3’ AU-rich element (ARE) and
recruiting mRNA decay enzymes. Better understanding of this mRNA decay pathway could lead to new tar-
gets for curing inflammatory autoimmune disorders. Phosphorylation of TTP by the p38 MAPK-activated
kinase MK2, slows mRNA decay and creates a binding site for the protein 14-3-3 which is associated with
alterations in the stability and localization of TTP and may protect TTP from dephosphorylation. It is
unclear, however, whether 14-3-3 binding is sufficient to alter TTP function or if other protein modifi-
cations to TTP or additional proteins are also required. The objective of this research is to determine
whether 14-3-3 recruitment is sufficient to alter TTP function independently of its phosphorylation. In
order to do this, we replaced the two serines phosphorylated by MKe in TTP via site- directed mutagenesis
with either a peptide sequence known to bind 14-3-3 independently of phosphorylation or with an altered
version of this peptide sequence that does not. We then tested the ability of wild-type and mutant forms
of TTP to bind 14-3-3 as well as target mRNA-decay factor proteins in co-immunoprecipitation assays
from transiently transfected Human Embryonic Kidney (HEK) 293T cell lysates. The results of these
experiments will provide a greater understanding of the TTP-mediated mRNA decay pathway, and may
provide insights into possible therapeutic agents for the treatment of inflammatory autoimmune disorders.
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[150] Development of a bisulfite-Sanger sequencing method to mea-
sure DNA methylation status of the human stress-response genes
NR3C1 and FKBP5
Jeanne-Marie McPherson, Kim Ha, Amelia Skeate†, Kirk Moses, Alan Aung, Sandi Clement†

Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

The stress hormone cortisol affects a number of physiological functions including the immune, digestive,
and endocrine system, and also regulates its own production by the Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenal (HPA)
axis in a negative feedback loop. This is mediated in part by a transcription factor called the glucocorticoid
receptor (GR), encoded by the NR3C1 gene and by the co-chaperone encoded by the FKBP5 gene. The
GR protein is required both for mediating cortisol dependent stress responses as well as inhibiting HPA
signaling in order to dampen cortisol production. Psychosocial and other stressors can disrupt the HPA
axis resulting in elevated cortisol levels and leading to increased inflammation, autoimmune disorders,
cardiovascular disease, and diabetes. These stressors may act through epigenetic modifications such as DNA
methylation to regulatory regions of genes critical to cortisol homeostasis. The objective of this research
project is to develop an assay to measure the methylation status of NR3C1 and FKBP5 gene regulatory
sequences. To do this, we isolated DNA from HELA cells and chemically modified it with bisulfite to
convert unmethylated cytosine residues to uracils. We then performed polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
using primers we designed to specifically amplify this modified DNA. The methylation status was then
analyzed using Sanger sequencing.

[151] The Influence Of Anethetics On Coloration Measurments Of
Different Body Regions In a Freshwater Fish
Nalana C. Carreiro, Gita R. Kolluru†

Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

Chemical anesthetics are often used to subdue fish to obtain quantitative color measurements such as
hue, saturation, and brightness (HSB). However, anesthetics may themselves alter fish coloration, posing
a dilemma for researchers. Building upon a study by Wojan E.M. and Kolluru G.R., we investigated
the effects of the commonly used anesthetics eugenol (clove oil) and tricane methane sulfate (MS222) on
color measurements in the poeciliid fish, Giradinus metallicus. We hypothesized that, because fish tend
to darken when placed in anesthetic solutions, the HSB values in treatments should differ from control
water. We further hypothesized that HSB values would naturally vary among body regions, and that the
contrast among regions would be greater in anesthetics. We obtained digital images of the same ten male G.
metallicus anesthetized in either clove oil, anesthetized in MS222, and immersed in control water without
anesthetic. HSB levels were obtained from four different body regions: anterior dorsal, posterior dorsal,
posterior ventral, and the caudal peduncle. All images were obtained with fish situated in a water filled glass
chamber, using the same camera orientation, and corrected using a white standard. We found substantial
effects of anesthetics on coloration: fish exhibited higher hue and saturation, but lower brightness, under
both anesthetics. HSB values among the body regions did not differ among treatments, but varied among
body regions consistent with countershading. As a whole, our study highlights the potential problem of
using anesthetics when obtaining color measurements of fishes, and points to a method without anesthetics
as a better alternative.
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[152] The Homeless Outreach, Advocacy, and Meaningful Educa-
tion (HOAME) Internship
Aaron Dueck, Emma Hertel†, Candace Winstead
Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

The Homeless Outreach, Advocacy, and Meaningful Education (HOAME) Internship supports the
needs of the homeless community, homeless services, and students alike. Over several months, we met with
representatives from each of these groups to determine how interns can most benefit the intersection of their
interests. With this information in mind, we designed a program in which, over the course of six months,
interns will work with one of three departments of Transitions Mental Health Association (TMHA), each
facilitating a different aspect of homeless outreach. We created a training focused on cultural humility,
mental health awareness, and crisis management to prepare students to help their designated department in
three capacities: (1) Interns will be educated and take action in supporting those experiencing homelessness
by engaging with their designated department and assisting them in their specific field of homeless outreach.
(2) Interns will advocate on campus for the homeless community, presenting in classes, boothing in the
University Union, and other various actions to educate Cal Poly students and break down stigmas regarding
people experiencing homelessness. (3) Interns will design and implement a project, in conjunction with
their TMHA department, that will use their interests and career goals to benefit the homeless population
of SLO. This internship creates a self-sustaining system in which every party receives a benefit, ensuring
its overall longevity. The internship will be marketed to sophomore and junior students with a passion for
homeless outreach to allow overlap of experience and upward mobility for interns. In this way, the HOAME
internship will provide a supportive and meaningful connection between Cal Poly, TMHA, students, and,
most importantly, the homeless community of SLO.

[153] Statistical Insights on the Difference Between Chart-Topping
Pop and Rap Music
Charlie Liou†, Kelly Bodwin†

Department of Statistics, †Frost Support

Pop and rap music are two of the most prominent genres up until today. While there are clear audible
differences between both genres, this project analyzes various features of modern chart-topping pop and
rap songs to determine quantifiable features that distinguish between pop and rap songs. We find that
rap songs utilize significantly more negatively charged words than pop songs. Moreover, we find that on
average, pop songs tend to outrank rap songs on record charts and tend to utilize more songwriters.
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[154] Effects of Bicycle Crank Length on Elite Cycling Performance
Cameron Swick†, Natalie Grohmann†, Austin Bohn†, Ashley Shen†, Christie O’Hara†, Robert
Clark†

Department of Kinesiology and Public Health, †Frost Support

The length of a bicycle’s crank could impact several biomechanical and physiological variables which
may affect cycling performance, but the optimal crank length for cyclists has yet to be determined. The
purpose of this study was to examine the effects of six different crank lengths (150, 165, 170, 172.5, 175,
and 180 mm) on gross efficiency (GE), heart rate (HR), maximum power, and optimal pedaling rate. Elite
level cyclists (n = 14) participated in two visits to the Cal Poly Cycling Lab. The purpose of the first
lab session was to obtain VO2 peak and participant characteristics (62.4 +/- 7.4 ml/kg-min, 28.1 +/- 5.5
yrs, 176.4 +/- 8.1 cm, 71.7 +/- 5.3 kg, 278 +/- 83 km/week) and complete familiarization trials with four
different crank lengths. The second test session was a single-blind randomized crossover design with the
six different crank lengths. After a 5 minute warm up, participants performed a 3 minute steady state
effort at 65% VO2 peak and 90 rpm. This was followed by two maximum effort 4 second seated sprints
with 90 seconds rest prior to each sprint. Participants rested for 5 minutes before the next crank length
trial. During steady state cycling, shorter cranks (GE: 22.2%, HR: 143.5 bpm, 150 mm) appear to be
more efficient compared to longer cranks (GE: 21.6%, HR: 146.2 bpm, 180 mm). During the 4 second
sprints, there was a higher maximum power and an increase in optimal pedaling rate with shorter cranks
(1014 W, 132 rpm, 150 mm) compared to longer cranks (994 W, 123 rpm, 180mm). Although shorter
cranks resulted in a higher power and optimal pedaling rate, along with a greater GE and lower HR, more
extensive statistical analysis comparing physiological and biomechanical changes between the six different
crank lengths needs to be performed.

[155] Investigation of the Kinetics of Continuous Fermentation
Nadine Koen†, Renee Butler, Emma Callant, Doug Snyder, Micheal Heying
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, †Frost Support

Most brewed liquids, whether made commercially or at home, are produced in a batch fashion. Despite
the potential advantages offered by continuous reactors, beer brewing, with one former notable exception,
takes place in batch reactors even on the largest scales. Continuous fermentation offers the potential for
decreased production time, labor costs and more control of the reaction conditions on the industrial scale.
We are exploring beer fermentation in a cascade of continuous stirred-tank reactors (CSTRs) utilizing
commercially available free flocculent yeast. Through our measured concentrations of active yeast, total
fermentable sugar, ethanol and diacetyl (a notable flavor defect), we determine the rate constants associated
with a set of coupled Monod-type empirical model equations. Additionally, due to the excess production of
diacetyl associated with the continuous fermentation, the enzyme alpha-acetolactate decarboxylase is being
investigated to decrease the production of diacetyl. Our results to date have exhibited that it is possible to
attain and hold steady-state behavior in this type of reactor network without immobilization of the yeast.
Future work includes using optimization algorithms to predict the reaction conditions in the CSTRs that
will maximize the conversion to products and minimize the formation of undesirable components.
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[156] Analysis of County Physician and Nurse Practitioner Roles
Regarding Measurement-Based Quality Improvement Factors for
Indirect Behavioral Healthcare Delivery
Madison Parsons, Stefanee Maurice
Department of Kinesiology and Public Health

Death rates from suicide, drug abuse, and chronic liver diseases have increased steadily over the last 15
years. Such behavioral health problems are amenable to prevention and intervention. Because behavioral
healthcare (i.e. substance abuse and mental health services) has traditionally been delivered separately
from physical healthcare rather than together, the Surgeon General’s report calls for integrating the 2 types
of healthcare. However, surveillance for behavioral health has been hindered by organizational barriers,
limitations of existing data sources, and issues related to stigma and confidentiality. A future integration of
both process and outcome measures is the ideal standard of quality assessment for any healthcare system,
and nationwide studies have found that the quality of behavioral healthcare varies widely. Variations in
quality of care have been shown to influence critical clinical outcomes: rates of remission and relapse,
severity of symptoms and functioning, and patients’ quality of life. Thus, it is important to advocate
integration of measurement-based quality improvement factors into healthcare delivery. The purpose of
this study is to explore, at the clinician level, the provider’s role in indirect healthcare delivery looking
closely at the link they play between patients and supplemental programs. This study will specifically focus
on psychiatric physician and nurse practitioner roles for adult outpatient facilities using semi-structured
face-to-face interview methods. The results will provide data that can be coded and used in identifying
possible barriers and/or areas of success towards the integration of measurement-based quality improvement
factors for behavioral healthcare delivery for county run facilities.

[157] Designing an Antenna to Detect Tau Neutrinos on a High
Elevation Mountain
Andres Rodriguez†

Department of Physics, †Frost Support

Tau neutrinos are elementary particles that only interact with other matter through the weak force.
Neutrinos rarely interact meaning they are extremely difficult to detect; however, they can carry information
about high energy cosmic events. If we can successfully detect neutrinos, we can utilize them as a source
of information to study high energy events in our universe such as blazars. The Beam-forming Elevated
Array for Cosmic Neutrinos (BEACON) uses radio receivers because they are a promising method for
detecting neutrinos. When tau neutrinos interact inside the earth, they can produce other particles which
decay resulting in electromagnetic radiation in the radio range. The receivers are pointed at the horizon
and placed on a high elevation mountain to boost our sensitivity. We optimized antennas in 30 to 80
MHz range for highest gain and directivity towards the horizon. We additionally ran more simulations
to determine how the gain is affected by elevation and the mountain soil composition. We also surveyed
potential sites for their radio backgrounds produced by anthropogenic sources.
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[158] Variation of motility in Escherichia coli species
Kimberly Salazar†, Hnin Soe†, Alejandra Yep
Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost Support

Escherichia coli is the most widely studied prokaryote model organism. However, most of our knowledge
comes from studying a few type strains. As any given E. coli strain only shares 20% of its genome with
all other E. coli strains, most phenotypic characteristics are bound to be extremely variable. We are
investigating variation in motility among 139 E. coli strains using swimming motility agar. Strains collected
from feces of different animal species including humans as well as urinary tract infection clinical samples
were grown overnight in tryptic soy broth. In duplicates, we used a sterile inoculating needle dipped in the
cultures to puncture the center of swimming plates. Plates were incubated at 37◦C for exactly 10h, after
which we measured swimming diameters. Of the 114 strains tested so far, 96.4% display motility. Among
the motile strains, we found a large variation in swimming distances. Our results further underscore the
fact that E. coli as a species is exceptionally diverse. Once all strains are tested, we will correlate our
results with other data for the same group of strains, including adherence (biofilm and curli), virulence,
cytotoxicity, and others.

[159] Physiochemical properties of biodiesel monolayers
Rose Darling, Angelica Romero, Tommy Xu, Bailee Rusconi, John Hagen†

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, †Frost Support

Fatty acid methyl esters (FAMEs) can be used to form monolayers at the air-water interface. Biodiesel
is a partially renewable fuel composed of a mixture of FAMEs, and is synthesized by transesterifying fats
with methanol. We present surface-pressure/area isotherm data for biodiesel and for pure FAMEs. Images
taken using Brewster Angle Microscopy (BAM) are also presented. Here we compare the physicochemical
properties of biodiesel monolayers with that of a weighted average of the properties of pure FAMEs.
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[160] Baby fur on baby seals: Morphology and thermal function of
the pelts of Weddell seal pups
Heather Liwanag, Dana Twisk, Lili Sanders
Department of Biological Sciences

The Weddell seal (Leptonychotes weddellii) is the southernmost breeding mammal on Earth. These
Antarctic seals are born in one of the harshest environments on the planet, and yet need to maintain a
body temperature similar to ours. Weddell seal pups are born with a thick coat of lanugo (baby fur), which
is later replaced by a more streamlined pelt once they have developed a thick blubber layer. This study
will investigate the morphological characteristics of Weddell seal lanugo pelts, and measure the thermal
conductivity of these pelts in air and water. Pelts were collected from naturally deceased Weddell seal
neonates (n=6) and adults (n=2) in McMurdo Sound, Antarctica. Length, circularity, and density of the
hairs will be measured to compare lanugo to adult fur. Thermal conductivity (k, how easily the pelts
conduct heat) will be measured in air and in water using the standard material method. We predict that
neonate pelts will be better insulators (have a lower k) than adult pelts in air, but that neonate pelts will
be less insulative (have a higher k) than adult pelts in water. Ultimately, we will relate pelt morphology
to how the pelts function as insulators in air and water.

[161] Oral Health in Kids: Understanding Early Life Factors that
Shape Child Risk of Caries
Emma Scudero1, Vanessa Mariscal2, Nolan Manning2†, Cleo Bailey2, Parmida
Batmanghelench2†, Jasmine Sanchez2, Shirin Sorooshian2†, Suzanne Phelan1†

1 Department of Kinesiology and Public Health, 2 Department of Biological Sciences, †Frost
Support

Obesity and caries share many of the same risk factors. However, the available literature relating
obesity to caries is conflicting. The purpose of this study is to examine the relationship between obesity
and caries risk in 50 mother/child dyads. During the one-time study visit, height and weight of the mother
and toddler dyad are measured, and intraoral videos are used to capture their tooth surfaces. Videos
are being coded using an adapted version of the previously validated International Caries Detection and
Assessment System. Samples of saliva are being collected from mother and toddler to detect presence of
Streptococcus mutans (SM) and Lactobacillus (LB). The microbiological assays being used for LB detection
include gram stain reaction, plate counts, and molecular phenotype analyses using Biolog Generation III
microplates. Levels of Streptococcus mutans are being identified using a detection kit from GC America.
Finally, the dyads are completing two questionnaires and two separate food recalls. To date, 3 participants
are pending enrollment and 18 have been enrolled at a rate of about 2 per month. Preliminary analyses
indicated a potential trend for moms with higher levels of SM to have toddlers with higher levels of SM
(r = 0.65; p = 0.11), but the same was not true for LB. The results of this pilot study will guide a future
Randomized Clinical Trial that aims to establish a causal relationship between weight status and risk for
Early Childhood Caries.
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[162] Western Diet-Induced Dysbiosis is Associated with Intestinal
Hyperplasia in Juvenile Iberian Pigs
Megan Melnyk1†, Trista Nolan2, Victoria Smith2, Gabriella Hernandez2, Jennifer
VanderKelen1, Christopher Kitts1, Michael La Frano1, Rodrigo Manjarin2, Magdalena Maj1
1 Department of Biological Sciences, 2 Animal Science Department, †Frost Support

The Western diet has been associated with increased risk of colon cancer, partially due to changes in
bile acid (BA) homeostasis. While diet-induced proliferation of intestinal mucosa has been documented
in adults, it is unclear whether it can develop in pediatric populations. We hypothesized that feeding a
high-fat high-fructose (HFF) diet to neonatal pigs will increase BA levels in the liver and plasma, and
cell proliferation in the intestinal mucosa. Twenty six ten-day old leptin-resistant piglets (Iberian breed)
were fed one of four liquid diets: control (CON) (n=8), control + probiotics (CON+P) (n=6), high
fat high fructose (HFF) (n=6), or high fat high fructose + probiotics (HFF+P) (n=6), every six hours
over 70 days. The probiotic mixture (6.2x10 cfu/mL) contained Pediococcus, Lactobacillus, and Bacillus.
Liver and plasma BA levels were analyzed by LC-MS. Hyperplasia in the colon and distal ileum (DI)
was assessed by hematoxylin-eosin and Ki-67 staining. Gene expression of tumor necrosis factor (TNF
α), tumor growth factor (TGF β), occluding, and zonulin was measured by qPCR. HFF and HFF+P
increased taurocholate and glycocholate in liver and plasma (P ≤ 0.0001), crypt depth, villi length and
Ki-67+ cells/crypt (P ≤ 0.01) in colon and DI. HFF and HFF+P decreased TNF α and TGF β in colon
(P ≤ 0.05). In conclusion, a high-fructose high-fate diet increased liver and plasma BA levels and caused
colonic hyperplasia. Gene expression changes of TNF α and TGF β, main inflammatory markers may be
related to increase of secondary BA in the colon.

[163] Rapid Prototyping of Point-of-Use Microfluidic Diagnostic
Devices
Jonah Holbrook1, Brandon Strong2, Aditya Jangid2, Oscar Mercado2, Jacqueline Chuang1,
Nathaniel Martinez2
1 Biomedical Engineering, 2 Department of Biological Sciences

Point-of-use diagnostics is a rapidly expanding field that aims to make medical diagnoses quicker,
simpler, and more cost-effective than current lab tests. The primary objective of this project is to customize
Fused Deposition Manufacturing (FDM) 3D printers and their settings to enhance the scale, resolution,
speed, reproducibility and detail of 3D printed microfluidic diagnostic devices. Using entry and mid-level
3D printers and filament readily available on the market, we were able to successfully produce viable
microfluidic channels that offer horizontal and vertical flow through channels down to 15um in width.
Here we demonstrate the most effective post-printing modifications of the microfluidic devices, such as
treatment with Tween 20, to achieve wicking of fluid at this micron-channel scale. These channels are
reproducible at scale and offer a myriad of downstream assays, including the use in quantitative detection
of analytes as demonstrated by simple colorimetric horseradish peroxidase (HRP) assays. Compared to
current microfluidic device fabrication techniques, 3D printing inherently offers decreased cost, increased
accessibility and decreased production time. The results of this project demonstrate that 3D printing
also has the capability to maintain high resolution and functionality in the development of point-of-use
diagnostic devices.
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[164] Identifying Rate Limiting Steps in Cell-Free Protein Synthesis
Javin Oza, Philip Smith, Logan Burrington
Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry

Cell-free protein synthesis (CFPS) is a platform technology that allows for the production of proteins
without having to work within the constraints of a cell. By averting the need to maintain a living cell,
CFPS can help increase the efficiency, time and cost of producing proteins that are essential in the bioman-
ufacturing industry. Despite this, the process is still slow, taking at least three hours for the protein to be
synthesized. One problem is that the overall rates of transcription and translation of CFPS is relatively
unknown. In order to make the process more time efficient, we are examining these rates by tracking
mRNA and protein production simultaneously through real-time fluorescence spectroscopy readings. To
track the mRNA, we are using the spinach aptamer to quantify the amount of mRNA produced and protein
production is quantified using the red fluorescence of the protein mCherry. Understanding the rates of each
step will provide a basis to test the reagents involved in each process and determine if an energy source or
certain translational machinery such as elongation factors are involved in rate limiting steps.

[165] Effects of Coalescent Polarity on HEUR Interactions and Film
Formation of Butyl Acrylate/Methyl Methacrylate Latex
Kiersten Smith1, David Chisolm1, Evan Sommerville2, Denzel Ayala1, Ray Fernando1

1 Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, 2 Materials Engineering

The ability of coalescents of varying polarity to aid the film formation of a model BA/MMA latex
was evaluated in the absence and presence of a model hydrophobically-modified, ethoxylated urethane
(HEUR) associative thickener. The following solvents were evaluated as coalescents at different loading
levels: ethylene glycol (EG), butyl carbitol acetate (BCA), and Texanol (TX). Film formation studies
were completed with images from an atomic form microscope (AFM), while viscosity data was collected
to observe the interactions between the coalescing aid and the HEUR in a latex system. With the use of
GC/MS, it was determined that the amount of coalescent partitioned into the latex polymer was greatest
for Texanol, both in the absence and presence of HEUR. AFM images of latex films indicate the presence of
HEUR promotes film formation. High-shear-viscosity data are consistent with trends expected in terms of
swelling behavior of latex particles. Low-shear-viscosity and storage modulus data indicate that decreasing
the polarity of the coalescing aid leads to an increase in both properties.
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[166] Improving Phase Oscillations in the SPS
Ian Stone, Brian Kroger, Themis Mastoridis
Department of Physics

The Super Proton Synchrotron’s (SPS) accelerating systems will need to achieve significantly higher
beam performance in the coming decade as the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) transitions to the High
Luminosity LHC. Our research in part consists of attempting to improve the SPS’s phase oscillations
using Linear Quadratic Regulator methods. These methods provided promising results, however were not
physically viable. Although LQR did not yield a closed form answer, it gave important insight into how
to improve the SPS’s phase oscillations. Using this insight, a new algorithm based on convex optimization
will be used in an attempt to achieve the optimal control of our system.
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